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History recalled
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News In Brief
1986 fraternity rush
at MSU to be changed

Texas braces for more storms;
2,000 people already evacuated
SAN ANTONIO,Texas(AP)- Water-logged south Texas braced for more rainfall today as residents cleaned up from floodwaters that forced more than 2,000 people to evacuate and closed
roads, businesses and schools.
The heavy rains were blamed for the drowning deaths of a
5-year-old boy and a soldier at Fort Hood in central Texas, bringing to 10 the fatalities blamed on the latest cycle of bad weather
since it hit May 24.
National Weather Service spokesman Gary Grice said there
was a better than average chance of more rain today in San Antonio. where 11 inches has fallen since May 25. The city normally
gets 29 inches a year.
Nearly 7 inches of rain fell on the city in the 12 hours ending at
noon Wednesday, flooding highways, and forcing at least 2,000
residents from their homes.
Street flooding ,was reported in Houston and extended as far
north as Sherman, near the Oklahoma border.

Elsewhere...
By the 4sserlated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - The retirement of William R.

Lucas as director of the NASA facility that supervis
es shuttle
rockets continues the shakeup of top space officials, and
agency
leaders predict more changes after the Challenger
commission
reports on Monday.
WASHINGTON - More than 200 House members, determined
to keep closer tabs on NASA after the Challenger accident
, are
calling on the space agency to hold an open competition to
find a
second source for the shuttle's booster rockets.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan has called the entire
Senate to the White House to declare his commitment
to a radical
tax overhaul plan.
WASHINGTON - The outcome of the Senate vote today to
override President Reagan's veto and block arms sales
to Saudi
Arabia is still in doubt and the final tally will be extremel
y close,
lawmakers on both sides of the issue say.
MANILA,Philippines - president Corazon Aquino has told the
nation her amnesty program has freed communist rebels
to come'
down from the hills without punishment, while her
military chief
says the rebels have spread their influence under
the "liberal
atmosphere."
WASHINGTON - President Reagan gave the entire Senate a
pep talk at the White House today, declaring his commitm
ent to a
radical tax overhaul plan and joining sponsors of the
legislation
in trying to head off amendments aimed at preserving
selected
tax breaks.
Today's highlight in history: On June 5, 1968, Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy was shot and mortally wounded in Los Angeles after
claiming victory in California's Democratic presidential
primary. He died the following day.

Speeding
Percent of vehicles violating posted 55 m p h limit in
fiscal year 1985
F-126.5-39.2% El40.1-43.7
44.0-47.
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An eye on the sky
Murray State student Keith Harned, Paducah, took
a glance at
cloudy skies during a phone conversation from outside
Woods
Hall this morning. Today's rain is expected to continue
as afternoon showers are predicted.
..taff Photo It Ds% id Turk

Student concerns about alcohol abuse and recent changes
in
state law have prompted some reshuffling in the fall 1986
fraternity "rush" procedures at Murray State Universi
ty.
The changes include limiting rush to one week, prohibiting
alcoholic beverages at rush functions and adopting a more
stringent university policy against "hazing."
Rush is the period each semester in which students interested in joining a fraternity meet its members and discuss
"pledging" the group at activities hosted by the fraternity.
"Rush this fall at Murray State will run from Tuesday. Sept.
2, through Tuesday, Sept. 9, making the formal period one
week instead of two," Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) adviser
Ross Meloan said.
"This arrangement ensures that rushees cid not get tired
of
the process, being questioned by different groups about joining.
It also takes an expensive burden from many fraternit
ies who
have trouble footing the bill for two weeks' worth of rush
activities."
Meloan said the move to a dry rush restilted when fraternities recognized the problems of non-members attendin
g
gatherings and creating disturbances.
"A recent sampling of schools across the country showed
that a dry rush is the trend of the future," he noted. "Becaus
e
the fraternities are campus organizations that try to understand community concerns, their representatives on the InterFraternity Council have decided to avoid alcohol at rush functions to cut down on this problem."
The Kentucky General Assembly recently enacted House bill
325, which requires regional universities like Murray State to
revamp their policies on hazing - practices that force students
to do ridiculous, humiliating or painful things to join the group.
"We have seldom had any problems with hazing at Murray
State," Meloan said. "Of course, we are reviewing our policy to
comply with the new state law, but we have kept an eye on
pledge practices in the past. The IFC and individual fraternities have also pushed hard to make pledgeship both an enjoyable and an educational experience.
"Through all of these changes in rush, the fraternities have
taken proactive, not reactive, steps to prevent problems. The
new procedures are the result of much introspection that has
taken place in each organization and in the IFC.
"Bad fraternities usually weed themselves out faster than we
coulct ask them to leave."
.IFC prregdent Allen McClard of Murray, a member of Alpha
(C,ont'd on page 2)

First frozen embryo baby born Wednesday
LOS ANGELES IAPI - A
"long nine months- that began
with the implantation of a frozen
embryo in a woman's womb has
ended with what doctors say is
the nation's first birth using the
procedure.
A robust 9-pound, 10-ounce boy
was born Wednesday to a
woman identified only as
Monique.
She had tried for 15 years to
bear children

Monique was one of four
women in California and Louisiana to become pregnant after
receiving frozen embryo
transplants - but the first to
give birth.
"It's been a long nine months." said Dr. Richard Marrs,
head of the in-vitro fertilization
and embryo replacement program at Good Samaritan
Hospital.
'rhe hospital where the baby

was born was not disclosed.
Monique, 36, and her husband.
Gary. said they really didn't expect Marrs' procedure to work.
"We just actually were
humoring him by having this
done," Monique told KCBS-TV.
"It was nice though - no
surgery. All I had to do was
come have an implant and go
home - no pain."
• The television station
photographed the delighted

parents holding their newborn
son.
The parents asked that their
last name not be revealed for
privacy reasons.
Frozen embryo transplants
are said to have resulted in 11
births worldwide.
The others were in France
England, Holland and Australia.
All four t' S women who had
(Cont'd on page ?)
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP U.S. Seri. Wendell Ford said a
meeting with Energy Secretary
John S. Herrington left him with
a "good understanding" of what
could happen to the uranium
enrichment plant in Paducah.
But the meeting in
Washington. D.C.. on Wednesday did not result in answers
about whether the plant will end
up in private hands or stay
under government control.

Forecast
Tonight will be cloudy with
a 60 percent chance of
thunderstorms and a low in
the upper 60s. South wind will
be 5 to 10 mph. Friday will be
mostly cloudy, warm and
humid with a 70 percent
chance of thunderstorms.
High will be around 80 with
south wind around 10 mph.
'

•

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake.
359.5
Barkley Lake .
359.6

Ford said. "One thing that is
evident is that the plants cannot
be privatized or sold unless Congress approves of the sale."
Sixteen companies have expressed an interest in buying
l'.S. Department of Energy
nuclear facilities, including the
uranium enrichment plant ir
Paducah. The proposal is part 01
the Reagan administration
asset divestiture program.
Ford asked for the meeting
with Herrington to express
dismay at the plan lot
privatization

(cont'd
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Hart tourney winner
Velvet Jones lines up a putt on the 18th hole Wednesday at the Illth Annual
Ladies' George Hart Invita
tional Golf Tournament at the Murray Country Club. Jones fired a five-und
er 70 to win the championship flight by eight strokes. Murray Country Club golf pro Jimmy Sullivan,
camera In hand, watches
the action. See page 14 for complete tournament result*.
!way limb, by Rost Brews
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The proud history of the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) is documented in the
Don F. Pratt
Memorial Museum at Fort Campbell, the division's home base on the Kentucky-Tennessee
border.

Among the memorabilia are airplanes, helicopters weapons and exhibits detailing the role of the 101st
Airborne in World War II, Korea and Vietnam.

The 101st Airborne's Don. F. Pratt Museum recalls past
NORMANDY France - At fifteen
minutes after midnight on 6 June
1944, Captain Frank L LiHyman led
a team of101st Division Pathfinders
out of the door of a C-47 transport
and became the first American to
land in occupied France Behind
these Pathfinders came 6,000
parachutists of the 10Ist Airborne
Division in 490 C-47's. At first light
on 6 June glider troops under the
command ofBrigadwr General Don
F Pratt begun landing in
Normandy

CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. The lllegendary chapters in American
Day invasion of France during
military history -- chapters
World War II. spearheaded by the
documented in fascinating detail in
Pathfinder units of the 101st Aira unique museum on the division's
borne Division. was the first combat
sprawling 105,000-acre home base
chapter in the history of one of the
at Fort Campbell on the Tennesseemost celebrated divisions in
Kentucky border some 50 miles
American military history.
north of Nashville.
Since 1942. members of the 101st
Named for Brigadier General Don
Airborne'Air Assault k have carried
F. Pratt, who was killed while
the division's famous "Screaming
leading the 101st Airborne's famed
Eagle.;pa4ch into-comjiat in World , glider .assault into Normandy,-the
War II. Korea and Vietnam and
museum's many exhibits include
figured prominently in sonic of the
some unique artifacts and some
•-

poignant illustrations of the role of
the combat soldier.
There is, for example, a replica of
one of the impossibly fragile gliders
in which many members of the
101st Airborne Division, Don Pratt
among them,arrived in France during the D-Day invasion in June of
1944.
The exhibit notes that some
14,000 ofthe canvas-covered CG-4A
cargo gliders were built during
World War II, and that such unlikely firms as Heinz Pickle Company

/9
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and Steinway Piano-provided parts
for them.
Nearby is an exhibit detailing one
of the most famous moments in the
history of the 101st Airborne.
During the Battle of the Bulge in
December of 1944, Brigadier
General Anthony McAuliffe found
himself completely surrounded in
the Belgian city of Bastogne by a
German arm.% which demanded his
surrender. McAuliffe's famous oneword reply, "Nuts!" has become an
American military legend.
In addition to the graphic description of the incident, the exhibit
features an original red and yellow
enameled Bastogne road sign.
General McAuliffe's personal
sidearm is also among the
museum's exhibits.
The museum contains a huge collection of American and foreign
military weapons ranging from an
1851 Navy Colt revolver to a tribal
crossbow used in Vietnam.
Among the more exotic artifacts
are a pair of Herman Goring's
trousers and Adolph Hilter's calling
card bowl and walking stick.
The Korean War section of the
museum contains exhibits of the
uniforms, weapons and equipment
used by the 101st Airborne in the
1950s. There is- also one of the
familiar padded uniforms used by
the Chinese in Korea and one ofthe
"Safe Conduct" passes written in
Chinese and dropped by the milliqns
behind the Chinese lines during the
Korean action.
The Vietnam section of the
museum notes that units of the
101st Airborne Division were
among the first American combat
forces to arrive in Vietnam in July
of 1965 and among the last to
depart. •
There is a section paying special
tribute to the 101st Airborne Division's 1st Brigade, the third
Army combat unit to arrive in Vietnam in 1962. The 1st Brigade was
involved in no less than 26 combat
operations covering so much of the
country that the unit became
known as "The Nomads of Vietnam." Along the way,the "Nomads"

Embryo...
(Cont'd from page I)
the transplants had suffered
damage to their Fallopian tubes.
The frozen embryo implant
procedure involves freezing a
fertilized egg that has developed
_ .•
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(Cont'd from page 1)
"1 am very concerned with
proposals to privatize anything
as sensitive as far as U.S.
security as the uranium enrichment industry," the Owensboro
Democrat said.
"The secretary has gone on
record now in confirming that
the administration does not consider privatization as a trial
balloon. It is a serious
proposal."
Herrington said the administration's policy of
privatization is ultimately in-

Among the most poignant
displays is a medical exhibit containing a medical field kit and an
up-ended rifle with a helmet placed on the butt, the traditional battlefield method of calling attention
to a wounded soldier. The exhibit
notes that,"This particular helmet
was worn by a captain of the 501st
parachute infantry regiment who
was killed a few hours after the
Jump into Holland on 17 September
1944:'
Fort Campbell is an "open" base,
which means that civilian visitors
are allowed access simply by picking up a visitor's pass on Gate 4 on
U.S. Highway 41-A. The Don F. Pratt
Memorial-Museum at the corner of
26th Street and Tennessee Avenue
is open weekdays from 12:30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. and 1-4:30 on weekends.
There is no admission charge.
In addition to the museum,there
is a small park across the street
which contains an impTssive collection of airplanes, helicSpters, tanks
and artillery field pieces. Among
the aircraft displayed are a World
War C-47, an AH-56 A "Cheyenne"
helicopter from the 1970s, and a
modern Fairchild C-119 "Flying
Boxcar." As an added treat, civilian
visitors to Fort Campbell often have
the opportunity to watch present
members of the 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault) in training
exercises on the base.
For more information about the
Clarksville area, contact the Tennessee Department of Tourist
Development, Room T, Box 23170,
Nashville, Tennessee 37202.
-Don Wick

only eight to 16 cells in liquid
nitrogen at 384 degrees below
zero. The embryo, fertilized in a
laboratory outside the womb, is
thawed for implantation in the
womb three to four days after
the mother ovulates and the
uterus is most receptive.

tended to benefit the taxpayer
and is not a reflection of the
quality of work at the plant.
"We think Paducah is an extremely valuable facility and we
very much respect the work that
goes on there," he said.
Herrington denied a New York
Times report that indicated the
Reagan administration may
give away the plants.
"We in no case are in the
business of giving away government assets," he said. "We are
interested in the best return for
the taxpayer's dollar and
privatization means just that.
The taxpayer has to get a benefit
out of it."

Frat rush...

44 Foot'
Wood
}„SrEP LADDER
Home of Qualify, Service & Low Prices Since 1955

•

won four unit citations and three
Congressional Medals of Honor.
Not all of the museum exhibits involve combat units. There is, for instance, a touching exhibit concerning the role of the military chaplin,
which includes a citation for
Chaplin Major Charles J. Watters,
a Congressional Medal of Honor
winner for "conspicuous gallantry
and intrepidity in action in Vietnam." The medal was awarded
posthumously.

((Wird from page 1)

"Stainless
Steel Bolts
Now In Stock"
Screws Bolts
Nuts-Washers

We've
Got'Um

Tau Omega fraternity, noted that ,the council has worked in the
past to improve the conditions of rush.
"We initiated a deferred pledgeship program some time ago
that prohibits a first-semester freshman from joining a fraternity," he said. "We felt that new students need at least one
semester in which to become acclimatized to the campus and
the different organizations," McClard said.
The IFC requires that all candidates for fraternity membership have a 2.0 grade-point average (out of a possible 4.0 ranking) and 12 semester hours of class credit.
"Grade-point averages of fraternity members are increasing,
the retention rate for members is increasing and the number ef
graduating members is increasing. Overall, the picture for
fraternities at Murray State Is extremely bright," Meloan said.
"These new changes will help us all to keep our best foot forward, all year around."

we,

•
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Garrott's Galley

Professionals
What makes them do it? They train to deal with the
worst life has to offer, and they do it quite professionally. They are called to the tragedies born of malfunctioning people and machines. They toil amid the horror of
ghastly highway carnage. They battle the flames that
consume lives and buildings.
They are our police officers, our firefighters and our
emergency crew members. Whether volunteer or paid,
they are professional in the quality of work they do and
In the standards they set and meet.
Very often the three disciplines are brought together
by tragedy. Law enforcement officers, firefighters and
volunteers trained to administer emergency medical
aid in the field work together at major fires and traffic
accidents. Besides the searing experiences of these
events, the people who respond to emergencies have
other things in common as well.
A sense of humor helps them cope with their role in
life's dark moments. They don't laugh because of someone else's plight, but they hold fast to their ability to
laugh despite the sometimes crushing load they carry.
They respect both the fragility and the tenacity of human life. They have witnessed people escape unharmed
from twisted steel and flaming buildings. They have
also seen unbruised, unbloodied drivers in relatively minor traffic accidents sitting erect and quiet and dead behind the steering wheel.
They find reward in beating the odds, whether to stop
a fire, revive a stricken patient or catch a crook. They
like challenges, and they like to win. They take pride in
their work, and labor in the shadow of knowing that
without warning their routine can take a deadly turn.
We can understand the exhilaration of work done well
and challenges met, but why these people who respond
to our emergencies risk their lives in such emotionally
demanding work will remain a mystery to most of us. It
is this mystery that makes them some of our commurnity's best members. And a mystery for which we are
profoundly grateful.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A free blood pressure screening June 3 and 4 at Bank of Murray tested 892 Murray residents
and discovered that more than
20 percent of them had high
blood pressure readings.
Bruce L. Clayton, one of 168
seniors at Murray High School
and son of Mr. and Mrs. James
D. Clayton. is the recipient of an
academic scholarship to University of Chicago which amounts
to over $10,000.
Births reported -include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Hopkins. May 26.
Mrs. Mary Farmer presented
a musical program at a meeting
of Zeta Department of Murray
Women's Club. New officers are
Mrs. Marshall Jones, Mrs. Jack
Bailey, Mrs. Max Beale and
Mrs. Maurice Ryan.
Twenty years ago
About 500 Jehovah's
Witnesses are expected to attend the regional assembly
scheduled June 10 to 12 at Murray High School.
Tom Rushing, principal of
Hazel School. is pictured presenting Modest Brandon with a plaque in recognition of her 41
years in the teaching profession.
Kathy Rowlett. Melissa
Trevathan and Lynette Underwood of Murray High School
competed in Kentucky Tennis
Tournament at Louisville.

Thoughts
In Season

Marilyn Van Derbur. a former
Miss America, will speak at 21st
meeting of Kentucky Future
Homemakers of America
scheduled June 7 to 9 at Murray
State University. About 900 persons are expected to attend.
Thirty years ago
There is an urgent need for
furnished homes, apartments,
rooms or trailer spaces in
private yards for the personnel
of companies who are coming to
Murray to construct the new
natural gas system, according
to officials of Murray Chamber
of Commerce.
Murray High School lost to
Newport Catholic 4 to 3 on a
single in the bottom of ninth inning in finals of Kentucky High
School Baseball Tournament at
Louisville. Tommy Wells was
Murray pitcher.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Phelps,
May 11.
New officers of Creative Arts
Department of Murray
Woman's Club are Mrs. V.E.
Windsor. Mrs. Everett Ward
Outland, Mrs. Ottis Patton and
Mrs. Ila Douglas.
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IIEVER.

By Ken Wolf
Here are some epigrams which
you may have heard — and
assumed came from either the
Bible or Shakespeare:
In the kingdom of the blind
the one-eyed man is king.

V

A

I

1 1•

Of two evils the least is to be
chosen.
These adages come, in fact,
from a small work written by the
Dutch humanist Desiderius
Erasmus in 1500. Where he got
them is anyone's guess

o.
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By M.C. Garrott

He is remembered as `one of the best
grocerymen we've ever had in Murray'
E.W. Riley, whose initials
stand for "Ezra Walton." and
his 1916 bride had been married
less than a year when World
War I came along. He enlisted in
the Army and was sent to Fort
Knox, where he was assigned to
a heavy artillery battery.
He had been in the service
about four months and was in a
tented area at old Fort Taylor at
West Point. which is near Fort
Knox, when the news cif the Armistice came. It took him about
four months to get discharged
and back home.
One of his most cherished
possessions is a photograph of
himself in his World War I
uniform. Another is the printed
program which was handed to
him when the battery had its
traditional Thanksgiving dinner
in 1918.
Listed in it along with the
turkey and dressing menu are
all the officers and men in the
unit.
After the war, he and Mrs.
Riley set up housekeeping and
began farming in the ColoBackusburg area. One of their
neighbors was the Quint Guier
family. Now 103 years of age,
Mr. Guier lives in Murray with
his daughter. Martha.
• • •
He farmed until 1930, when he
moved to Kirksey and became a
partner with his brother, Carlin,
in a general country store, selling "everything from shoes to
fertilizer and coal."
Four years later, he sold the
business to Carlin, and moved to
Murray and put up a building for
a grocery business. The building
today houses a shoe store, and is
located on the- northwest corner
of the West Main and 16th
intersection.
It first was constructed
diagionally across the street on
the southeast corner of the intersection on land he leased
from Judge Luke Langston.
Mr. Riley built the store
himself along with living
quarters upstairs for his family.
The rough framing lumber for

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
second of a two•colunut series
about Mr. E.W. Riley. one of
Murray's early grocerymen.)
the store was cut off a place he
owned. The cost for that, hauling
it to a sawmill and having it sawed up cost him $126. The rest of
the materials he needed he
bought at Viola in Graves County lor s1,o5o. making his total
materials cost for the building
run 4226. The two carpenters
he got to help him were paid
$1.25 a day.
They lived and operated the
store there for seven years
before he bought the northwest
corner of the intersection from
Robert E. Broaeh, then business
manager of the college. The
building then was moved onto it
from across the street and an
addition put on it.
Glen Jeffrey, a frequent
visitor in the store, lived in the
little house on Main Street
behind the store. He was
postmaster of the college post
office in the basement of what is
now the Pogue Special Collections Library.
Both the old grocery building
and the little house at its rear
are owned today by the Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity, which
has as its headquarters the old
Broach residence next door on
North 16th Street.
• • •
Those who remember Mr.
Riley and his grocery do not
hesitate to call him "one of the
best grocerymen with one of the
best meat markets we've ever
had in Murray."
"Why, he would take a halfhour or more cutting a piece of
meat just like the customer
wanted it," one said. "He never
seemed to get in a hurry and
always
was cool. calm Ad
collected."
It was during these years that
he had the Carrs and most of the
faculty as his customers as well
as many students who were do-

ing "light housekeeping" in the
area while going to school The
nearest grocery to him was
Tidwell's, closer to town at 13th
Street.
Mr. Riley notes with pride the
fact that he had four of Murray
State's seven president
as
regular customers in his
grocery — Dr. Carr, Dr. James
H. Richmond, Dr. Ralph H.
Woods and Dr. Harry M. Sparks.
although Dr. Sparks at the time
was a professor in the Department of Education.
Some of the early faculty who
traded regularly with him included Glen C. Ashcraft, Walter
Blackburn, F.D. Mellen,
William G. Nash. Price Doyle,
Charles Hire, W.M. Caudill,
Fred Gingles, A.F. Yancey,
Coach Carlisle Cutchin, Miss
Lillian Hollowell and others of
the era.
• • •
During these years, Mr. Riley
also sold many a case of eggs to
the budding young college for its
kitchen on the ground flook of
Wells Hall.
He had to deal ;with Preston
Ordway on this. Preston followed Mr. Broach as the business
manager and he was a
notoriously shrewd buyer.
"That wasn't so bad," Mr. Riley
reminisced. "The pain was having to fill out all those requisitions to send to the state and
having to wait for a long time for
my money."
At this time, the grocery was
the only one in Murray with a
meat market. Until then, anyone
shopping for meat had to go to
Shroat's Meat Market downtown
on North Fifth Street across
from Clayborne Jones' shoe
repair shop.
In the years following its being
moved across the street, the
grocery store had several
owners and operators. Ed West
rented it for a while. Then
George Fielder and Golan Hays
bought it, and the Rileys moved
to Miller Avenue next door to
Wesley and Meida Waldrop.
Then Mr. Riley bought the

Commonwealth Comment

business back and operated it
again for about a year before
West bought it and ran it until he
sold the building to Dr. Frank
Kodman, a Murray State
psychology professor. He used it
for- a while as a katate instruction center before selling it to its
present owners, the fraternity.
• • •
The grocery store didn't take
up all of the Rileys' time. He
found time to go fishing,occasionally with one of his close
friends, Professor Fred Gingles.
who taught bookkeeping at the
college.
Many evenings they would
play canasta with Ronald Churchill. Vernon Hale, Vernon
Roberts, _ Leonard Vaughn or
Bryan Tolley and their wives.
Mr. Tolley also was in the
grocery business, operating one
in the downtown section.
Mr. Riley enjoyed and often
mentions his service on the
city's low rent housing commission of which L.D. Miller was the
chairman and Rue Beale, one of
the professors at the college, a
member.
• • •
When the store was sold to
West and after 19 years of living
on Miller Avenue. the Rileys
moved to a new home on Sha Wa
Circle. It was there that they
were living when Mrs. Riley
died three years ago, and where
Mr. Riley lived alone until he
entered the hospital.
Today, either his daughter.
Mrs. Bailey, or one of two
nephews, brothers Theron and
Ralph Riley. visit him at the
hospital for more than an hour
every day.
Theron lives on Dogwood and
is a retired engineer with the
U.S. Corps of Engineers, while
Ralph is retired from the state
highway department and lives
in Kirksey.
He and Theron are sons of Mr.
Riley's brother, Carlin. to whom
he was very close and who for
many years operated the
general merchandise store at
Kirksey. He died in 1975

By Michael I). Ward

Statute of limitations: issue in Waldheim controversy

The latest controversy concerning Kurt Waldheim, former
Secretary General of the United
Nations, and his possible involvement with Nazi war crimes
against the Jews, raises an interesting question.
That is, how long may a person's past misdeeds be held
against him or her?
A woman kills her husband, yet
the evidence is insufficient for the
officials to place a chrge against
her. Thirty-five years goes by,
and an eyewitness surfaces. Can
the guilty wife still be charged
and prosecuted for murder?
These issues, of course, deal
with the Statute of Limitations for
crimes. In Kentucky, the length
of time which a person has to
bring certain lawsuits is set down
by statute. Actions on contract,
personal injury, property
damage, and other types of civil
actions must be brought within
varying lengths of time.
For crimes, there is only one
Statute of Limitations. A criminal
charge on a misdemeanor must
be brought within one year from
the commission of the offense. A
misdemeanor is any offense the
maximum punishment for which
is twelve months confinement in
the county jail or a fine of $500 or
both.
Most importantly to the discussion at hand is the fact that in
Kentucky, there is no Statute of
Limitations on a felony. In other
words, the murder prosecution
mentioned above can be brought
at any time. The reason for the
distinction between a felony and
a misdemeanor as far as • the
Statute of Limitations is concerned is quite clear. A person should
not be haunted throughout their
life fora relatively minor offense.
On the other hand, for more
serious crimes, especially that of
the taking of life. a person should
not go unpunished simply
because a certain amount of time
has elapsed.
What about speedy trial, one
might ask, under the Sixth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution? The courts have held that
the Sixth Amendment right to a
speedy trial does not commence
- until a person is actually charged with a crime. The reason for
this is clear also. Unless a person
is under some type of pre-trial
restraint--such as jail or bond--

the passing of time does not prejudice their interest.
Defense lawyers have argued
this point for many years,
however. They insist that time
does indeed erode a defendant's
ability to defend himself.
Memories fade, and witnesses
disappear.
Regardless, the courts have
held that the counterbalance of
that argument is equally persuasive. That is, prosecution
witnesses and evidence also fade
and erode; and the state is charged with the burden of proof.
Practice has proven this to be
the case. It is highly unusual for
a crime--however serious--to be
prosecuted after the elapse of only a very few years. Captain Jeffrey MacDonald of the famous
"Fatal Vision" murders of Ft.
Bragg, North Carolina was
ultimately convicted and sent to
the penitentiary ten years after
the crime. That was, however, a
very unusual case; and he had
been a suspect all of that time
with numerous investigations
and charges being produced and

dismissed. In other words, it took
that long for the system to overcome all of the technical and
legal entanglements which that
case brought to bear. •
As a practical matter, almost
every prosecutor hates an old
case. The evidence is stale,
witnesses begin to forget, and
even seasoned and professional
police officers have moved on to
other cases and are not as sharp
In testifying in court on a case
that has languished for some
time. Even jurors are reluctant
to convict on old cases, especially when it is a close call.
All of these factors serve as a
check and inherent safeguard
upon prosecutors sitting on a case
for years before filing a charge.
Of course, the Kurt Waldheim
case turns on an entirely different
set of principles and laws. The
amount of time allowed for the
detection, apprehension, and prosecution of war criminals is set
down my international law and
treatises. Basically, however, as
to those crimes arising out of the
atrocities of Nazi Germany, the

Statute of Limitations is the same
as on our felonies; in other words,
there is no time limit. That's why
we have seen and are still seeing
gnarled and decrepit old men,
senile and in many instances
mentally imcompetent, being
transported around the world to
be prosecuted for crimes they
have committed. Si allegedly
have committed,over forty years
ago.
But this practice is fairly unique to the war crimes arising out
of the Holocaust. It seems that
these cruel and barbaric crimes
sear as deeply into the conscious
of the world today as they did immediately after the war. We are
not moved to pity at seeing old
men being extracted from their
homes and placed upon the dock.
Instead, we see vividly the ghastly stacks of bodies of women and
children
at
Dachau and
Treblinka.
And although different in its
implementation, the basic principle is the same SS to why we have
no Statute of Limitations on
felonies in Kentucky.
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Wells-Wyatt wedding scheduled

a
S.
•REORT'

Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Wells of
Paducah announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Bethany
Anne. to Richard Jay Wyatt. son
of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Wyatt of Murray.
Miss Wells is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Noah Dick and of
the late Mr and Mrs. Charles P.
Wells
The bride-elect is a 1982
raduatc of Heath High School
and a t9o.6 Cum Laude graduate
or' Murray State University,
Mr Wyatt is the grandson of
Mr And Mrs Toni Wyatt of
'tt ductin and of the late Mr. and
Mrs I'orter White of Murray.
rl mom to-be is a 1977
Thu
graduate of Paducah Tilghman
High School.
ill take place in
‘\ editing
h.• chapel of First Baptist
'hurt h. Paducah. on Saturday.
i uly 26. at 7 p.m.
follow in the
r eception
ship hall of the church.
\ I: friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
tl their wedding the couple
plan,- to .reside in Charleston,
S •

Faculty members at event

•

Three members of the
faculty atMurray State
University attended a
recent four-day conference on bibliographic
instruction at Earlham
College in Richmond.
Ind.
Representing Murray
State at the workshop
titled . "Librarians.
Faculty and
Bibliographic Intructions: Print and OnLine" were:
John B. Griffin. head
reference librarian: Dr.
Terry H. Foreman.
chairman of the Department of Philosophy and
Religious Studies: and
Dr. Ken Wolf, associate
professor of history,and
coordinator of world
'..ilization courses.
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Central Center 753-3314
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:

Bethany Anne Wells,
fiancee ofRichardJay Wyatt
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TOP GUN
Tom Cruise
Kelly McGillis [Put
I.I. 3:35.

The purpose of the
conference was to show
how faculty members
can work with
librarians to devise
assignments which help
undergraduate students
learn to do research
more effectively.
Participants heard
reports from Earlham
College faculty and
students which stressed
the importance of linking bibliographic instruction to precise
assignments given in
humanities, science,
social science and
business courses.
,Library f„aculty
members at Earlham
College are pioneers in
the integration of
library instruction with
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Trisha Clark,
bride-elect of Greg
Cunningham, has
selected her china
and crystal from
our bridal registry.
Trisha and Greg
will be June 28
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course instruction.
The workshop also
gave the Murray State
representatives "handson" experience with the
use of computers for
"on-line" searches of
mterial in varous
periodical indexes.
Griffin, Foreman and
Wolf said they plan to
apply some of the
techniques learned at
the workshop to courses
taught in humanities
and social science at
Murray State.

Cranberry tea
recipe is given
F.(11.1 BROIA NSW..E.
49.0claled Prew,Food Editor

PATIO REFRESHER
Cookies and Cranberry
Iced Tea
Cranberry Iced Tea
11,2 cups boiling water
6 leabags
1 cup sugar
1 cup lemon juice
1 cup cranberry juice
cocktail
1 quart club soda,
chilled
Ice cubes
Steep teabags in boiling water for 5 minutes;
remove bags, squeezing
out liquid; add sugar,
lemon juice and
cranberry juice
cocktail, stirring to
dissolve sugar. Just
before serving, stir in
club soda. Pour over ice
cubes in tall glasses.

Chestnut Street 753-331 4
-

4.

A

Ham
Bacon
Sausage
Waffles
Eggs
Fresh Fruit
Muffins
Corned Beef Hash
Hash Browns
Biscuits
Gravy
Deli Salads
Cobbler

tuxedo with boutonniere
of a white rose.
A reception followed
in the fellowship hall of
the church.
The bride's table was
centered with the twotiered wedding cake
adorned with pink
flowers and two white
satin bells on top. Pink
and white chrysanthemums and baby's
breath in a crystal
pedestal vase flanked
by two crystal
candlesticks with pink
candles were on the
table. Crystal appointments were used to
serve the punch, cake,
mints and nuts.
Serving the guests
were Jenny Goodwin,
Mitzi Coleman and
Shelley Jackson, all of
Princeton.
Following a wedding

The 39th annual reunion of Hazel Alumni
Association will be held
on Saturday, June 21, at
7 p.m. in the cafeteria of
Calloway County High
School.

A DEG 0•1••••

A registration time faculty, friends and
between 6 and 7 p.m. anyone who had
will provide an oppor- anything to do with the
tunity to visit with school's glorious beginformer classmates and nings since 1910 are urged to attend the 1986 reuteachers.
All former students, nion. Persons are encouraged to come early
to visit and renew past
acquaintances.
Reservations for the
reunion are encouraged
by Saturday. June 14, in
order to plan the buffet
meal which will be
catered by the Hazel
Woman's Club. The
price will be $6 per plate

III

rEgilBri1:30,3:30, 7:00, 9:00
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The Panhandler extends
It best wishes to Elizabeth
Stout, bride -elect of
Richard Paulsen The COQ
pie wil be marrieel July 12.
Ekraboth has made selec
tions for her new home at
the Panhandler

401
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vests, sleeping bags,
pillows and allweather
coats. Two liter plastic
bottles, for example,
produce enough fiberfill
to stuff a man's ski vest,
while 36 such bottles
produce enough for an
average sleeping bag

r
Panhand
7535619

PG

759-9755

NEW YORK (AP) An estimated 100 million
pounds of plastic
beverage containers
were recycled in 1985.
The Plastic Bottle Institute says many of
these were turned into
fiberfill used in ski

P00111=

. The Dakota

with an additional $1.50
to cover expenses for a
total of $7.50 per person.
A special program
called "Remembrances" will consist of
a representative from
each decade recalling
school memories. Persons are asked to please
be present to represent
the decade in which you
attended Hazel School.
Persons may call
Johnnie Stockade,
492-8843, president of the
Hazel Alumni, for
reservations.

Estimated 100 million pounds
of plastic containers recycled

TOM CRUISE

Don't Forget Prime Rib4ri. & Sat. Night

is a 1985 graduate of Ottumwa High School and
attends Murray Stat5
University.
Mr. Saladin, a 1983
graduate of MaroaForsyth High School,
Maroa, Ill., is a senior at
Murray State. He is
employed this summer
by Putnam Financial
Services of Boston,
Mass.
Out-of-town guests for
the wedding included
Nellie Saladin,
Rosemary Feldmiller,
LaDonna and Brooke
Bailey. St. James, Mo.;
Dan Jackson. Michael
Wilson and Chris Evans.
Paris, Tenn.; Russell
Davidson, Golconda,
HI.; Mike Chell, Cincinnati. Ohio; Laverne
Barks, Lone Oak; Faye
and Mitzi Shelton,
Mayfield.

Hazel Alumni reunion to be June 21

The system gave
him a Raw Deal.
Nobody gives him
a Raw Deal.

all you can eat

1510 Chestnut St.

trip to Nashville, Tenn.,
the new Mr. and Mrs.
Saladin are working *in
Boston, Mass., this summer. They will return to
Murray in the fall to
resume their classes at
Murray State
University.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs.
Virginia Speed of
Portland, Maine, and
Ronald Like of Ottumwa, Iowa. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Reva Shelton and Mr.
and Mrs. Hoyt Like, all
of Murray.
The groom is the son
of Mrs. Sharon Hale of
Canton, Mich., and Randy Saladin of Murray.
He is the grandson of
Mrs. Ruth Wilmurth
and Mrs. Nellie Saladin,
both of St. James, Mo.
The new Mrs. Saladin

RAW DEAL

p.m.

495
Senior Citizens (over

Mr. and Mrs. Brock Randall Saladin

SCIVIAMENER

Difference-

9 a.m.-2

featuring:

Miss Kimberly Ann
Like of Ottumwa, Iowa,
and Brock Randall
Saladin of Murray were
married on Saturday,
May 17, at 4 p.m. at
Olive Baptist Church
near Hardin.
The Rev. Randy
Shelton, pastor of the
church and cousin of the
bride, officiated at the
ceremony.
Music was presented
by Mrs. Oneida White.
The church was
decorated with four
brass candlesticks with
pink votive candles lit
on a table. An arrangement of pink and white
carnations and baby's
ireath in a crystal bowl
and an open Bible were
also on the table. Two
highlighting lights
focused on the table
were the only lights during the ceremony.
The bride wore a tea
length gown of
candlelight organza.
The natural waisted
bodice and short double
sleeves were adorned
with silk embroidered
motifs and featured a
sweetheart neckline.
Her dirndl skirt was
caught at the waist with
a satin camelia and
streamers. A border of
silk embroidery edged
the hemline. Her fingertip veil of imported illusion flowed from a silk
floral and pearl spray
crescent.
She carried - a
cascading bouquet of
white roses, white
chrysanthemums, pink
and white baby chrysanthemums with a small
white Bible belonging to
her mother.
Miss Amy Like of Ottumwa, Iowa, sister of
the bride, was the only
attendant.
She wore a tea length
dusty rose lace dress
over a satin strapless
underdress. The dress
was designed with short
sleeves, scalloped high
neck, scalloped hemline
and wide satin sash tied
at the back with a large
bow. She carried a
nosegay of pink and
white baby chrysanthemums with white
streamers.
The groom wore an
ivory tuxedo with a
white rose boutonniere.
Lee McCormick of
Bloomfield, Mo., fraternity brother of the
groom, was best man.
He wore a champagne

STARTS TOMORROW

Sunday Brunch
The Dakota Way
Quality Makes The

Like-Saladin vows are solemnized
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August wedding planned by couple Grogan-Taylor
wedding in Scotland

Donald Chapman of
Owensboro and Mrs.
Joyce Chapman of
Paducah announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Dana
Elaine, to Robert Hugh
Billington Jr.
Mr. Billington is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Billington of 1208
Dogwood Dr., Murray.
Miss Chapman is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Orville Chapman and of Mrs.
Dorothy Leek and the
late William Westerfield, all of Owensboro.
The bride-elect is a
1981 graduate of
Owensboro High School
and a 1985 graduate of
Murray State University with a B.S. degree in
nursing. She was a
member of Alpha Sigma
Alpha social sorority
and of Sigma Theta Tau,
national nursing honor
society.
She is now employed
as a registered nurse at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Billington is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Billington of
Murray and of Mrs.
Fannie Deep of Dover,
Term., and the late Ira
Deep.
The groom-elect, a
1983 graduate of Murray
High School, is a senior
business administration
major at Murray State
University.
He is currently
employed at Murray Insurance Agency.
The wedding will take
place on Saturday, Aug. North Fifth St., Murray.
9, at 2 p.m. at First
A reception will follow
Christian Church, 111 at the University

•

•

Christine Isabelle Grogan
Taylor

Dana Elaine Chapman and
Robert Hugh Billington Jr.
to marry at local church

Phillip Billington. a
1986 graduate of Murray
High School, has been
named to receive a
University Scholarship
from Murray State
University.
Ranked seventh in the
106-member senior
class, Billington is the
son of Mason and Wilma
Billington of 1701
Parklane Dr. He will

study accounting to
prepare for a career as
an accountant.
A member of National
Honor Society, Billington participated in
the Governor's Scholar
Program and was
recognized by Who's
Who Among American
High School Students.
He served as student
council and class

Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
All friends and

represenative
throughout high school
and was vice president
of the senior class.
A member of the tennis team, Billington also
participated in FBLA,
the math team, Hi-Y
and French and Latin
clubs. He was involved
in a variety of activities
at his church, Memorial
Baptist.

Summer Band
is organized
at university

Foster accepted at school
Mary Leslie Foster, daughter of Ron
and
Lashlee Foster of Murray, has been accepted
by
Bauder Fashion College of Atlanta, Ga., for the
Fashion Merchandising Program beginning in
September 1986. She will be studying fashion
merchandising and plans a career in that field
upon her graduation. During her year at Bauder
,
Miss Foster will be active in civic and college
activities such as field trips to museums, manufacturers, display or advertising departments in
retail stores, fashion and trade shows, modeling
trainee assignments, seasonal proms and monthly social activities. She is a 1986 graduate
of
Murray High School.

Area musicans will be
featured in the Murray
State University.
Community Summer
Band. The first rehearsal was held Tuesday,
June 3, in Room 216 of
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on the campus.
Dennis L. Johnson,
director of bands, said
the band made up of
high school and university students and interested adults will present twilight concerts
June 24 and July 8 in
front of Lovett
Auditorium on the campus and July 5 at Paris
Landing State Park.
Music is provided by
the university, and
some instruments are
available to persons
who do not have their
own. The band repertoire includes standard
symphonic music, as
well as show tunes.
Broadway medleys, solo
features and marches.

James Sherrill
Grogan of Glen Ridge,
N.J., and Mrs. Isabelle
Armstrong Grogan of
Johnstone, Scotland, announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Christine Isabelle, to
John William Barrow
Taylor.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Gilbert
Grogan of Murray and
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Armstrong of
Paisley, Scotland.
Miss Grogan, a 1981
graduate of Murray
High School, received
her B.S. degree in
political science from
Murray State University in 1984.
She is employed as a
nuclear facility
emergency planner for
Tennessee Emergency
Management Agency in
Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Taylor is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben W.
Taylor of Bruceton,
Term.
He is a 1978 graduate
of Provine High School
in Jackson. Miss., and
received a B.S. degree
in communications
from the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville
in 1978.
The groom -elect is a
public information officer for Tennessee
Department of Correction in Nashville.
day, July 19, at
The wedding will be Oakshaw Church in
solemnized on Satur-._ Paisley, Scotland.

relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

University Scholarships cover the cost of
tuition and registration
fees and are renewable
for up to four years, subject to maintenance of a
3.2 grade point average.
University Scholars are
automatically admitted
to the University Honors
Program.

After the wedding the
couple will spend their
honeymoon in Europe

before returning to
Nashville where they
will reside.

West Fork Baptist Church
WMS hears mission program
Violet Johnson, president, presided at the
May 13th meeting of
Woman's Missionary
Union of West Fork Baptist Church held in
fellowship hall of
church.

Nancy Tabers led the
Bible study. Ruth
Parker, prayer chairman, read the names of
missionaries having birthdays that day.
Others present were
Elaine Collins,
Maudena Butterworth
The program chair- and Lois Dixon.
man, Cozy Garland,
The next meeting will
presented the lesson be a Mother and
from the mission Daughter banquet with
magazine, Royal Ser- WMS as special guests,
vice. She was assisted hosted by the GAs of
the
by Joette Black, Lou- church on Monday, June
jean Pierce and Doris 9, at 12:30 p.m. at the
Greer.
church.

We are pleased to
announce
that
Elizabeth
Stout,
bride-elect
of
Richard Paulsen,
has selected her
crystal and silver
from our complete
bridal
registry.
Elizabeth
and
Richard will be married July 12.
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Beautiful Selections of Daywear & Sleepwear Regularly 31° to 64"
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Congratulations

Leta
Taylor
For 25 Years of
Outstanding Accomplishments
in Cosmetology
Vicki Singleton
Wanda Williams
Jacquie Foster

Mary Bogard
Cindy Cain
Julie Garrison

Summer Foundations Specials

OLGA PLAYTEX VANITY FAIR MAIDENFORM BALI
You will find flattering support and intimate fashion in this sensational
selection of premier brand name bras and girdles With styles and sizes to
M your needs and expert customer service, you'll love this sale Reg 1250 to 28°0
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FHA has banquet

Coming community events listed

I.

Thursday. June 5
Thursday, June 5
Friday, June 6
Jesse Stuart Writing tion call 436-2174.
Rabies Clinics will be
Workshop will open at -743-3735 or 753-9414
at Midway at 9. -a.m.
Mur.ray State
Crossland at 10 a
---University.
Murray Women of the Morton's Store at 11
---Moose will meet at 8 a.m.; Sinking Spring
Prepared Childbirth
p.m. with officers to Baptist Church at 1
Class will start at 7 p.m.
p.m.; Lynn Grove at 2
meet at 7 p.m.
in third floor classroom
p.m.; Coldwater at 3
---of Murray-Calloway
AA and Al-Anon will p.m.; and Calloway
County Hospital. For inhave closed meetings at County Health Departformation call 753-5131,
8 p.m. at First Christian ment at 7 p.m.
ext. 144 or 753-6821.
---Church, Benton. For in---Friday Night Social
formation call
Rabies clinics will be 753-0061-762-3399, will be at Murray Country Club.
at Hazel at 9 a.m.; New 753-7764 or 753-7663.
Providence at 10 a.m.;
---Hamlin at 11 a.m.; New
Murray Single ConConcord at 1 p.m.; BonMurray Civitan Club nection will go to Mamner's Grocery at 2 p.m.; will have a potluck sup- moth Cave National
Donelson's Grocery at 3 per at 7 p.m. in Com- Park for overnight camp.m.
Burkeen's munity Room. North ping trip.
Grocery at 4 p.m.; Branch of Peoples
Four-H Horse Camp,
Calloway Health Bank. Members note
sponsore
d by
Department at 7 p.m.
change from Tuesday
Cooperative Extension
---announcement.
Office of Paducah, will
Murray Single Con---nection is scheduled to
Men's Stag Night at open at 3 p.m. at West
meet at 7 p.m. at First Oaks Country Club will Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
United Methodist start at 6 p.m.
---Church. For Informa-

SUMMER CELEBRATION
SLIM DOWN, COOL OFF at DIET CENTER.
GET READY FOR SUMMER!
We are celebrating six years of business at the Diet Center. We have
made a lot of friends and have had a lot of success. And because we value
you as a friend we are offering the complete Diet Center program for only
$27 a week for 6 weeks.
The offer is good for new dieters and former dieters. Please bring this
ad and get ready for the best summer of your life.
The counselors at the Diet Center have all lost weight on the program
and they understand how hard it is to lose weight. They will help and encourage you every step of the "weigh". Individual counseling, strict confidence and counselors who care, is what makes the program a success.
All the foods are nutritious and the Program is safe and sound.
The Celebration begins June 2, 1988.
DIET CENTER IS SUCH STUFF AS DREAMS ARE MADE OF

DIET
CENTER

Sandy Fulton-Counselor/Manager
Jean Lee-Counselor
Opal Glltner-Counselor

1210 Johnson Blvd.
753-0020
7:00-12:30, 2:30-5:30 M-F
10:00-7'oon Sat.

Friday. June 5
Games are scheduled
at -8 p.m.MINiiiay
Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Murray.
---First Baptist Church
will have a churchwide
potluck at 6 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of
church.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at II a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; LBL
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
Nighttime Discovery
Walk at 8:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
---Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers.
---Alford Chapter No.
445 Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at
Aurora.
---Amvets Post 45 at
Paris Landing will have
a dance with music by
Double Nickle from 8:30
p.m. to 1 a.m.
---Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band Will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
Saturday,June 7
Murray Fraternal
Order of Eagles 4071
and Auxiliary will have
a charter members and
officers dinner at 7 p.m.
at lodge hall. Dance
with music by Unicorn
Band will follow.
---Amvets Post 45 at
(Coat'd on page 20)

Melissia Prescott was
installed as president of
Calloway County High
School eh-Liner of
Future Homemakers of
America at the
chapter's Parents'
Night banquet held at
Sirloin Stockade.
Other officers installed were Mary Lowry,
first vice president;
Michelle Turner, second
vice president; Lisa
Nanney, secretary;
Missie Tabers,
treasurer; Cindy Edwards. historian; Renee
Anderson, recreational
and song leader; Cone
Stutsman,
parliamentarian.
Cindy Dunn, retiring
president, was mistress
of ceremonies. Dana
McCuiston gave the invocation with Jolene
Aeschliman recognizing
special guests.
Special entertainment
was presented by Leigh
Ann Steely and John
Paschall who sang
selections.
Honorary chapter
membership was
presented to Jimmy
Nix, athletic director,
for his many services to
the chapter.
Mary Lowry
presented her competition day entrant on
"FHA Creed and

Meaning."
Junior degrees were
presented to Melissia
Prescott, Missie"Pkbei
and Lisa Nanney.
Chapter degrees were
presented to Cindy
Dunn and Dana
McCuiston
Lisa Nanney and
Mary Lowry tied for
honor of Miss FHA
Member and Dana McCuiston was named
Miss FHA Officer. McCuiston and Nanney
were recognized for
their recognition at
regional meeting.
Chapter advisors are
Lucy Forrest and
Marlene Beach.

Cindy Dunn, right, 1985-84 president of Calloway
County High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America, presents the gavel to
the 1988-87 chapter president, Menasha Prescott.
•

Installed as new officers of Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America were, from left, Missie Tabers,
Mary Lowry,
Menasha Prescott, Michelle Turner, Lisa Nanney and Cindy
Edwards. Not
pictured are Renee Anderson and Corie Stutsman.
Staff photos by Jo thirteen

Daniels gets academic scholarship
James Harrison
Daniels Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. J.H. Daniels,
Rt. 5, Murray, has
received an Erskine
College Merit Scholarship, highest academic
scholarship given

directly by Erskine College, Due West, S.C.
Daniels earned the
$5,000 scholarship
through participating in
scholarship competition
this year at Erskine and

becoming a National
Merit Scholarship
finalist.
Fifty-eight outstanding high school seniors
have been selected as
scholarship winners at
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If so, come to Seven Seas and
deduct up to $5.00 from any dinner
item. (All we need is some proof of birthdate).
Birthday Cakes Available for Minimal Charge
on Request.
Call for More Details.
Hwy. 1341 North Murray, Ky.
Open at 11 a.m. Mon.-Frl. 753.4141
4:00 p.m. Saturday
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A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday. June 4, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Kendall baby girl,
parents. Deana and
Charles, Rt. 1, Box 51
Sprinville, Tenn.
Dismissals
Henry Marchese, 607
South Ninth St., Murray; R.C. Scott, Rt. 7,
Murray; Kelly Tucker,
Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Gwendolyn
Parker and baby girl,
Box 2552, Clarksville,
Tenn.; James McClain,
Rt. 2, South Fulton.
Tenn.;
Ralph Nelson, 1200
Doran Rd., Murray.
Mrs. Frances Wilcox,
Rt. g Murray;
Mrs. Melinda Kennedy and baby boy, 103
Deerfield, Princeton;
Charles Shelton, 1709
Calloway Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Sarah Parrish.
Box 31, New Concord,
Mrs. Kathryn Berry, 405
Head St., Paris, Tenn

r
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Don't miss a minute of the
Sizzling Summer Excitement
on HBO or Cinemax!
Hook-up Today For Only
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Erskine from among approximately 120 who
participated in the
competition.
A 1986 graduate of
Calloway County High
School, Daniels served
as president of Future
Business Leaders of
America and a member
of Beta Club. the football team and the
academic team.
Erskine College,
founded in 1839, was
South Carolina's
earliest four-year
church-related college.
A coeducational liberal
arts college, sponsored
by the Associate
Reformed Presbyterian
Church, Erskine offers
majors in 21 field.
Erskine is one of only
four colleges and
universities in South
Carolina listed as "very
competitive" by Barron's Profil'es of
American Colleges.
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Little Miss & Little Mr.
Wal-Mart Contest
To enter use a wallet size portrait. Two winners receive $50 cash
each. Ask photographer for details. Limit One Entry Per More.

Groups & Families Welcome($1.00 extra per person)

Country
Notions
& Antiques
121 Bypass
Murray
753-6774

Uri* one special package per sublect. Bleck and ebbe toclgrounds and spacial Oboes
portfolio NOT available in advertising pee:Saga Not valid with any other ober. AcNea
Used specials include traditional poises only.
Shooting Days/Dotes:
Thursday Through Monday
Juno 5-Juno 9
Photogrophor Hours: Daily 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North
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Wed .-Fri. 9-5 p m
Bat. 9-1 p.m.
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Church plans events

Eagles plan events

Chestnut General Baptist Church, located on
Chestnut Street, Murray, will have special services on Sunday. June 8. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m., worship at 11 a.m. with the Rev. Jerry
Bradford, pastor, as speaker, meal from noon to
1:30 p.m., gospel singing at 1:30 p.m. with the
Rev. Bryon Branson as master of ceremonies
and featuring the Southern Sounds. Revival services will be at 7 p.m., Monday through Wednesday, with the Rev. William D. Ferguson as
evangelist.

Murray Fraternal Ordei of Eagles 4041 and
Auxiliary will have its charter membes and officers dinner on Saturday, June 7, at 7 p.m. at the
lodge hall on Highway 121 North. Meats and
vegetables will be provided by the auxiliary and
lodge, but all ladies are asked to bring desserts
or salads. Members should have food at the lodge
by 6 p.m. A dance will follow with music by the
Unicorn Band.

Dancing on Friday
Sharecropper will be the band playing for
square and round dancing on Friday, June 6, at
Lynn Grove Roller Rink. This will be from 7:30 to
11 p.m., a rink spokesman said.

Am vets plan dances
Amvets Post 45 at Paris Landing State
Park
will have dances on Friday and Saturda
y, June 6
and 7,from 8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. Double Nickle
will
be the band playing on Friday and Crosscu
t will
be playing on Saturday.

Liberty plans singing
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
located off Highway 94 East, will have a gospel
singing on Sunday, June 8, at 6:30 p.m. Featured
will be The Smith Brothers Quartet. The public is
invited to attend.

Church events Sunday

School starts Monday
Spring Creek Baptist Church, located oft
Highway 783, Penny-Airport Road, will have its
annual Vacation Bible School starting Monday
,
June 9, and continuing through Friday, June 13.
Classes for all ages up through college, will be
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Hairdressers to meet
Murray Unit of National Hairdressers Association will meet Tuesday, June 10, at 6 p.m. at
Leta's Beauty Salon at intersection of Coldwater
Road and Dodson Avenue. All members are urged to attend, a spokesman said.

CCC reunion Saturday
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we've got the gifts
FATHER LOVES BEST
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41
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ARAMIS
The Top Flight Traveler

r

Valued at more than 880.00,
this special offer is only 820.00
with a purchase from the Aramis,
Devin Of Aramis 900 fragrance
and grooming collections.
Aramis introduces the lighter side
of travel: our exclusive flight-pak,
complete with every masculine essential
for first-class travel!
Included:
Streamlined luxury travel kit, brass razor, travel alarm,
comb and funnel. Pius 6 elegant Aramis travelers: Cologne.
SHAVE-PLEXX Calming Shave Cream, Moisturizing After
Shave, Malt-Enriched Shampoo, MALTPLEXX Natural Hair
Gel, Aramis 900 Herbal Cologne.
Quantities limited. Offer good while supplies last.
Limit one to a customer.

•arg

Porter Holland, a member of the former CCC
Camp, has issued a reminder for all former
members and their families to attend the CCC
Camp reunion on Saturday, June 7, at noon. A
potluck luncheon will be served at the first
pavilion on the right after entering MurrayCalloway County Park.

Dr. William H. Vaughn, Paris District
Superintendent, will speak at 11 a.m. service on
Sunday, June 8, at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, Highway 121 South. Spcial
music will be by Diana Tatlock, choir director,
and the church choir with Betty Poole, pianist,
and Emma Knight, organist. A 'note-burning'
service for the new all-purpose annex building
will follow the worship hour. Following the services a 'finger-food' dinner for members and
guests will be served. The Rev. Bill Hart and
congregation invite the public to attend.

Church plans school
Coldwater Church of Christ will conduct its annual Vacation Bible School starting Monday,
June 9, and continuing through Friday, June 13.
Classes for all ages will begin at 7:30 each evening. There will be a different speaker each evening for the adult class. Jerry Bolls will teach the
teen-age class.

Elegance in the air!
Celebrate the pleasures of hot-air ballooning at our Aramis counter.

Jones named director
Joseph Randall (Randy) Jones has been named to serve a_orthern Kentucky Baptist Association as dire tw of missions. He has been
associate pastor of Central Baptist Church, Winchester. Jones, a native of Murray, is married to
the former Lawanna K.Cain, whom he met while
both were students at Murray State University.
He is a graduate of Kentucky Wesleyan College,
Owensboro, Southern Seminary, Louisville, and
the Spanish Language Institute, Costa Rica.
Jones was a field evangelist for the Foreign Mission Board in Costa Rica, director of missions for
Boone's Creek Association in Kentucky and Northwest Indiana Association, Gary, Ind., and
pastor at Utica and Sonora, both in Kentucky.

Meszaros will speak
Purchase area residents are invited to "Meet
the Dean" of the University of Kentucky College
of Home Economics at a dinner on Tuesday,
June 17, at Bonanza Steak House, Mayfield. Dr.
Peggy Sisk Meszaros will speak to alumni,
students and friends at 6 p.m. The following
counties are included in the Purchase area:
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, McCracken and Marshall. Dean
Meszaros, a native of Hopkinsvllle, has been
dean of the UK college since September 1985. She
will talk on the progress, future plans and
priorities of the home economics college. For additional information contact Mary Lou Wurth,
Cunningham. phone 1-642-2512.

Sharon Childress named

•-•

Sharon C. Childress of Murray was on the
Dean's List at Paducah Community College,
Paducah, for the 1986 spring semester. To be
eligible for the honor, a student must complete 12
hours of college credit during the semester and
obtain an overall grade point aveage of 3.50 or
better on a 4.0 scale.

Duncan twins born
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Duncan are the
parents of
twins, Grant Lee, weighing seven
pounds nine
ounces, measuring 20% inches, and
Sarah
Elizabeth, weighing six pounds nine
ounces,
measuring 19 inches, born on Thursday,
April 17,
at Western Baptist Hospital, Paduca
h. The
mother is the former Marsha Green. They
have
another daughter, Erica Lynn, 3%.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Green
of Benton and Mr. and Mrs. William
Duncan of
Murray.

Happy Birthday
from
,\

me•welk

with 30% off
on 14 Kt. Gold
jewelry and
a special
hirthdargift
Rules to qualify:
I. Must show proof of
birthday.
2. 3 days before or 3
(Jays after.
3. un't he used with
any other promotion.
Under 18 musts
accompanied
hv
guardian.
•
Downinan Mum%
shost- English siik
-19-4C-3
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Jennifer Rayburn

Murray student
named for group
Jennifer Rayburn, tions. time
managedaughter of Mr. and ment,
interpersonal
Mrs. Billy Joe Rayburn. relationships
and career
has been selected as a exploration.
member of the KenThe week's events will
tucky delegation to the include
general sesNational Leadership sions, small
group
Conference for Future workshops.
STAR
Homemakers of events, state
displays,
America.
motivational speakers
The conference will be and the
election of naheld July 19 to 25 in tional officers
. The naOrlando, Fla.
tional meeting is designJennifer served as ed to provide
advanced
devotional leader for training for experie
nced
her chapter at Murray leaders.
High School and was
Mrs. Sally Crass,
recently elected first home econo
mics
vice president for teacher
and FHA ad1986-87. At the recent visor for Murray
High
state meeting held in Chapter, will
accomLouisville, she placed pany Jennifer to
the nafirst or three star in the tional Meeting
. They
Star events competition, will join
the Kentucky
after earning first place delegation
in Nashville,
at the regional level in Tenn.
, and go by
the Creed Contest.
airplane to Orlando.
"Spotlight on You"
The National Associahas been chosen as the tion of Seconda
ry School
theme by the National Principals has
placed
Executive Council. The this program
on the Admeeting will emphasize visory List
of National
the organization's belief Contests
for 1985-86.
in the value of each
One of the corporate
member. The new sponsors
of activities at
"Power of One- pro- the national
meeting
gram will be will be Good Houseke
epintroduced.
ing magazine, accorActivities will center ding to John
Mac
around personal Carter. editor-i
n-chief.
growth, helping others Other sponsor
s include
and developing skills in Kraft. Inc..
JCPenney.
the area of decision Chev
ron and
making, communica- McDonald's.

A new shipment of
maternity wear is here!
Come in and see our selections.
We carry boy's and girl's
clothing sizes
newborn - 14
*Jeans, Dresses, Tors and mow
in all the latest styles.
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for baby and me
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OPen: Monday -Thursday & Saturday. 10-o. Friday 10-8
cntral Shopping center -59-95-8
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Fox Croft
Liz Claiborne
Intuitions

Selected Group Dresses
& Jumpsuits
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Donna Morgan
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Starting my day was At Murray High School
the call from Mrs. Har- commencement recentding Galloway. the ly their daughter.
mother of Dr. Rex Laura. was valedicGalloway who has left torian and was awarded
the faculty of Murray many honors and
State, after 17 years, for scholarships. How often
Austin Peay. Through does a graduate receive
her. 1 learned that Rex a diploma and get a kiss
and I are almost kin. His from her mother, chairfather was in the second man of the school board,
grade when I taught my at the same time? The
first school. I had Cellas are beginning to
thought that Rex and be used to their
Frances'came to MSU children's winning top
from afar.
rank. Their son,
Mrs. Galloway told Charles. was valedicpie about the generous torian in 1984.
attention that her son
Dr. Cella teaches
and family,are receiv- English at Murray State
ing by Clarksville peo- and takes part in the
ple and the administra- plays given at the local
tion. Frances was in- Playhouse in the Park.
vited by one lady to let He will join other
her children stay with English teachers of this
her until her (Frances') country in teaching
household was settled. English in London. He
Others sent in food; will be there about three
some helped unload fur- weeks this summer.
niture. To them it seem- - Mrs. - Cella. Doris..
ed the whole town and teaches English in a
the university arranged university learning profor their welcome and gram and is chairperson
comfort. Austin Peay's of the Murray Board of
gain is our loss. Frances Education. There is
had just been elected Rachael, the third child,
president of Murray
who will be in the fourth
Woman's Club when the grade this fall.
Austin Peay position
• • •
was offered. He will be
Why doesn't my
dean of the school of magnolia tree bloom?
business
They are blooming all
• • •
around. In lull bloom
We read "Thou shalt are 12 in a row on the
not covet," bat one just
west side of the univerhas to covet Dr. Charles sity library and in front
R Cella and wife Doris. of the science building.

Buck's Body Shop
900 Sycamore, Murray
will be closed June 9-June 13
for redecorating and to give
our employees a vacation.
We thank you for your business
as we begin our 42nd year of serving you.

NMI

Walking on north, what
used to be • North 15th
Streel it seemed that
we were in another
country — the art in the
pTirementi, siats albng
the way for rest for tired
persons. The pools,
empty and dry, are
waiting for company.
The walk across the
bridge over Chestnut
Street to where a small
outdoor theater is. we
wandered and rested in
the shade of Elizabeth
Hall.
• • •
Thinking of the attention the Rex Galloways
are receiving from
Austn Peay, neighbors
and the Cfarksville
Chamber of Commerce.
I'm reminded of the
receptions and introductions to Murray and
community by the Murray Woman's Club for
incoming presidents of
Murray State. There
was one for Dr. Ralph
Woods and Elizabeth in
November 1945 and a
retirement dinner by
the M.W.C. and college
faculty in 1968.
In 1974 there was a
reception for Dr. Constantine Curris and Jo;
and three years ago for
Dr. Kala Stroup. Joe
and family. Each time a
new president came to
MSU. the approximtely
405 members and others
put on "The Dog." Dr.
Woods asked Sadie Nell
Jones (Mrs. Garnett),
president of M. W.C.
then, -When I run for
governor (which he did
not) will you be my
campaign chairman?"
He explained that he
had observed that she
knew every one who had
come through the
receiving line.
I can't recall what
was done for Dr. Harry
Sparks and Lois when
they became residents
of the president's home.
They needed no introduction however;
they returned to Murray
where they had taught.
But upon his retirement
in 1971, the M.W.C. and

COME TO THE

others gave them an appreciation dinner.
Irma La Follette
(Mrs. it.C.( was presidelft of the club and intrduted Dr. CurrIa and
Jo. Oneida Boyd (Mrs.
Lloyd) was president on
Sept. 11, 1983, when Dr.
Kala and Joe Stroup
came to town. But I
don't remember our
Chamber of Commerce
being involved — as in
Clarksville.

Louisville Courier Journal. We've continued our friendship.
• • •
Another longtime
friend is Ruby l'ott
(Mrs. kirk). She is suffering from a recent
fall. She has served as
secretary under all
presidents of Murray
State with the exception
of Dr. Stroup. She
volunteered to serve a
short time in the present
• • •
administration. I'Ve
Mr. and Mrs. "Jay" known and worked with
Kennedy have a little .—Aer since she and her
boy, Matthew Carl, born family moved from
in the hospital on June 1. Paducah to Murray. She
Jay and the former was Ruby Keeny then
Melinda Fulkerson have and worked in the office
a nearly four-year-old of Murray High.
• • •
daughter, Kelly. Grandparents are Mr. and
More among the ill
Mrs. Jack Beale Ken- are some that I do not
nedy and Mr. and Mrs know the particulars.
M.W. Fulkerson.
These include Inez Clax• • •
ton at Memphis
Gus Robertson Jr.'s hospital; May Thomas
death grieves me and so and Connie Jones (Mrs.
many many others. He Dewey); Mrs. Christine
sang at the funeral of Whitnell Rhodes is in
my husband. George.
the home of her sister.
• • •
Miss Mayme Whitnell.
Friend Greer Houston
• • •
recognized and spoke to
me at Jerry's Friday - Mrs. B.D. Hall (Mary
night. She is the Virginia Diuguidi has
daughter of Dr. Hal and returned from a
Lynn Houston. A charm- month's stay in Irvine
where her aunts.
ing person.
Frances Hay Burgman
• • •
Nell Robbins (Mrs. and Virginia Hay are ill.
R.H.)continues as a pa- Frances' son, Jimmy,
tient in a Paducah underwent heart
hospital, suffering from surgery recently.
a fractured skull in a
• • •
fall. Her husband, an
Let's close today with
electrician, wired the a sweet and healthy
Murray Woman's Club "observation:" High
House when it was built school graduation was
In the depression period. unique in that Dr.
I have a bill he Lochie Overbey, the
presented then. He speaker and what a
charged 30 cents per speech she made, kissed
hour. Mrs. Robbins was her daughter, Lochie
telegrapher here and it Shannon Christopher as
was she who sent my she received her
daily news to Paducah diploma and walked by
papers and the her on the stage.

By AbigailVan Buren

Husband's Career Moves
Shake Up Family's Life
DEAR ABBY: My situation is not
uncommon. My husband works for
a large national company that
moves employees regularly. The
last move was exceptionally difficult, and I don't want to move again
for seven years, when our youngest
child will graduate from high
school.
I'm so tired of my children feeling
like they don't belong. So often, as
soon as they make some really good
friends, we have to move.
My husband says if we have to
move, we will. If I try to discuss it,
we get into an argument, which
always ends with, "I'm only doing
it for you and the kids."
Ambitious men are rarely home
on moving day, or when the kids get
sick, or the cat gets lost.
Abby, must men accept every
transfer they are offered?
TIRED
DEAR TIRED: No.Some have
been known to pass up promotions rather than move their
families. And in two-paycheck
households, some men move
because their wives' jobs require it.
Not all children react badly to
moving. Some have grown with
the challenge of making new
friends — witness "Army
brats." Every family must decide what is best for all the
members and then make the
decision accordingly.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: I was on birth
control pills from 1970 to 1977, then
we moved to another state and a
different doctor prescribed them for
me from 1978 until 1986. Neither
one mentioned any interaction with
antibiotics.
Medicine is in pretty bad shape if
vital information such as what you
pointed out is transmitted to the
public by an advice columnist in the
newspaper instead of by the medical community.
Perhaps your column should be
moved to the front page.
SALLY W.
IN LEXINGTON, KY.

Best-selling records listed
Best-selling records of
5. "West End Girls,"
the week of June 1 based Pet Shop Boys
on Cashbox magazine's
6. "What Have You
nationwide survey have Done for Me Lately,"
been released as Janet Jackson
follows:
7. "I Can't Wait," Nu
1. "Greatest Love of Shooz
All," Whitney Houston
8. "If You Leave," Or2. "Live to Tell," chestral Manoeuvres in
the Dark
Madonna
3. "Why Can't This Be
9. "All I Need Is a
Love," Van Haien
Miracle." Mike and the
4. "On My Own," Pat- Mechanics
ti LaBelle and Michael
10. "Be Good to
McDonald
Yourself," Journey

DEAR SALLY: I was absolutely flabbergasted at the number of letters I received from
women thanking me for that
information. And if an editor

wants to put this letter on the
front page, it's all right with
me.
•* *

DEAR ABBY: I am writing to you
concerning a dispute between my
mother and me. First of all, I am 17
years old and have a good-paying
job. I have a Camaro, which I'm
paying for myself. I also pay my
own insurance, which is $600 a
year.
" Here's the problem: I have wanted
a four-wheel drive truck for a long
time, but my mom says trucks are
for guys, and I am a girl. I don't
agree with my mom at all. I think
as long as I am paying for my own
car, I should be able to drive
whatever I want. Do you agree with
me or my mom? I hope you print
this, Abby. It may not get me a
truck, but it will settle the
argument.
WANTS A FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE
DEAR WANTS: If you are
sufficiently mature to buy a car
and support it, you should be
able to drive a car of your
choice. Four-wheel drives are
not for guys only.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: You're not going to
believe this, but here goes: My
dentist has halitosis. He's a fine
dentist and a nice guy, but how can
I tell him?
CHICKEN
DEAR CHICKEN: In plain
English. But tell him with kindness, compassion and concern
— and quickly.
* ••

(Do you hate to write letters because
you don't know what to say? Thankyou notes, sympathy letters, congratulations, how to decline and accept
invitations and how to write an
interesting letter are included in
Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters
for All Occasions." Send your name
and address clearly printed with a
check or money order for $2.50 and a
long,stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,('alif.
90038.)

Man stays afloat for two days with wooden leg
HUDSON, Fla. ( AP)
— A man who spent two
days drifting in the Gulf
of Mexico after his boat
capsized says he never
gave up hope of rescue,
talked aimlessly to his
dog, and depended on
his balsa wood leg for
buoyancy.
"That's the only good
thing about that bad
leg," Edward Shiflett.
42. said from his
hospital room.
Shiflett was five or six
miles offshore on May
19 and was trying to
start a stalled motor
when his 14-foot boat
was capsized by the
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WEEKEND SPECIAL
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Movie Rentals Only $

10

Pickup Friday bring back Monday

SUMMER
ENTERTAINMENT

RENTAL4SALES

Rent a V.C.R. for the
whole week $12.50
weekends $9.95.

CENTER

Get Started on the
Movie Marathon
Great Prizes

Your movie professionals have over 50
VCR's to rent and 1950 movie titles.
Open tiN 8 Fri. and 6 Sat.

Head Quarters
lo

th

Family Hair Care Center

BIRTHDAY edeezeion'
All of us at Head Quarters would like to
thank our more than 2000 customers who
have made Head Quarters a success over
the past 10 years.
Our steady and conttnued growth is a
reflection of the trust you have placed in
uS.
We are proud to serve the Murray community and we welcome all customers, old
& new, to visit us anytime. •-.
walk in Appo.nin ,..•

Again, thanks to each and everyone for
your patronage We appreciate you & your
business

Includes Perm Quantum or Quantum
/
111
Redken Aact After Perm Fixative and an
8 oz bottle of Redken shampoo of your
choice

(Haircut not included)
Reg. $48.25
Special

3800

$

Offer good through
June 21st 1986

753-2266

he described as high as
eight feet. Shiflett said
in his first interview
since his rescue by a
pleasure boat May 21.
"It was just like being
inside of a dishwasher."
Shiflett said he never
gave up hope, thought
about God, envisioned a
big jug of cold milk and
talked "just about any
old thing" to Rags. "He
was just walking around
the cushion some, like
he was getting too
warm, so I put him in
the water for a little bit
to cool off," he said.
Shiflett said he put the
dog back on the cushion.

!a-;Be ready
the fun!:
•

(for

SPECIAL

PACKAGE DEAL
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

*10% Off All Redken products through June.
715 S. 12th St.

wake of a larger, fastmoving boat. At first, he
said, he clung to the
boat, but when it started
to sink he grabbed a life
jacket, the seat cushion
and Rags, his Lhasa
Apso.
Shiflett, whose leg
was amputated in 1981
as the result of injuries
received five years
earlier in a car accident. said he lay on his
stomach, hooked his
good leg over the
wooden leg and rested
his face on a floating
seat cushion.
That night, a fierce
storm kicked up waves

I "2 Prints for :
The Price of 1"

I

*Limit one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
Expires June 12, 1916

tJ
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"He walked around a little bit, licked me in the
face, _laid down and
died."
A helicopter flew
nearby, but searchers
failed to spot him, and a
couple hours later
Shiflett was rescued by
Johnny Beckham of
Naples, who was
boating with his family.
Shiflett was pulled
from the water exhausted and
deyhdrated. with deep
cuts on his arms and the
stump where his artificial leg is attached
below the knee.
He was moved from

intensive care last
weekend at Bayonet
Point-Hudson Regional
Medical Center. and recounted the ordeal Tuesday in a taped interview
with hospital
spokeswoman Chris
Duffy who submitted
questions from Tampa
area reporters. He did
not want to be quizzed
directly.
British explorer and
scientist Vivien Fuchs
completed in 1958 the
first overland crossing
of the Antarctic
continent.

CareerCom '
JUNIOR
COLLEGE
OF
BUSINESS

The Career
Of Your Future
Is In Our Hands!
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•(avert it tonvitirnt e with lasso.% inght dnd dav, to ht t
bum,
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• I inam sal and minivan). and nib film miens diodstant 4. pr,..p
• Ihe toted rdtit dhoti a ith t
two trdt
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Snap Shot
I
Photo
„
1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING

Olympic Plese, Murray
739-9347
Open Mon.-Set. 9 e.m.-6 p.m.
MEI IIMI
1E111 IIIII ISM MEI 1=

@gCoreertom
JUNIOR (01.1ECE OF RUSINESS

1
c`,1 , 1.8h streri
218,
rtothant, ky 12001

(S02) 443-8478
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nonlin,
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Treat yourself tonight

Consumer
Watch
Timothy, Lee .Hoffnagle, a graduate student at Murray State
University, has been
named to receive the
$1.800 Dr. Morgan E.
Sisk Jr. Memorial
Scholarship at Murray
State.
Hoffnagle is studying
fisheries biology and
conducting research as
a graduate assistant on
the commercial
fisheries project at Murray State's Hancock
Biological Station on
Kentucky Lake.
He earned his B.S.
degree at the University
of Idaho. He is a
member of the
American Fisheries
Society and the Murray
State chapter of the
Wildlife Society.

An open water scuba
diving course will be offered at Murray State
University on Monday
through Thurday evenings for two weeks
beginning June 16.
Students may register
at an organizational
meeting at 6 p.m. Monday. June 16, in Room
i06 of the Carr. Health
Building,or pre-register
by calling Ross Meloan
at 753-0387 or Dale Bucy
at 75376811.
The class will meet
from 6 to 9:30 Monday
through Thursday.
Students must complete
open water check out
dives at the conclusion
of the course. The
check-out dives will be
conducted Saturday,
June 21. and Sunday,
June 29.
Those who complete
the course will earn national certification by

Hoffnaste and his
wife, Deborah, live on
Route 5, Murray. His
parents are Lawrence
and Doris Hoffnagle of
St. Charles, Ill.
The scholarship was
established in memory
of Sisk, director of Hancock Biological Station.
To qualify for the
scholarship, applicants
must have completed at
least one semester of
work toward a master's
in biology, with
specialization in fishery
or other aquatic studies
in the Murray State
region in preparation
for a career in research,
service or education.
The award is
presented by the Murray State Alumni
Association.

By M.Jane Green
Department of Home Economics
Area of Consumer Affairs
Prescription drugs and can even prove to be
are expensive and their fatal. Tell the doctor
cost is not always what other drugs you
covered by insurance are taking before the
plans. It is estimated prescription is written.
that one fourth of the na• Ask what side eftion's prescription
drugs are consumed by fects you may excitizens over the age of perience while taking
65, the segment of socie- the drug and if and how
ty most often on fixed in- these side effects can be
comes and least capable treated.
of affording them. Con• Ask the doctor to
sumers also unwittingly write a prescription usabuse prescription ing the drug's generic
medicine by not h.c.rdliig name rather than the
advice frm the doctor brand name. Reand pharmacist on questing a generic drug
restrictions and limita- will also help to reduce
tion of drugs. To avoid the cost of the
potential problems:
prescription.
•Do not take anyone
• Ask the doctor else's medicine. You
about any restrictions may feel you have the
on the use of the drpg. same symptoms, but,
Mixing certain drugs see a_cloctor first.
with other drugs or food
•Keep drugs in their
can Weaken their effect original container and

the Professional
Association of Diving
Instructors.
Students must provide
their own mask,fins and
snorkel. All other equipment and materials will
be included in the
course cost.
Additional information about the course
may be obtained by calling Meloan of Bucy.

CUSTOM SIZE BEDDING
MATTRESS MANUFACTURERS
—FOR OVER 38 YEARS-

Homeplace Family Restaurant

Jantzen's New
5 Lbs. Under!

pounds are

$29 to $46

Hog market
Federal State Market News Sec
vice June 5. HMS
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes II Buying
Stations
Receipts. Act. 1013 Eat. 790 Bar
rows J. Gilts .59 lower Sows 1.09-3.00
lower.
US I 2 210 240 lbs
555.23-50.75
US I 2 200 210 lbs
1149.25-50.19
US 2 3 210-250 lb.
149.75-50.25
US 3-4 250-270 lb.
148.75.49.75
Sews
US 1-2 270 359 lbs
se37.5034.in
US 1.3 300450 lbs.
$37.00-30.50
US 1 3 450 300 lbs
131.1111-441.01
US 1 3 Oser 500 lbs.
145.01-43.00
few 43.50
US 2-3 300 300 lbs.
9311.0037.40
Boars 134.0035.50
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in a cool dry place. out
• Directions for use.
of reach of children.
Including the amount of
Generic drugs are each dose, how freequivalents for higher quently it can be taken
8 Oz. Ribeye
cost name brand drugs. and Whether it is taken
'Includes choice of
Many drugs produced by mouth, with water.
potato, tossed salad &
have a generic etc.
french
bread .
equivalent. A, drug -•
Warnings of the.
• Good Thurs Fri & Sat Evenw,y Only
man-ufacturer may total dose and the
Juno 5th 7th
market portions of a number of days the drug
"batch" under a brand can be taken safely,
ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
name and sell the rest possible side effects and
under a drug's generic the circumstances
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
name. The brand name which require a doctors
drug usually costs more supervision.
$425 Every Thurs Fri & Sat Evening
because of advertising
• Any unfavorable
costs. The Federal Food reactions caused by
and Drug Administra- mixing the over, the
tion(FDA)tests and ap- counter drug with cerproves drugs that are tain prescription drugs.
medically safe and ef1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
fective that a generic
drug is equal to its name
brand drug in strength,
dosage size and length
of time it takes the drug
to take effect in the
body. A generic drug
does not have to look or
taste the same as a
name brand drug. The
FDA provides pharmacists with lists of the
Once again, swimsuit
acceptable generic drug
season has arrived before
substitutions for nathe
those winter
brand' drugs.
Drugs that are purlost. But this year is
chased without a
different!
prescription are known
as "over the counter
You'll look 5 pounds
drugs." Such easily obthinner instantly in Janttained medicine is very
helpful in treating the
zen's new suit.
symptoms of minor
Assorted styles in black,
health problems. All
medicine, however efred, purple, yellow, &
fective, has the potenturquoise.
tial for harm as well as
Sizes 6 to I()
for good. Always read
the label when using any
medicine. Reading the
label is crucial. The
label must include:
-• The name or statement of identity of the
product
• Symptoms which
the product will relieve
• Net quantity of
contents
• Active ingredients
• Name and address
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA
of business of the
PARIS ROAD
MAYFIELD, KY
manufacturer,
distributor or packer

DESIGNED
FOR

YOU
SHOP
and
compar•
COIL
COUNT

•Stoodord Size
'
Isles Long SO*
•Threoe Oryartlyr Slxia
'
Foe Annquo B•rds
•Trucigs
•Trollocs
•Compers
•Inots

AMCOR

Valu ElRite
SAFE

_--rito sco-to

P..644.•_ Is

LOW PRICES
Are Our
Added Extra

GLENDALE AT WHITNELL 753-4175

PRESCRIPTIONS
—Our Most Important Business-

L'ENVIE
Parfume

Shampoo &
Conditioner

1

All
Maybelline
Cosmetics

OIL OF
OLAY

1

II

I

Fluid
e
5101

Model AF615DT
14,900/14,700 BTU
SUPERTHRUST''
AIR CONDITIONER
230/208 volts, 11 0 11.2 amps. 10-position
thermostat. Dirt alert.
2 fan/ 2 cooling speeds.
Air exchange vent

GENTLE

Off:

Model AT505FS

$499"

5,000 BTU
CARRY-COOL'
AIR CONDITIONER
115 volts. 75 amps Easy
installation 10-position
thermostat 2 fan/2 cooling
speeds

Your Choice

$249"

Good thru June 12th I
*Choose from Opium, Musk,
Giorgio, White Linen or
Vanderbilt.

Byron's Sate T
Discount Pharmacy

Valu-Rite

JO VAN
MUSK

150
COSMETIC

20z.
Model A0423DT
Model AD418DS
22.900/22.600 BTU
SUPERTHRUST—
BUDGET MODEL
230 208 volts 155 168
amps 2 fan 2 cooling
speeds Air exchange vent
10-position thermostat

17,900/17,600 BTU
SUPERTHRUST''
BUDGET MODEL
230208 volts 13 3/13 9
amps 2 fan/2 cooling
speeds Air exchange vent
10-position thermostat

Easy Terms—Financing Available—Layaways
LOW INTEREST RATES!
FREE WARRANTY!
LONG MONTHLY PAYMENTS!
FAST. EFFICIENT SERVICE!
HOME OWNED!
LARGE INVENTORY!

$799

Cosmetic
Squares

r

Second

PRINTS
At Time of Processing
1135 rnrn 126 110 & cxxr,
The Best Photo
Buy In Murray'

Fashion Colors

REAL
Anti-Perspirant
Sale

LEE PRESS—
ON NAILS

$ 399

Vidal Sassoon

COLORING
MOUSSE

$ 1 99
Reg '4"

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

Mail in Rebate
$250

Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

Final Cost

Coupons Available
In Store

Sale
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McRae to be featured speaker

A widely-published Vanderbilt
University diabetes authority
has been scheduled as the principal speaker at a six-hour
workshop open to the public to
be held Saturday. June 14. in the
Curris Center at Murray State
University.
Dr. John R. McRae, an assistant professor of medicine, is
coordinator of clinical research
developmemt in the university's
Diabetes Research and Training
Center.
In a talk titled, "Diabetes —
Current Directions in Research
and Treatment" — he will
describe some of the more important and interesting recent
developments in diabetes

research.
McRae. who received his
undergraduate degree in
chemistry at Georgia Tech in
1968 and his medical degree in
1972 from Duke University. will
also be summarizing current
thoughts about optimal diabetes
management and pointing out
how diabetes treatment may
change in the near future.
To speak at 9 a.m., Mc Rae is
one of six speakers scheduled to
appear on the day's program,
which is being sponsored by the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital Diabetes Association.
Five of the day's speakers are
diabetics themselves. Rich

Henley. Murray. will discuss,
-Preparing Quickie Foods for
Busy Days." Lea Wells, also of
Murray, will speak on
"Hyperglycemia," and Willis
Johnson, a Murray State professor, will discuss "Intensive
Insulin Therapy." Raybo Dunn,
15, and a sophomore at Calloway
County High School will speak
on "Foods and Excercise." The
sixth speaker of the day will be
Jeri Mjos, a registered nurse at
the Murray hospital and the
mother of a young diabetic. She
will discuss "Hypoglycemia."
The workshop will begin at
8:15 a.m. with a 30-minute
registration period and is expected to conclude by 2 p.m.
The workshop is open to the
public and the only charge is $4
for lunch. The sponsors are,
however, requesting that those
wishing to attend pre-register
before June 6 by writing or calling Gail Futrell at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her
telephone number is 753-5131,
extension 131

Distinguished alumnus
Jerry Don Crutchfield (second from left),senior vice president at MCA Records in Nashville, Tenn.,accepts the Distinguished Alumnus Award from Murray State University Alumni Association Executive
Secretary Donna Herndon. Mrs. Herndon,along with Alumni Association President Bill Kopperud (second from right) and Jim Carter, director of student activities at Murray State, made the presentation
at Crutchfield's office in Nashville recently. Carter nominated Crutchfield for the award. The honor
was announced at the annual alumni banquet in April. Business commitments prevented Crutchfield
from attending the event, but he accepted the award on videotape with an original composition,"Murray State WW Always Be Home To Me," sung by Lee Greenwood.

Mayfield Scrub Run scheduled for June 7
The fourth annual Scrub Run,
sponsored by the Mayfield Community Hospital will be held
Saturday. June 7 at 9 a.m. The 5
kilometer 13.1 mile ) race will
begin at the Mayfield High
School and proceed north along
Usher Street, turning right on
Backusburg Road to a turn
around point, follow Backusburg
back in to South First Street and
then back onto the High School
grounds.
The course for this year's run
was changed to the High School
to allow a more convenient location for spectators to see the
beginning and end of the race.

The course is through shaded
neighborhoods and expected to
be a faster course than in years
past. A one mile Fun Run will
follow the 5K race. Wendy's of
Mayfield will serve lunch to the
runners at 11 a.m. in the High
School commons area.
All entrants in the 5K race will
receive a hospital-type scrub
shirt with race logo. Also, other
co-sponsors of the race, including local merchants and
businesses, will be providing additional prizes.
Merchandise drawings will be
held for race participants im-

mediately following the race,
with prizes donated by local
merchants.
Medals will be awarded to the
top three finishers in each of
four age groups: 18 and under,
19-29, 30-39 and 40 and over.
Trophies will be presented to the
overall male and female winners. Participation ribbons will
be awarded to all runners in the
one-mile Fun Run.
Race Packets will be
distributed at the Mayfield High
School between 5 and 7 p.m. on
Friday, June 6 and between 7
and 8:30 a.m, on the morning of

the race. Runners can register
at the High School at either of
those times, or by mailing the
application and entry fee to the
hospital.
Entry fee for the 5K race is $7
and $1 for the one-mile Fun Run.
Race applications are available
at area sporting goods stores
and Community Hospital. This
year's race is co-sponsored by
WNGO/WXID of Mayfield,
Brooks, Shoe Co., Wendy's of
Mayfield and Pepsi of Mayfield.
For futher information about the
race, contact Diane Reese at
247-5211.

Charges filed in
break-in at lake
The Calloway County Sheriff's
office has charged Rex A.
Monts, 21, of New Concord, and
a male juvenile, in connection
with a break-in at a Kentucky
Lake Development residence.
According to a sheriff's
department spokesman, Monts
and the juvenile have been
charged with second degree
burglary and the juvenile has
also been charged with theft by
unlawful taking over $100.
The alleged break-in, at
mobile home owned by an out-ofstate man, was reported by
neighbors. Monts was released
on a $2,500 bond Wednesday.

Tomboy®
!Choose from a great as-sortment of activewear —
Hang Ten® . Pandora®.
Camp
and Tomboy®
shirts, tank tops. cotton
sweaters, shorts and
pants are included in this
great sale Junior sizes.

1
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Calvary Temple

Pastors E.F. Clere

Cotton Knit Pants
Reg. To 19.995.99
(Assortment offashion colors. &ALL)

Schedule
0
0

r,.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Family Night —
Wednesday

,
.
Fashion Shirts

Reg. To 18.99 10.99

i

(Solids, stripes and prints.)

LI -1_—_=-1—

1----10

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Extended
Ministries
Ladies Auxiliary
Teen Department
Drama Team
Children Department

Cotton Sweaters

Reg. To 18.9910.99

il
(Assorted styles, colors, stripes end designs.)
L
.
=a a
t--1121101710t-11J1
101 ---10

Fashion Pants
Reg. To 24.99 10.99
•Famous Name
(Linen, poly/cotton Needs. Novelties end fashion styles
-

Jeans Sale
Reg. To 39.0012.99

Calvin Klein® • Bonjour®
Union Bay
®
Chic® • Levi'.® • Zeno • Jeanjer® •
Tangiers ®
Junior and Misses Sizes
•Selected Styles Including Prints & Novelties

Murray Police arrested Clyde
Perry, 40, of Clark Street
Wednesday and charged him
with theft by unlawful taking
over $100, according to Detective Charles Peeler.
Perry appeared in Calloway
District Court Wednesday afternoon where a preliminary hearing was scheduled for June 18.
He was released on a personal
recognizance bond.
According to Peeler, Perry is
charged with taking money
from the purse of Virginia
Millikin.

Challenger relatives
briefed on Wednesday

a
11

0

Murray man arrested
by MPD in theft case

7:30-8:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
WSJP — 1130 AM

5:00-6:00 p.m.
Thursday
Ch. 34
Murray Cablevision

Calvary Temple Welcome You!!
Hwy. 641 South

WASHINGTON (API —
Relatives of the seven
astronauts killed in the
Challenger explosion were briefed Wednesday on the findings of
the presidential commission investigating the accident and
agreed not to comment for now
on what they heard.
The commission, in a taperecorded statement issued
shortly before noon, said Commission Chairman William P.
Rogers and Executive Director
Alton G. Keel met with family
members of the Challenger
crew. The briefing lasted
several hours.
The commission's 225-page
report will be presented to
President Reagan formally on
Monday and then released to the
public.
The commission's message
also ilinuded a brief, joint statement from the family members.
On Monday, the commission
sent to the printers its report on
the ill-fated Challenger, which
exploded in a fireball little more
than a minute into flight Jan 28
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Kentucky News In Brief
LOUISVILLE, Ky. NAP) — The Internal
Revenue Service withheld all or part of the
Income-tax refunds of more than 2,500 Kentuckians who defaulted on student loans or other
federal debts.
Officials said Wednesday that the IRS withheld
$1,386,600 in refunds from 2,682 Kentucky taxpayers who owed the government money.
It was part of a national collection experiment
that recovered $135 million owed by about 248,000
people across the country.
Eighty-six percent of the total recovery was
from people with unpaid student loans. Of the
Kentucky money, slightly more than $1 million
was in student loans owed by 2,210 people.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A former Jefferson
County police officer fired for lying about his involvement with the Ku Klux Klan has been given
five extra days to comply with or appeal a
federal judge's order that he identify members
of a national Klan group he heads.
U.S. District Judge Edward Johnstone found
Alex Young in contempt of court last week for
refusing to turn over a membership list for the
Confederate Officers Patriotic Squad, or COPS,
a Klan group for law-enforcement officers.
A black family burned out of its home in a
predominately white southwestern Jefferson
County neighborhood last summer is seeking the
list to prove that Klan members conspired to
violate their civil rights. The couple has not

alleged that Young was involved in either of the
two fires at their home.
Last week, Johnstone ordered that Young turn
late list over by noon Friday or pay a $1,000 fine
for each day it isn't surrendered.
However, Johnstone agreed Monday to delay
Imposing the fine until noon next Wednesday.
The judge said he took the action so Young could
ask the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals to suspend the fine while considering his appeal.
————
• BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — State police
were patrolling a predominately white
neighborhood in Warren County after a black
family's home was ransacked and their car
stolen, wrecked and sabotaged.
A taunting, racially demeaning remark was
written, apparently with lipstick, on a butcher
block in the kitchen, Trooper James Davis said
Wednesday night.
The home in the Golden Pond area about a
mile south of Bowling Green is owned by Clifton
Burd, a field representative with the Kentucky
Education Association, and his wife, Evelyn.
The Surds and three other families are the only black households in the large suburban area,
Davis said. He said the Burds have lived there
for more than seven years and they and other
black families have never had trouble before.
Davis said Surd was out of town but his wifeand their two children slept through the incident.

PINEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — State police said
Paul Smith, 32, of Pineville, was arrested on two
second-degree burglary &harges Wednesday
after he was found inside The First State Bank
branch on U.S. 119.
Police allege Smith broke into the bank about
12:50 a.m. and took change from a soft-drink
machine.
State police say the break-in was the third in
three nights for offices of First State Bank.
Similar burglaries have occurred at the branch's
drive-in window and the Pineville main office.
————
WHITESBURG. Ky. (AP) — Lawyers continued questioning prospective jurors Wednesday for the trial of two men accused in the
August 1985 fatal stabbing of a Letcher County
doctor's daughter.
Letcher Circuit Judge F. Byrd Hogg and attorneys in the case said jury selection for the
trial of Roger Dale Epperson, 35, of Jeff in Perry
County, and Benny Lee Hodge, 34, of Lake City,
Tenn., probably would continue through Friday.
Epperson and Hodge are charged in the slaying of 23-year-old Tammy Dee Acker during a
robbery at the Fleming-Neon home of her father,
Dr. Roscoe J. Acker. The 78-year-old Acker was
choked unconscious during the robbery.
Donald Terry Bartley, 27, of Evarts in Harlan
County, also was charged, but was granted a
separate trial last week after he agreed to testify
for the prosecution.
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Take the detour
to better buys!

*5500

Special Price
1986 Alliance

Plus Tax and License

2-door black coupe
Stock No 1286
Hurry -Offer Ends Soon+

0,RENAUlLT

CAIN'S AMC 9J.1,
JEEP-RENAULT INC.
Hwy. 641 North

753-6448

EAT WELL

Lejejelailsiojklfflittas
1407 Main St.
753-4682
Prices Good
06-05-86 Thru
06-11-86

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Blue Bonnet

Foiger,
,

COFFEE

99
I

Viol, Hot Dog

00,3/$1
59

SAUCE

1

Merit Saltine

CRACKERS
Limit 2

Tough Act 7 Oz. Save $1 99

With $15 00 Or More
Additional
Purchase Excluding Tobacco
Dairy & Drinks on Special

Bathroom

Heinz 32 Oz.

97'

TOILET TISSUE
16 Oz

KETCHUP

$129

Miracle Whip 32 Oz

SALAD DRESSING

PEPSI & Pitis Deposit
PEPSI PRODUCTS

$ 159

Mazola Pure

CORN OIL

Prairie Farm

2% MILK

y,

Hyde Park
Cream Style or Whole Kemal

CORN

BUY 1 GET 1
FREE

CLEANER

Charmin 4 Roll Pkg.

8 Pk

Lb Box

160.'

Chicken of the Sea
Oil or Water Pack

TUNA

64 Oz.

99' PRESERVES

Rama 16 Oz Strawberry

Gal.

2169
59

61/4 Oz.

U.S. Choice
Boneless

CHUCK
ROAST

c
f
s
r,Lh 69
GREEN BEANS . 2169'
Martha White Self Rising

MEAL

Hyde Park Cut 16 Oz.

Owen's Best U.S. Choice Freezer
Beef Sale

Hine Yi
Fore
$ 15
9
Side of Beef
$279 Beef Loin
Whole Ribeye
Boneless Sirloin

99

BANANAS

3 Lbs

$ 1 oo

't

CANTALOUPES
POTATOES
Seedless White Perlettes

GRAPES
WATERMELONS

69°
59°
99°
$299

-711511mmoinallailMilliiiMINM11111111111111111111191111111111111%.,*

Lb.

?
35

U.S.Choice Bone/ess

BBQ RIBS

RIBEYE STEAK
Tentles.see Pride' I,

SAUSAGE

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Bost

Owen's Famous

U S Choice

161

Lb

CHUCK STEAK

GROUND CHUCK I ,

$2
39

$1 19

BBQ BEEF

Owen's Re0 F tta Leary

Lb

BACON

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

11,

19

$

Owen's Best
Family Pack

GROUND
BEEF

U.S Choice Boneless

SHOULDER STEAK

99°

Lb. $2
39

Lb

Lb.
$ 1 29

49

Lb
L

Lb

Owen's Best
Family Pack

Yi CHICKEN
LEG

$

Cut & Wrapped Free to your Order!

wen

Golden Ripe

Lb

$298
$359

Owen s Best Deli

BAKED HAM

$289

Owen s Best Deli

ROAST BEEF
°Well

$429

s Best Deli Baked

TURKEY BREAST
Ernge American

CHEESE

$429
19
$2

••••••444
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Lobbying costs reached $49 million in 1985
WASHINGTON i AP,t
— The cost of lobbying
Congress reached $49
millicih in 1985, with the
emotional issue of gun
control and the continuing struggle over textile
imports accounting for
some of the biggest
spending.
The price of persuasion last year was 16.6
percent higher than the
$42 million the cadre of
Capitol Hill lobbyists
reported spending in
1984 and some 13 percent higher than the

$43.3 million reported swollen to nearly 8.000,
up from about 6.000 at
for 1983.
The $49 million the start of 1985.
am&inted to an average
Seven organizations
$91,625 for each member — three more than in
of Congress and easily 1984 — rgported spenexceeded the $32.66 ding $1 million or more
million U.S. taxpayers last year to influence
put up to pay the legislation, according to
salaries of the 535 the reports lobbyists
senators and must file with Congress.
representatives.
In general, the clerks'
While the spending is reports show the lobbyrising, so is the number ing groups spend most
of lobbyists registered of their money on staff
with , the House clerk salaries, office operaand Senate secretary. tions and direct mail
Their ranks have campaigns designed to

Your individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the.stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR'FRIDAY,JUNE 6, 1986
ARIES
delays or changes in plans.
(Mar 21 to Apr. 19)
SCORPIO
This is a time when errors in (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
communication could easily occur.
Watch out for errors in bookkeepSave those important phone calls for ing. You may not be very enthusiastic
another day, if possible. Be explicit in about something a partner wants to
dealings.
buy. Safeguard credit.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You'll probably have to tighten the
If others beat around the bush, you
lids financially today. Make sure of may lose your patience with them.
your bank balance and stay on top of You yourself should also try to share
bills that are currently due.
problems and not shut others out.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You usually don't need much
Delays on the job may well frusattention thrown your way to be trate you, which is OK,as long as you
happy, and yet today you may feel a don't resort to impulsive action.
partner is too preoccupied with his or Maintain your cool under fire.
her affairs.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July.22)
A friend's kill-joy attitude is the last
A tendency to withdraw into your- thing you need today. If others don't
self needs to be checked today. You want to join you, it's really best if you
won't find others very responsive if go by yourself.
you play the part of sad sack now. PISCES
WsSmile.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
..more
LEO
Things do seem a bit hectic around
(July 23 to Aug.22)
home base today. Everyone seems to
Social life probably won't live up to be getting in each other's way. It's not
expectations today. Though there's the best evening for company.
much activity, it doesn't seem to
YOU BORN TODAY work well with
count for much. Avoid frivolous
groups and are also effective in
types.
presenting your ideas. You have a
VIRGO
stronger sense of right and wrong
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
It's stop and go regarding career than your sign is noted for. You have
interests today. interruptions may a sense of responsibility and are
play havoc with your schedule. Be good-humored about your obligacontent to do what you can under the tions. Law, education, sales, writing
and art are some of the fields in
circumstances.
which you'll find fulfillment. Home
LIBRA
life is also very important to you.
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
Others keep you waiting or you get Birthday of: Thomas Mann, writer;
stuck in traffic. It's just one of those Maria Montez, actress; and Roy Innis,
days. Travelers may well meet with civil rights leader.

fiat
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You've Tried the Rest, Now Try the Best

THE PIT
BAR-B-QUE
NOW
OPEN
1 Mile South of New
Concord on Hwy. 121 S.

436-5330

Serving Good Country Breakfast and
the Finest Bar-B-Que in West Ky.

Beef — Pork — Mutton — Chicken
Hours:

4 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday through
Thursday

4 a.m.-12 a.m.
Friday and
Saturday

flood Congress with letters and phone calls
from constituents.
The biggest spender
in 1985 at $2,003,601 was
the Fabric Fiber and
Apparel Coalition for
Trade, a group of U.S.
clothing manufacturers
trying to limit imports
of foreign -made
apparel.
The coalition's outlay
was only slightly below
the $2,087,586 spent in
1984 by the Natural Gas
Supply Association —
the top single-year
spender since The
Associated Press began
keeping such totals in
1983.

Students in the Callow ay County schools recently received incentives as part of the Attendance Award
Program established this year as part of an effort to increase attendance. Above,one student from each
of the elementary schools and the middle school with perfect attendance for the school year was chosen
to receive a bicycle from Spoke & Pedal. Pictured are Bill Blivin, owner, Kevin Orr, Travis Anderson,
Jennifer Spegal, Patrick Gray and Jim Nix, director of pupil personnel. Pictured below are 10 Middle
School students who had perfect attendance for the last semester of school and were selected to receive
a coupon for a free Domino's pizza. From left, front, are Jim Nix, Casey Nesbitt, Josette Reynolds,
Leanne Jones, Melanie Osbron and Tim Feiger, manager at Domino's Pizza. Back row, from left,
Daniel Spiceland, Jason Sims, Michael Thorn, Brad Jackson, David Hart and Paul Woods. Nix said he
would like to thank Blivin and Felger for their support of the incentive program and their efforts to help
reward the students.

The two groups won
round one when Congress passed their
legislation. They lost
round two when President Reagan vetoed it.
The next round could be
fought this summer if
the bill's supporters
decide to try to override
the veto.
There was a happier
ending for three antigun-control groups that
combined to spend more
than $2.3 million for lobbying last year. President Reagan recently
signed into law a bill
that relaxes restrictions
on interstate transportation of firearms.
To help get the bill
through Congress, the
Gun Owners of America
spent $1.231,868, followed by the National Rifle
Association at $711,469
and the Citizens Committee for the Right to
Keep and Bear Arms at
$388,258.
The main lobbying
force in favor of
stronger firearms laws,
Handgun Control Inc.,
said it spent $545,213 last
year.

Woman commits suicide after claiming death of friend
BOONESBORO, Ky.
— Divers have
AP
recovered the body' of a

$89.95
Suits 36-52
$59.95
Sport Coats 36-56
Slacks to Size 54
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts to 4X
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts to 3X
Belts to 52
1/2 Price
Now $5.00
Ties Reg $10

Clark Clothing
Next to C-Mart
Ky. 121 North By Pass
Murray, Ky. 753-3557

DICK
BUTKUS
(former Chicago
Bears Irnebocker)

a

The man who works deep inside a big plant on an assembly line might
think he's working for the company that writes his pay check, but he
is not He's working for the person who buys the product at the end
of the line, the customer. In fact, this customer can fire everyone in
the company from the president on down And he can do it by simply
spending his money someplace else This is one of the reasons why
taking pride in the work we do is so important to us personally. Doing
an exceptionally good job will not only bring joy and satisfaction, it will
help get more customers, keep the ones you've got, and insure that
you continue to get a pay check from your bosses
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SPECIAL
PURCHASE
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P.S. We know who our boss Is and tv• appreciate each of you.
Murray Ledger & Times
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•16cc -2 cycle engine
•48" shaft for trimming ease
'tap cutting head to
advance line

LAST YEAR'S MOST POPULAR MODEL
SALE PRICED $I

1995

!/Fro

1985 List Pnce

S159 95
SUPPLIES
ARE
LIMITED'

A7MIG•611lP

GT160AE
Some of the largest companies that had flourishing businesses a few
years ago are no longer in existence They couldn't — or didn't — satisfy
the customer They forgot who the boss really was'
(author unknown)

ted Mrs. Davis on the
bridge.
Divers searching the
river have not found
Sizemore's body.
Police said a suicide
note and Mrs. Davis'
driver's license were
found inside her car.
parked on the Madison
County side of the
bridge, which crosses
into Clark County.
In the suicide note,
,Mrs. Davis asked for
forgiveness for what she
was about to do, according to W.O. Bradley of
the Kentucky- Water
Patrol.
Sizemore was recently released from a state
prison but was being
sought by Winchester
police for allegedly
receiving stolen property. said Bradley.
Bradley said
Sizemore's parole officer told him that
Sizemore might have
faked a suicide to avoid

FATHER'S DAY

Here s a question I'll bet you could ask a thousand working people and
never get the right answer The question is "Who's the Boss?'

This boss, the customer, has bought and will buy everything you have
or will have. He's bought atl of your clothes, your home, yOur car, your
children's education, and your vacation. He pays all pf your bills, and
he pays them in exact proportion to the way you tgeat him.

woman who jumped off
a bridge into the Kentucky River after saying
that police refused to
believe a friend had killed himself the same
way.
Roberta Roundtree
,Davis. 25.. leaped from
the BooneSborough
Bridge early Monday
morning, despite pleas
from officers who spent
an hour trying to coax
her to safety. Her body
was found about 12:30
p.m. Wednesday. according to the Clark County
Sheriff's Department.
Mrs. Davis had told
police she believed Merrill Sizemore, 21, had
gone off the bridge on
Friday.
"She kept saying. 'I
know he's down there.
but they don't believe
me,— said David Thurman, a Department of
Fish and Wildlife officer
who was called by passing motorists who spot-

TALL-BIG MEN'S
CLOTHING

WHO'S THE BOSS?
There's only one boss, and whether a person shines shoes for a living
or heads up the largest corporation in the world, the boss remains the
same. IT'S THE CUSTOMER! He is the person who pays everyone's
salary and who decides whether a business is going to succeed or fail.
And he doesn't care if a business has been around hundred years
The minute it starts treating him badly, he'll put it out of business.

•

Joining the coalition
in the fight for tougher
import quotas was the
Man-Made Fiber Producers Association, a
group of domestic
chemical companies
that reported pouring
$821.591 into the trade
fight.

0
A

- Frst ham the start

IMO

ALL SEASONS
205 N. 4th

Lawn & Leisure

Murray

753-4110

41

returning to prison.
something he had
reportedly done before.
He said police believe
Mrs. Davis did watch
Sizemore jump from the
bridge. Witnesses on the
ground heard a woman
say, "Please don't
'jump. Merrill. Please
don't jump." Bradley
said.
The fall from the
bridge is 130 to 140 feet
to the water. which
Bradley said would be
difficult to survive. He
also said police think
Sizemore was drunk at
the time.
Bradley said rescue
workers stopped searching for Sizemore's
body on Sunday: hut
that Mrs. Davis insisted
the body was still in the
water.
About 1 a.m. Monday,
passing motorists saw
Mrs. Davis on the
bridge's catwalk, about
three feet below the
bridge, and notified
Thurman.
Thurman said he
walked to the center of
the bridge, and Mrs.
Davis started crying
and threatening to jump
if he came any closer.
"Every time we'd try
to get closer to her.
she'd push farther away
from the bridge," Thurman said. "She told us if
we got him out of the
water, she'd come up
and talk to us. It was a
hard situation. and I
knew it was really up to
her."
Thurman and three
officers spent 55
minutes trying to persuade Mrs. Davis not to
jump. But about 2 a.m..
Thurman said, she looked up in the sky, said
"God forgive me." and
fell into the river.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE!
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Second source of booster rockets eyed
WASHINGTON (AP — More
than 200 House members, determined to keep closer tabs on
NASA after the Challenger accident, are calling on the space
agency to hold an open competition to find a second source for
the shuttle's booster rockets.
"Now is the time, particularly
as the agency moves to redesign
the solid rocket motors, to begin
the qualification process for an
additional contractor," the
lawmakers said in one of two letters written to James Fletcher,
administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space

Administration
Three of the lawmakers —
Reps. Bill Lowery, R-Calif;
Robert Torricelli. D-NJ., and
Vic Fazio, D-Calif. — called .a
news conference today to
release their letters. The
Associated Press obtained a
copy of one of the letters
Wednesday.
The letter drafted over
Lowery's signature calls for a
"full, fair and open competition" to develop a second source
for booster rockets,and cites the
space agency's own statement
that such a development would

be in the national interest.
The release of the letters
follows a campaign for
signatures aided by a firm that
hopes to win a government contract to make some rockets in
the future.
Currently. NASA has a contract with Morton Thiokol Inc. to
produce all shuttle booster
rockets. A presidential investigating commission is going
to lay the blame for the Jan. 28
explosion of the Challenger on a
faulty seam in the Challenger's
right booster rocket.
Any competing company that

wins a contract would be required to manufacture the same
rocket as Morton Thiokol, but
many lawmakers believe competition would save money as
well as give the space program a
hedge against any single company's difficulties.
Word of the letters circulated
well in advance of the news conference. and NASA congressional relations chief John F.
Murphy said his agency has "no
objections to the concept of a second source. It's only a money
problem."

Fort Campbell unveils Vietnam monument
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(API
— A monument to honor 300 Fort
Campbell soldiers who died in
Vietnam would not have been
built without the efforts of their
battalion members who survived, officials say.
The monument's dedication
today marks the end of the project for Vietnam veterans of the
Second Battalion, 502nd
Infantry.
"These veterans designed,
raised the funds for and erected
the monument in less than one
year ... ," said Hugh Long, a
spokesman for the Strike Force
Association, a group of Vietnam

Box office receipts
in billions of dollars

Chicago Tribune Graphic;
Sources: U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
Motion Picture Association of America, Inc.

veterans from the battalion.
The dedication comes during
Fort Campbell's bi-annual
celebration called the Week of
Eagles, named for the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault

headquartered here.
A mock air assault on the fort
and skydivers demonstrating
precision parachuting are
among the other activities
slated for the celebration, said

spokesman Randy Pullen.
A mass review of all 17,000 of
the 101st's soldiers led by a
group of veterans is scheduled
for Friday on the division's
parade field, Pullen said.
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Executive: CWA strike can last about a month
before company experiences major problems
NEW YORK (AP) — A strike
by 155.000 American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. employees probably can last up to a month
before the company's phone network experiences major problems. an AT&T executive says.
The world's largest telephone
network is so computerized that
"this strike is not going to affect
us dramatically in the short

Fitness center
plans underway
for the disabled
Plans are underway for a
fitness center for the physically
handicapped to be located in
Mayfield. The facility will be
totally accessible with specially
designed equipment. There will
be a thoroughly trained staff on
duty at all times and each
member, very young to senior
citizen, will have his or her own
individually planned exercise
program.
Partners in the venture,
Mayfieldians Jean Denton, who
uses a wheelchair, and Terry
Cooper, an amateur weight
lifter, say that if the physically
impaired can maintain their
physical fitness so they can
become physically and financially independent they become
a real...asset to their communities and their state instead
of institutionally confined
liabilities. "That fitness is our
purpose and our goal" they
state.
The two stated that a recent
advertisement in the Mayfield
Messenger may have given the
impression that the club is currently in operation. "We regret
that we gave readers that impression. Our hope is that the
club will be ready to open by
January 1987. For further information write to PHASE II
Fitness Club, P.O. Box 5028,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

run," said Frank Blount, executive vice president in charge
of the network for AT&T
Communications.
But he added Wednesday, "If
this thing went on for a month. I
think it's too long. I'm hoping
it's very short."
After an hour meeting
Wednesday in Washington,
negotiators for AT&T and the
Communication Workers of
America reported little progress
in ending the nation's largest
strike in three years.
Managers at AT&T have been
scheduled to work 12 hours a
day, six days a week to fill in.
The company also has hired
3.000 temporary workers as
operators.

Compact Disc Player Cut 31%

the company have an interest in
ending the strike quickly.

CD-2000 by Realistic

"The reason it behooves the
strikers (to settle) is that AT&T
can do what the president did to
the air traffic controllers and
what TWA did to the
stewardesses," that is, fire them
and hire replacements, said H.
Paris Burstyn,'an analyst for
Arthur D. Little, a consulting
firm in Cambridge, Mass.

AT&T said the delay in
answering calls for assistance
was reduced Wednesday to 25
seconds, from 30 seconds on
Tuesday and nearly a minute on
Monday. the first business day
of the strike. It normally•takes
about two seconds.
Blount said the first big problem for the network from an
extended strike would be long
delays in installation of private
lines, which are used by
businesses for such things as
computer data transmission and
videoconferences.
In addition to the phone network, the 5-day-old strike also is
affecting the manufacturing,
sales and maintenance of phone
equipment to residences.
businesses and local phone
companies.
Thirteen of AT&T's 24 factories remained open Wednesday, the company said. Also
open were 613 of its 656 Phone
Centers and all its business offices, although at reduced staffing levels, spokesman Robert
Musgrave said.
"We're asking customers to
be patient and understand ... we
have to handle the emergencies
first." Musgrave said.
Analysts said the union and

William Eugene Thompson
was indicted Tuesday on a
capital murder charge by a
Lyon County grand jury for the
May 9 slaying of Charles Fred
Cash, a 35-year-old father of
three.
Cash, a supervilor at the
minimum -security Western
Kentucky Farm Center near
Fredonia, was heading up the
milking detail that morning
when he was struck on the head
with a hammer.
Thompson escaped and was
later caught by state police as he
stepped off a bus in
Madisonville.
. Commonwealth's Attorney
Bill Cunningham said he asked
grand jurors to return a capital
murder indictment. In addition
to that, Thompson was indicted
for first-degree robbery and
first-degree escape.
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Tuned-port, 10" woofer, 21/2" tweeter, 4" midrange.
231/2" high. Walnut veneer.
#40-4033
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Programmable Scanner
PRO-2003 by Realistic
Save
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$100

_
11995

, Per Month
on CitiLine.

Reg. 179.95

24995

Low As $20
Per Month
On

Reg. 349.95

Flush-Mount Speakers

5" B&W TV With AM/FM

2fog 199

330
/o off

Reg. 1.99 Each

1i-o
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,
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Reg. 2.79 Each

!

Normal bias setting With
case. #44-602/603

—

Reg.

PortaVisioe by Realistic
$20 Off
11995

Pair 29.95

Ideal for door
panels! 51/4" diameter. With
moisture shields.
#12-1703

Reg. 139.95
Low As $20 Per Month on CltiLlne •

Enjoy TV and radio programs
on-the-go! AC/12VDC/battery
operation. ,
..., ......
I1R-11
n Batteries. DC
adapter extra D.agonally measured
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ATTENTION
CONTRACTORS!

Contemporary Phone

WHIM
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DEMODAYS

EC-4004 by Radio Shack

N*.
11.

IT'S HERE
At 62 h.p . 13.420 lbs
operating weight. 4.000 lbs
lifting capsclty and 14.2 dig
deplh it just might be rte
machine you re looking for'
Operate it during Mese
Whayne DEMO DAYS!

• Now CAT eta floelthoe
Loeb,
• New D4-06 Mode
auldoewe
• Pena & fordo, Tours
• Operator Cameo
• leesecee Financing Tome
• Used leulentent on
MOW,
• Door Pine
• Food end Re•nonmenee
Al Day

PADUCAH 1600140,1h enh she.,
Fri. June - 11 am. - 7 p.m.
set, June ••am.• 3 p.m.
Call For Details I -SOO-CAT-41511

Cut

29%

Reg.

Scientific Calculator

4 t7

The Caterpillar
416 Backhoe
Loader!

Cut 29%
34.95
For desk/wall!
Tone/pulse' dialing. White, almond, brown.
#43-527/528/529

Come see and try out our latest
CAT equipment...dozers,
track loaders, wheel loaders
\ and many others!
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AM/FM Clock Radio

24"

Backup battery extra

Plug n' Talk' by Realistic

25% Off
95 Pair

29

Reg. 39.95

"His" and "Hers"
Reg. 34.95
Alarm Times
Forward/ reverse time set. Battery backup if AC fails. #12-1555

Just plug in and talk! Lockbar for hands-free monitoring. #43-207

Quartz LCD Stopwatch

"Credit-Card" Radio

By Micronta`

29.95

33% Off
5 Reg.
199 29.95

7 memories, 38step programming, 61 functions With batteries. #65-658

Reads hour/
minute/second or
month/date/day.
With manual and
batteries #63-5009

33% Off
1995 Reg. 4
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FM Intercom System

Chronornate-248 by Realistic

By Radio Shack

On Citiline•

Hear police, fire-20,584 frequencies on 60 channels. No
crystals needed. #20-117

By Realistic

2

Low As $20
Per Month

12 watts per channel! Autoreverse, digital tuning. Fits
most dashes. #12-1912

for

••

Big 4" speaker delivers fullrange sound. AC/battery
#12-625 Batteries extra

By Realistic

90 Minutes

•*

Reg. 39.95

AM/FM Car Cassette

60 minutes

_....

24
95

Sci-Coustics, Inc.

$60

2-for-1 Cassette Tape

Recent news reports have
revealed that nearly half of the
individuals who have invested
money with Collins Investments
have received lucrative contracts during the administration
of Gov. Martha Layne Collins or
have be-en appointed to various
state boards and commissions.
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Reg. 199.95
Low As $20

Programmable extended
BASIC. 8-color graphics,
sound effects. #26-3127

By Realistic

38%

7995

Save
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Cut

Take command of your hi-fi's
frequency response!!MX'
. expands sound image and cuts
distortion. #31-2010

64K Color Computer V

The Legislative Research
Commission on Wednesday
voted 8-6 along party lines to
refuse a request by one of its
Republican members to look into any possible connections between investments with the company and state contracts or
appointments.

By Realistic

$40

By Radio Shack
-- _

Portable AM/FM Radio

_11$14111111111111111111111
Save

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
The General Assembly will not
be getting involved in the growing controversy over Collins Investments Inc.. the company
formed by Dr. Bill Collins, the
husband of the governor.

Record cassettes from AM, FM, phono or 8track player. 17"-high speakers. #13-1221

3-Way Speaker System

HALF
PRICE

General Assembly
not to get involved
in Collins dispute

.•••••e-A•e•-_, -

Low As $20 Per Month
On ChILIne•

Lowest price ever. No rumble, distortion or surface noise. All you hear is the music! Programmable 15-selection memory. Tr -spot laser
pickup system. Buy today! #42-5001

69!R

Clarinette'-117 by Realistic

17995 11995

On CitiLine•

Death penalty sought
in heating of guard
EDDYVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
The state will seek the death
penalty against a 34-year-old
convicted murderer indicted for
the beating death of a prison
guard.

Cut $80 Save $100

Low As $20 Per Month

A&T has never threatened to
fire its striking workers.
Citing rising profits at AT&T,
the union's president, Morton
Bahr. has vowed that "this is the
time and place" to break a pattern of concessionary contracts
suffered by organized labor in
recent years.

All-in-One Stereo System

Mity-Thin' by Realistic
Cut

Amok

21" "
Reg. 29.95
Delivers amazing FM reception! With earphone and battery. #12-121
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Jones fires a five-under 70,
wins George Hart by eight

-„,

I,

A

The winners of the four flights at the 18th Annual Ladies' George Hart Invitational Golf Tournament
W ednesday at the Murray Country Club were,left to right, Betty Scott, third flight; Ethelene McCallon,
second flight; Virginia Everette, first flight and Velvet Jones, championship flight.

4
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•

4.4

The team of, left to right, lilt's Orr, Mary Bogard, Jerelene Sullivan and Velvet Jones from the Murray
Country Club captured the team championship at the George Hart tourney with a 228.

Houston defeats St. Louis 4-2;
Scott continues mound mastery
HOUSTON
AP i Bill Doran says -hitting
performance in the
Houston .A4tros is beginning to approach the
success the team's pitching staff has enjoyed.
"We're showing signs
of coming out of it. We
stunk with the best all
season long," Doran
said after the Astros
defeated the St. Louis
Cardinals 4-2 Wednesday night.
"Our pitching has
been outstanding. and
our defense has been
outstanding, but we're
Just playing well enough
to win: When our bats

come around we're go- manager Hal Lanier
ing to be tough," Doran said. "This is the first
said.
time in a long time
The Houston pitching
we've gotten him any
staff boasts a 3.13 ERA, runs."
tied with the New York
Dave Smith came on
Mets for the best in
to pitch one inning . of
baseball, while the
scoreless relief and
Astros' team batting
recorded his National
average is 10th in the
League -leading 13th
National League at .240.
save.
Mike Scott, 5-4, the
"I was just trying to
National League
keep them off the bases,
strikeout leader with
106. was the winner, go- throw strikes and not
ing eight innings and give up the homerun
giving up two runs on ball," Smith said.
"There's a lot more emsix hits.
'Scott really phasis on the bullpen
challenged them this year. It keeps us
tonight,'' Houston busy, but we like to
work."

STEP-ON-IT
SALE.

Ray Burris. 2-2, was
the loser, going 4 1-3 innings and giving 4 runs on
six hits while walking
four and striking out
two

Houston took a 2-0
lead in the first. Doran
started things off with a
leadoff homer, his second of the season.
Craig Reynolds then
singled, but was forced
aut when Glenn Davis
reached on a in field
ground ball.
Davis scored off Jose
Cruz' double to center.
The Astros added two
runs in the fifth after
Denny Walling singled
with two out and Davis
walked. Cruz singled in
Walling. and Kevin
Bass' single drove in
Davis
The Cardinals cut the
Houston lead to 4-1 in
the sixth on singles by
Mike LaVallere and
Vince Coleman and an
RBI single by Willie
McGee.

"If we just put the ball
The Cardinals scored
in play, a ground ball or
a fly ball, we would have again in the eighth when
had a chance," Houston Coleman doubled and
manager Whitey' Herzog scored on McGee's
'single.
said.

STOREWIDE SAVINGS
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93
94
95
95

First Flight
Virginia Everette
Dot Arnold
Inus Orr
Betty Owen
Evelyn Jones
Carrot Blake
Paula Newbold
Genievieve Logel
Diane Villanova
Freda Hines
Betty Stewart
Linda McDade
Venefa Sexton
Gwen Lentz
Connie Lamkin
Carol Hibbard
Fairs Alexander
Nell Newton
Judy Demoss
Ella Lavallis
Toni Hopson
Jennifer Crouse
Grace James
Pat Edwards
Betty Lowry
Mary Anderson
Second Flight
Ethelene McCallon
Matilda Cain
Anna Mary Adams
Jeannie Morgan
Carlene Stoehr
Sue Wells
Shelba Barnett
Virginia Schwettman
Chris Umbach
Polly Seale
Sherry Cope
Sue Brown
Shirley Wade
Rita Leneave
Linda Alexander
Mabel Rogers
Nancy Schemp
Joyce Osting
Lou Darnell
Nancy Fandrich
Third Flight
Betty Scott
Carol Edwards
Irene Woods
Sandy Morrison
Della Miller
Sue Costello
Rainey Apperson
Betty Wurtman
Martha Sue Ryan
Kay Branch
Jeanette Britt
Molly Booth
Peggy Shoemaker
Martha Barnett
Rowena Cullom
Tonya Fike
Debra Fike

4l

85
87
87
89
89
90
90
93
93
94
94
95
95
96
96
97
98
98
98
98
99
99
100
102
102
103
92
93
93
95
95
99
100
100
102
102
104
105
105
106
106
107
108
109
113
113
103
108
108
108
109
109
110
110
111
112
112
113
114
117
119
119
137

ady Lakers finish second
The Calloway County
Cothran noted that
Lady Lakers finished Sacred Heart only
second at the Girls' bested Calloway County
State High School Golf by 13 shots on WednesTournament Wednes- day, 338 to 351.
d a y a tt h e
"We did real well
Elizabethtown Country Wednesday," Cothran
Club,
said. "We improved ten
Sacred Heart won the shots over what we shot
tourney with a two-day on Tuesday, which we
total of 669, 43 shots bet- had to do to get second
ter than CMS's 712.
place.
"We are tickled with
"Oldham County acfinishing second,"
CCHS coach Roy tually was in front of us
Cothran said. "After going into the back
watching Sacred Heart nine."
The Lady Lakers edgfor a few holes, we
realized we were play- ed Oldham County by
ing for second. They one shot for second.
were just out of Notre Dame was third
everybody's league. with a 734.
Joanna Gibbs and
They didn't have a bad
Tabethia Johnson
shooter."
Sacred Heart also won posted the low totals for
the tourney last year, Calloway County. Both
while the Lady .Lakers fired an 89 on TueSday
and an 86 on
came in fifth.

Wednesday.
Sherri Lamb shot
91-85, while Terri Lamb
shot 92-94.
Sherri Lamb played a
key role in the Lady
Lakers' second-place
showing, as she fired a
40 on the back nine
Wednesday. Johnson
shot a 42 on her final
nine.
"The main thing that
hurt us in the tournament was our putting,"
Cothran said. "Joanna's
putter was just stone
cold, and no one else
was putting well either.
"I bet we missed 15 to
20 putts inside of two
feet. And we missed
some inside of one foot.
"If we could have putted.. like we did during
th# regular season, we
would have knocked 15
to 20 strokes off of our

score, though we still
wouldn't have won it."
Cothran said the rainy
weather that plagued
the tournament also
cost his squad several
strokes, as the wet fairways cut down on the
amount of roll the
players were getting
and made some of the
holes play especially
long for CCHS's shorter
hitters.
He said the Lady
Lakers "played very
well from tee to green.
We hardly ever were in
trouble. I don't think we
had a penalty stroke
during the whole
tournament."
Calloway County loses
the Lamb twins from
this year's squad.
Jenny Fuson of Corbin
won the individual title
with a 153.

Murray girls place ninth in state
Murray High's girls'
golf team placed ninth
in the state tournament
Wednesday at the
Elizabethtown Country
Club.
The Lady Tigers had a
two-day total of 804.
Sacred Heart won with a
669.
-We were kind of

shooting for the top squad, as it consisted of
eight, and we nearly got a junior (Lee Holcomb),
that," coach Judy two sophomores (Lisa
Muehleman said. "We Rexroat and Amy
were eighth after the Wilson) and a freshman
first day.
(Meredith Howe).
"Next year, we expect
to do better."
Murray doesn't lose a
player from this year's

Howe had yl-IS's low
total at the state
tourney, shooting
rounds of 89-91. Rexroat

shot 97-95. Holcomb shot
97-116. Wilson shot
114-105.
"We feel we will be a
contender for the
regional title next year,
and we feel we will be
back to the state tournament," Muehleman
said.

yd

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
0

Dot Dreher
Laura Parker
Burlene Brewer
Betty Jo Purdom

Dill posts second consecutive 81

1/2 Price

Ts DositCenter.

-

1/2 Price

Over 20 Patterns In Stock
All On Sale!

By KENT BROWN
Sports Editor
A steady rain fell on a good portion of the 18th
Annual Ladies' George Hart Invitational Golf
Tournament Wednesday at the Murray Country
Club.
Yet, it didn't dampen Velvet Jones's day.
Jones fired a five-under par 70 and ran away
from the field in the championship flight, winning by eight shots over Mary Bath, who beat her
in a playoff last year for the title (after both
finished with 71s).
The Murray resident and senior-to-be at the
University of Alabama posted nines of 34-36. She
birdied No. 1, 2, 5,8, 10, 14 and 15, bogeyed 13 and
17 and parred the rest.
"I got some help from Lynn Sullivan and Mr.
(1tmrttyl Sullivan the fast two days, and If reaffy
helped me," Jones said. "I was cutting my
driver and losing a lot of distance. I wasn't moving toward the target."
Jones said she''knocked it close all day. I only
missed two greens, and I didn't get it up and
down either time."
Jones plans on going to Atlanta in July to try
and qualify for the U.S.G.A. Women's Amateur
Championship in August. She also plans on playing in several Kentucky tourneys, including the
Kentucky Amateur Championship.
"Winning this tournament is a really good
start on my summer," Jones said. "I needed this
win to build my confidence."
While Jones won the championship flight,
Virginia Everette won the first flight with an 85,
Ethelene McCallon won the second flight with a
92 and Betty Scott won the third flight with an
103.
Mary Jane Parks finished third in the championship flight with an 82. Maggie Axford was
fourth with an 84.
Dot Arnold was second in the first flight with
an 87. Inus Orr also fired an 87, but she ended up
third after the scorecards were compared from
the first hole on. Betty Owen came in fourth with
an 89. Evelyn Jones shot an 89, too.
Matilda Cain's 93 placed her second in the second flight. Anna Mary Adams carded a 93 and
finished third. Jeannie Morgan earned fourth
place with a 95. Carlene Stoehr also shot a 95.
Carol Edwards, Irene Woods and Sandy Morrison all fired 108s, but the scorecard comparison
placed them second, third and fourth in the third
flight.
The team of Jones, Jerelene Sullivan, Mary
Bogard and Orr from the Murray Country Club
won the team championship, with a 228.
Everette and Sullivan tied for low putts, with
25 each. Bain won the longest drive contest on
No. 3. Frances Hulse won the closest to the pin
contest on No. 11.
The complete tournament results are:
Championship Flight
Velvet Jones
70
Mary Bain
78
Mary Jane Parks
82
Maggie Axford
84
Jerlene Sullivan
84
Mary Bogard
87
Doris Stepp
91
Frances Hulse
91

11111111

•
•

David Dill fired his second consecutive 81 Louisville Doss. Fields
Wednesday at the Boys' posted rounds of 73-74.
State Golf Tournament
"I hit the ball real
at the Doe Valley Coon- good, real solid." Dill
tryClubin said. "I just couldn't
Brandenburg.
score.
The Murray High
"I was around the
senior finished 15 hole with my putts, but I
strokes behind the win- couldn't get them to
ner. Toby Fields of drop. As tough as that

course was, you had to
make some putts to do
well."
Dill said he had eight
penalty strokes during
the tourney.
"That really hurt
me," he noted
Brett Larimer of Marshall County lost a
playoff for second place

to Johnie Johnson of
Berea. Larimer shot
72-76.
Marshall County
finished sixth in the
team competition with a
656. Oldham County won
with a 625.
Brad Canter of
Mayfield shot 80-78.
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Stephens going after
fifth straight Belmont

•

4:10

Staff photo by Oulu Evans

Pitcher Shannon Williams prepares to throw to first after the Murray-Calloway County Park. Williams plays for the WSfielding a groundball during a girls' softball game this week at JP Classics.

OVC presidents vote 'yes' for TSU
By MIKE EMBRV
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
Al' — Tennessee State
was welcomed into the
Ohio Valley Conference
by a unanimous vote of
the school presidents
while former member
Western Kentucky was
snubbed for associate
membership status.
"I think it will be a
mutually beneficial
relationship." said conference commissioner
James Pelany of Tennessee Slate's entry into
the league. "I was very
pleased with the attitude of the TM'family
and the ()VC family
over .the past few
months."
I luring its annual spring meeting Wednesday. the ()VC presidents
also accepted the
withdrawal of Akron
from the conference
after the next a rademie

year and approved a
measure that would
allow for membership to
be withdrawn from a
school.
Tennessee State,
located in Nashville,
will be phased into the
conLerence in 1986-87. It
will be eligible for titles
in all sports except for
football next year and
football in 1988.
"We are pleased to be
admitted as a partner ...
and look forward to a
long, mutual relationship in the Ohio Valley
Conference," said Roy
Peterson. interim president at Tennessee State.
"I think we have a lot
to gain," he added.
"The only thing we'll
lose is being an independent sports program.
Once you join a conference you have to
have support of a majority of other conference presidents

before a decision can be
made.
"But this next year
will give us the time to
make the'necessary adjustments we .must
make in giving up our
independent status." •
Hanly Funderburk,
president of Eastern
Kentucky University.
said the most pressing
needs for the new
member were the condition of Hale Stadium
and the football field.
"I think they'll be addressed in due course,"
he said.
Funderburk also said
'that the league
presidents were "very
well pleased with the
processes' in the
academic area at Tennessee tate.
Western Kentucky. a
former OVC member,
had inquired with
league officials about

associate membership
to compete in football.
Western Kentucky
belongs to the Sun Belt
Conference, which does
not participate in
football.
The OVC's planning
and development committee, headed by Murray State president Kala
Stroup, recommended
that more thought
should be given to
associate memberships
before any action is
taken by the league.
"We'd want to look
and try to foresee what
the conference will be
like in the early 1990s,"
said Delany, "and see if
we should provide the
flexibility for members
without the full complement of sports. I don't
think that it's fair to
look at Western Kentucky at not having any
interest by this league."
Akron is leaving the

conference because it is
upgrading its football
program from Division
I-AA to Division I.
Akron joined the OVC in
1978:
The departure leaves
Youngstown State as the
only school north of
Kentucky in the
conference.
Delany said the action
to vote schools out of the
conference was not aimed at Youngstown State.
a member since 1980.
"Institutions in the
league have a right to
protect themselves
when teams depart," he
said. "It serves notice to ,
everybody in thi
.
league"
The other conference
members are Eastern
Kentucky, Morehead
State, Murray State in
Kentucky and Austin
Peay, Middle Tennessee
and Tennessee Tech in
Tennessee.

Olajuwon hoping for a 'miracle'
HOLSTON
— with a victory over the
Akeem Olajuwon was Rockets. If Houston
known in college by the should win Game 5. the
nickname "The best-of-seven series
Dream" He still has would return to the
011P.
Boston Garden where
" P
l• dii
win on the Celtics have won 40
Thursday and then we consecutive games.
can go over there Ito
The Rockets continue
Bostonl and make a to say they haven't
miracle happen." Ola- played their best game
juwon. the T-foot center and Houston Coach Bill
for the Houston Fitch is suggesting
Rockets. said. "It will there couldn't be a bettake a miracle but we ter time for it than
can do it."
tonight.
The Boston Celtics,
-There's a guy here in
who lead the series 3-1 this building who
after Tuesday night's doesn't speak English
106- 103 victory. can who understands how
clinch their 16th Na- important the next
tional Basketball game is," Fitch said
Assoi.iation title tonight trying to emphasize how

obvious his team's
precarious position is.
However, the Rockets
still have a dream.
"They are saying they
are one game away
from winning the championship and we are saying we are one game
away from returning
the series to Boston."
Houston guard Robert
Reid said.
Reid, one of two
Rockets who played
against the Celtics in the
1981 NBA title series —
when Fitch coached the
Celtics — is determined
to force the Celtics to
win It in Boston-.
"I remember that sad
feeling we had when

they won the championship on our court in
1981," Reid said. "It
was sad to see them get
the trophy on our court
and then, to hear them
through the dressing
room walls shouting
'We're No. 1.'
"The fans of Houston
deserve better than
that. If they're going to
win it, we want to see
they have to do it in
Boston."
Fitch has tried all the
psychological ploys he
can muster, including
showing off his 1981
championship ring.
The Celtics had to rally from a 3-1 deficit to
eliminate Philadelphia

in the Eastern Conference finals in 1981 to
earn the right to face the
Rockets in the finals.

Browning
forgets
his 'junk'
By JOHN NELSON
AP Baseball Writer
For some reason,
Tom Browning had
forgotten how he
became the first rookie
20-game winner in 31
years.

Wednesday night.
Browning went back to
the fastball, his primary
weapon --when he went
20-9-last'year. He struck
out nine, a career high
and pitched the first
one-hitter of his career
In beating the Chicago
Cubs 2-0.

•

Stephens. 72. won the
race for the first time
with Conquistador Cielo
in 1982 and followed with
victories by Caveat.
Kentucky Derby winner
Swale and Creme
Fraiche.

Earwood homers twice, as
Roy's Pharmacy wins big
Scott Earwood hit two
home runs and a double
to power Roy's Pharmacy to a 20-6 win over
Mr. Gatti's Wednesday
evening in the Park
League.
Patrick Delay and
Marcellous Foster
homered and doubled,
as the Seafood Express
defeated Darnell
Marine 12-6
One of Earwood's
homers cleared the
fence.
Harley Gamble added
a home run and double
for Roy's Pharmacy.
Jason Eaves rapped two
doubles. Matt Farmer
laced a triple. Jesse
Owens, Ray O'Conner,
Jared Plummer and Joe
Ferguson hit doubles.
Kevin Knight of Mr.
Gatti's tripled. Matt
Jones doubled.
Linda Skaggs also

homered for the Seafood
Express. Greg Taylor
and Brent Anderson
tripled and doubled.
Ryan Cunningham and
Stephen Crouch tripled.
Billy Gorham doubled.
Josh Arant and Eric
Gallimore hit triples for
Darnell Marine. David
Johnson and Sean
Haverstock doubled.

Braves draft
Thoroughbred
Murray State University third baseman
David Butts was drafted
by the Atlanta Braves in
the 20th round of the major league draft
Wednesday.
The Cadiz native hit
.311 in his senior season
for the Thoroughbreds
this spring and led them
in doubles, with 10. He
hit five home runs.
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BASEBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Boston
New York
Baltimore
Milwaukee
Detroit
to

Boston at Milwaukee. o it.

36
32
29
25
24
25
24

Pct
GB
706
615
414
592 6
500 101os
490 11
472 12
471 12

27
26
26
25
20
20
19

24
25
26
26
32
32
31

.529
510
500
472
3I45
365
380

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Cooyosion
New York
Montreal
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Chicago
St Louis

West Division
Texas
Kansas City
California
Oakland
Minnesota
Seattle
Chicago

26
23
20
21
20

II
22
25
26
25
26

702
542
179
435
429
417

In the rest of the National League. New
York defeated San
Diego 4-2, San Francisco beat Montreal 4-2,
Philadelphia outsluggeri
Los Angeles Pk -7.
Houston beat St. Louis
4-2 and Pittsburgh clobbered Atlanta 12-3

1011
12%
13
131s

West Oveisaon
1
Ii,
3
711
It
711,

Wednesday's Games
Kansas City S. Milwaukee
Detroit g. Oakland 5
Minnesota 10. Toronto 4
Seattle 5 Baltimore t
Boston 6. Cleveland 4
Texas S. Chicago 2
New York 11. California 0
Thursday's Games
Seattle ol.angston 4 4, at Baltimore I Dav IS 4 4 o on •
Oakland o Haas 7 I o at Chicago i Allen I,0 o. ,o n o
Boston Sellers 0.0, at Milwaukee IV% egman 05
no
Minnesota oSmithson 5,4 o at Kansas City
3,4, ono
Only games scheduled
Fnday's Games
Baltimore at New York. in,
Toronto at Detroit. n
California at Cleveland. on o
Oakland at Chicago. on o
Seattle at Texas. o n1
Minnesota at Kansas City. int

Houston •
San Fran, 151 o
Atlanta
San Diego
Loa Angeles
Cincinnati

29 21
560
2/, 23
549
26
510 31,
25
8
25 26
490 41
,
24
zo 453
20 25
417
Wednesday's Gaines
Pittsburgh 12 Atlanta 3
San Francisco 4. Montreal 2
New York 4. San Diego 2
Philadelphia 6. Los Angeles 7
OncInnati 2. Chicago 0
Houston 4. St Louis 2
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia 'Hudson 3-3, at Montreal ,Tibbs 3-1 i s
in,
New York , Owda 6.2. at Pittsburgh I Kipper 1-41.
in,
Chicago , Eckersley 2-3, at St Louis I Forsch 4-31.
ml
n
Atlanta oSmith 4.5 at San Diego I Dravecky 5.4,. in,
Houston o Hernandez 0-0o at Los Angeles I Honeycutt
2-3o. on,
Only game. so heduled
Friday's Games
New York at Pittsburgh 2. 'I n
Philadelphia at Montreal n
Chicago at St Louis. In
Atlanta at San Diego on
Houston at Los Angeles is
Cincinnati at San Fran, is, o. n

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Make a change.

In his sophomore
season, he lost his first
four decisions. He was
cilf to a junk start.
throwing junk.
"I don't know what it
was," the Cincinnati
Reds left-hander said.
"I can't pinpoint why I
wasn't aggressive. I
started thinking I was a
pitcher Who could work
the outside part of the
plate instead of going
right at 'em."

The runners-up in the George Hart tourney were, left to right, Carol Edwards,third flight; Dot Arnold.
fir‘t flight and Mary Rain, championship flight. Second Mght runner-up Matilda Cain was not present.

Stephens will try to
stretch his record Belmont victory streak —
two other trainers have
won three straight —
with a colt not nearly as
battle-tested as his
other winners.

'-iqtAti88z."-

ne

NEW YORK (API —
"I don't have as good a
chance this year." says
Woody Stephens, who
will try to win a fifth
straight Belmont Stakes
Saturday with Danzig
Connection.
But the Hall of Fame
trainer is an optimist
and he also says, "I
don't really feel completely out of this race
with this horse."
Danzig Connection is
expected to be one of
about 10 3-year-olds
entered for the
5350,000-added race
over 1% miles at Belmont Park.
Another is Ferdinand,
winner of the 1.
1 -mile
Kentucky Derby, who
finished second in the 1
3-16-mile Preakness.
Among those missing
from the 118th running
of the Belmont, to be
televised live by ABC at
5:38 p.m. EDT, is Snow
Chief, who finished lith
as the favorite in the
Kentucky Derby, then
won the Preakness and
1%-mile Jersey Derby.
Snow Chief's owners
had said he would start
in the Belmont but the
colt suffered some
minor injuries in thc.
Jersey Derby,

Get some change.
For guaranteed performance and a guar
anteed 25' payoff,(up
to S5), tune up with
Champion Copper
Plus.' You're going to
like the change'

Reg. 1.24
Rebate 25C
Now only

99;

OFFER EXPIRES 6,1546
PERFORMANCE GUARANTEED

COPPER PLUS.
I.K.T. All Pro Auto Parts
504 Moak" (Across from 1st United Methodist)
Murray. Ky.
733-4462
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Menotti tells
Goya's story
on the stage
NEW YORK (API —
Gian Carlo Menotti is
composing an opera
about the Spanish
painter Goya and the
project is having a more
intense effect on him now than it would have
40 years ago.
"Forty years ago, one
doesn't think about
Satan and God and
death," said Menotti,
who turns 75 on July 7.
"I've entered now the
realm of death. That's a
shadow that's with you
all the time."
Menotti, whose operas
include "Amahl and the
Night Visitors." "The
Medium" and "The
Consul." is more introspective these days.
"I'm having a very
difficult battle with
Goya." he said in an interview. "Goya has
become the kind of
friend you like to fight
with. And the battle that
I've had with him has
been very important to
my life. I had to look into his life and discover
what kind of man he
was. That forced me to
look within myself to
find what kind of man I
was, aside from the artist. That duality of
character was very
upsetting.
In Goya, the artist
and man are almost like
two different people. He
is not at all the man that
you think from his paintings. He was a cautious
man and a bit of a social
climber. He was very
attached to money. He
was a rather dull man in
a funny way," he said.
"Goya was tormented
by some sort of inner
conflict. That is what
made him very human
and very dear to me. I
suddenly realized some
of the things that
tormented him are
tormenting me."

Convention falls as Metheny, Coleman team
NEW HAVEN. Conn.
telling him, "If I could sometimes, physically of the music magazine,
(AP — Pat Metheny's just get you and Pat tormented. Almost "downbeat," said, "It
admiration of Ornette
together, we'd really three decades later. Col- could be that it's taken
Coleman has been no
blast 'em."
eman still has had vir- 26 or 27 years for Colsecret: His live perforIn December 1985, tually no commercial eman's music to catch
mances have increasafter a trial nve perfor- success, little critical on, which really
ingly featured Coleman
mance and three weeks acclaim but has won wouldn't be surprising.
compositions and even
of rehearsal, the duo wide respect from musi- But Metheny is now inhis original tunes have finally recorded an cians for his ideas.
volved, and his performtaken on elements of the
album, "Song X." It
"I'm like the guy in ing with Ornette helps
free -form "harwas released April 14 the wilderness telling because his listeners
molodics" the sax- and, besides Coleman people who don't know are probably openophonist tried without and Metheny, it features he's there what life's all minded enough to feel
success to popularize
bassist Haden and two about." he said in a re- that if Metheny's inmore than 25 years ago. drummers: seasoned cent interview.
terested in it, it must be
However, it was not jazzman Jack DeArt Lange, the editor worth listening to."
Idolatry that drew
Johnette and Coleman's
Metheny, 31, and Col- 30-year-old son, Denareman. 56, together. do. The group went on a
Rather, it was their two-week, 14-city' Song
shared determination to X Tour" in which
push music beyond
Metheny presented
orthodoxy.
Playhouse in the Park gourmet cabaret performers Todd Ross, Gretta
some of the most comDespite their ap- plex and brilliant music
Shepard, Sue Ellen Morris and Amy Ross rehearse for this weekend's proparent kinship, though. of his career.
duction of "The Sunday Funnies on Broadway." The Broadway entertainthe two musicians were
ment continues as the Playhouse opens its production of "Annie" next
The tour, which began
never on the verge of a
weekend. For reservations to any of the Playhouse performances, phone the
In Providence, R.I., and
collaboration
and
even
a
theatre box office at 759-1752.
Photo by Kristy CaJman
humble Metheny — who terminated last month
considers Coleman In East Lansing, Mich.,
among the greatest liv- also brought the viing artists — balked. To sionary music of Colbring the two together eman, who has labored
took the persistent pro- through more than 70
dding of bassist Charlie recordings in virtual
Haden, who played with public anonymity, to a
Coleman throughout the wide and accepting
1960s and '70s and who, audience.
for the past six years,
Even audiences- achas been a frequent customed to Metheny's
member of Metheny's more melodic work
That's entertainment! Sharon Davis, Vince Brown," and see gob bands.
have welcomed the efAt least that's what Medlock, Sue Ellen
"Charlie kept saying, fort it takes to undersValentine as the man of
you'll say after spen- Morris, Kimberly Oles,
steel, "Superman." 'You should really play tand and appreciate the
ding an evening at the Glen Olson, Amy Ross.
You'll hear songs from with Ornette Col- duo's burning. ColemanPlayhouse in the Park Todd Ross, Gretta
shows like "Lil' Abner" eman,— the guitarist influenced
Trombonist Louis Bourgois n[t has accepted a
this summer.
Shepard. Bob Valentine and "A Funny Thing said in an interview. "I Improvisation.
faculty position as assistant professor of music
And the season begins and Randy Wilson. "The
Happened on the Way to kept saying, 'Yeah, but
When Coleman first
at Northern Kentucky University. He is the son
in style June 7 and 8. Sunday Funnies of
the Forum" plus a come on, man. I can't do tried in 1959 to introduce
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis G. Bourgois, Jr., of
with "The Sunday Fun- Broadway" is directed
preview of our own that. It's Ornette."
his unusual sound to
Paducah. During the summer months, he will
nies on Broadway," a by Pat Clement with.
Coleman. too, tells of New York audiences, he
Playhouse in the Park
perform with the Murray Community Band
gourmet cabaret pianist Tim Powell and
production of "Annie."
how Haden was always was verbally and,
under
the baton of Dennis Johnson.
presented by some of choreographer. Bethany
And be sure to join us
Murray's most talented Holland.
June 12 as Playhouse in
performers. You'll taste
In this cabaret, you'll the Park opens their
desserts from some of see many of your
production of "Annie."
Murray's finest kit- favorite characters
To make reservations
chens while enjoying from the funnies as well
for "The Sunday Fun- Friday, June 6, through Thursday. June 12
9.30 a.m. Saint Paul Sunday Morning. Arden Trio is guest
music from many of the as our own fine per.
nies on Broadway" or Manday-Felday
11:00 a.m Chamber Music The Tokyo String Quartet performs
music
530 a.m. Morning Edition.
comic strips brought to formes with tunes from
by
Berg and Dvorak as well as Mozart's -Dissonant "
any of the other great
9:00 a.m. DayUme Classics. Seven hours of classical music hosted by
life on the Broadway past and future
100 p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1986. Count Basle. Glenn Miller.
Mills
summer productions. Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson.
Bros. and others.
stage.
4 -00p.m. All Things Considered NaUonal Public Radio's news magazine
Playhouse productions. call Playhouse in the
4:00 p.m. All Things Considered.
of
the
alr.
Performing for you Meet Charlie Brown and
5:00 p.m. Our Times.
6100 p.m. Radio Reader
Park at 759-1752.
600 p.m NPR Playhouse. The Empire Strikes Back The Clash if
this weekend will be Lucy from "You're a
laght
Friday, June 6
Sabres."
See you at the theatre
S:30 p.m Classical Encore. C.B. Hunt hosts two hours of classical music
Melissa Clement, Good Man Charlie
6.30 p.m. The Thistle and Shamrock with Fiona Ritchie
favorites from the WKMS record library.
this summer!
7- 30 p.m

Summer at Playhouse
begins this weekend
with gourmet cabaret

WALMART
Starburst
She-Ra'"

Princess of
Power Figures
•
,se from

WKMS Highlights

91.3 FM

Our Front Porch
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Kent Jenkins features music by Bill
Evans.
Coleman Hawkins, Snooky Young. Frank Sinatra and Red Norvo
10:00 p.m Music from the Hearts of Space
Monday. June
6:40 p.m Evening Classics - Los Angeles Philharmonic
Featuring
works by Haydn. Mozart and Brahms. Kurt Sanderling conducting
8,30p m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan features Joe Pass. Zoot
Sims.
Jake Hanna and others.
Tuesday. Jude 10
6:30p m Evening Classics - The Saint Louis Symphony conducted
by
Erich Lelnsdorf performs "Rhenish" symphony by Schumann.
Mozart's
piano concerto No 5 and Ravel's La Valse. Yefim Bronfinan. pianist
8,30 p m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Music by Oscar Peterson.
Dizzy Gillespie. Gene Ammons and others
Wednesday, June II
6:30p m Evening Classics - New York Chamber Music Seriesfeatures'
music by Bach. Kodaly. Schumann and Brahma.
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan features Scott Hamilton.
Phil
Woods. Sarah Vaughn and others
Thursday, June 12
6:30p.m. Evening Classics - New York Philharmonic Zubin Mehta con.
ducts Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 3. Crumb's Haunted
Landscape
and Mahler Symphony No. 5
8.30 p.m. Easy Street. Bobby Bryan features music by Duke
Ellington.
Donald Byrd. Jimmy Rushing and others

8:30p.m. Easy Street with Shelley Howell features Ben Webster. Louis
Hellion. Eddy Davis and others.
11:00 p.m. Jazz Horizons. Cam Williams brings two hours of contemporary Jazz.
Saturday, June 7
6:00 a.m. The Flea Market features Claudia Schmidt. Jim Craig. The
VLO and The Barrett Sisters.
8:00 a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Linda Morgan and Pat O'Neill
host four hours of folk and bluegrass music.
12 noon. The Times,They Are A-ChangIn'. Jim Carpenter and John Grit.
fin host an hour of contemporary folk and folk/rock music.
1:00 p.m. Whad'Ya Know" Comedy.variety program hosted by Michael
Feldman.
2:00 p.m. Classical Encore with C.B. Hunt.
4:00 p.m. All Things Considered.
5:00 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion with Garrison Kelllor and wellknown guests from the World Theatre in St. Paul. Minnesota.
700 p.m. Marian McPartiand's Piano Jazz. Ralph Sutton is guest.
- 800 p.m. Jazz Saturday Night. "Recorded-live" performances from
around the country
.Seaday. June 8
6:00 a_rn Music from Interlochen.
700 a.m. Opus 86. Margaret Hunt brings a program of classical music
from the WKMS record library. "Music from Murray'• features recitals
by Murray State faculty and Students at 6 a.m.

Band to perform
atm

Kenlake

WWIIk

1II/AIWA II'
AIWA VI r
lb
aper

Music

Hall

U.S. 68 — Aurora, Ky.
Featuring

474-2227

IN CONCERT
TOM T. HALL

JERRY REED

"Watermelon Wine"

"Smokey and The Bandit'.

LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.

;,-4

I it

•

e0...
.
SATURDAY, JUNE 7

AppearanceSchedule Saturday, June 7th
4-5 p.m.
Walmart Store #410
Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

WAL-MART'S ADVEIIITISED MIENCHANDISE POIJCV
* our e4ention so wee eVNy 111treeheed ten n stock ranwe,e, 4 due
B eny unto...wee reason an sdverhsed awe is not swish* tor purchase Wrii Men we *sue a Rein Check el.
, er3.es few the
aserchindrse to be oorchaseci is the lisp once whenever oven** a wit see you a tarnearopere et roreperstae redo, hr, on pnCe
Be reserve the now to tint oundelies unwations soul., New Memo

The Greg Austin Band
is set to perform a blend
of country-rock, jazz
and bluegrass styles in a
special concert Saturday, June 14 at Kenlake
Resort State Park. The
concert is scheduled
from 8:30-11:30 p.m.
the six-piece band is
based in Lexington and
will be touring parks
throughout the state this
summer.

Grand Rivers, Ky.

SATURDAY, JUN

,

8:00 p.m.

600 & 9.00 p

Exciting
Stage Show

ASPHALT
PAVING

Every Sunday-Gospel
Featuring

*Streets
'Roadways
'Parking Lots
'Shopping Ctrs
'Residential
Subdivisions

The Shelton Singers

See
The Great New Musical

Plus Special Guests
2 00 p m

"Kentucky, The
Land Of Song"

Ticket information

Weeknights
8 00 p m
$5.00 Adult
$2 50 Children

Saturday, June 7th — S8 00 At Door
Saturday, June 14th — sio 00 At Door
Sunday 2 p.m. Show — 400 At Door

•Advance

Tickets S1 Off
Regular Price
Except June 14th Show and
tho "Kentucky, The Land of Song"
•Children's Tickets v2 Price
Of Adult Tickets(12 & Under)
_

Aurora Arts, Crafts and Music Festival

June 14 & 15

Free Estimates

362-8661
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Revenue secretary trying to gain unders
tanding
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Revenue
Secretarjr --Gary GIIlls
knows that as Kentucky's chief tax collector, he will never be the
most popular person in
the state. All he wants is
a little more understanding from the public.
"I think it's been said
taxation will never be
popular, but we can
make taxation more fair
and that's what we're
trying to do," Gillis said
Wednesday.
The Revenue Cabinet,
as a part of its 50th anniversary, is working on
some of those public
relations.
A display in the
Capitol is a small part of
that effort. The cabinet
also publishes a wide
variety of handbooks to
help individual taxpayers, holds seminars
for professionals, such
as accountants, and
maintains an information service.

The display, though,
brings the cabinet and
Its activities into focus
with current and
historic items.

use tax permit.
Gillis said he cipubts tax,, rrn#tte-rs, as the
whether most people cabinet dots to this day.
realize the scope of the
The whole process has
tax collection activities become more complex
of the state.
though.
There is a copper still
The "Tax Man" imTwo items contained
on loan from the Kenmortalized by George in the Capitol display
tucky Historical Society
Harrison in his 1966 song point out the larger job
that was taken in an
is usually thought of as of the revenuers. In
eastern Kentucky raid
the representative of the 1936, a pie chart shows,
in the 1940s. The
Internal Revenue total state receipts were
Revenue Department,
Service.
$44,000,208, not enough
which was made ,a
"Most people realize to run the Revenue
cabinet at the beginning
they're paying taxes Cabinet in 1987.
of the Collins adwhen it's put before
An estimate of the
ministration, gave up
them," Gillis said, poin- total receipts in the 1986
that part of its job in
ting to the all-too- fiscal year is
1944 to-the Department
familiar income taxes $5,963,004,498.
for Alcoholic Beverage
and sales tax.
"Taxes have become
Control, the current-day
State taxes on items much more complex,
revenuers who still
such as cigarettes and there's no question
smash a still now and
liquor are paid almost about that," Gillis said.
then.
without thinking, Gillis
And they have not
The familiar Form 740 said.
become any easier to
for personal income tax
The old State Tax swallow, he
returns is also on Commission had acknowledges.
display, one from 1937 various regulatttry func"Many people still
and one from 1985. Scat- tions, even over boxing gripe, and we understered here and there are and wrestling. The tand that," Gillis said.
cigarette tax stamps, Revenue Department,
Likewise, a little
amusement machine when it was created in understanding is all he
licenses and a sales and 1936, dealt solely with seeks.

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Facial hair
and hormones
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - If hormone
shots were taken at an early age,
would they help stop the development
of excess facial hair in elderly
women?
DEAR READER - No. Excess facial hair tends to develop in older
women because increasing levels of
female hormone permit hair growth
to occur. All women manufacture
small quantities of male hormone in
their bodies. Before menopause, this
hormone is counterbalanced by large
amounts of female hormone. After
menopause, however, the ratio of the
two hormones is altered, so the effects of male hormone become more
noticeable. Hormone therapy after
menopause might help, but premeno-

pausal treatment will be ineffective.
DEAR DR. GOTT - After a complete hysterectomy, does a woman
need hormones? Some of my friends'
doctors say no, but mine says yes.
DEAR READER - The term
"complete" hysterectomy usually
means that the ovaries have been removed along with the uterus. However, this is not always the case; some
gynecologists will take out one ovary
and leave the other. Therefore, both
your doctor and your friends' doctors
actually may be in agreement.
Ordinarily, a premenopausal woman who has had a complete hysterectomy (ovaries and all) will require
hormone replacement. Postmenopausal women usually don't need this
replacement after surgery.
If, at any age, a woman has a hysterectomy for cancer of the reproductive tract, she is not a candidate for
hormone replacement because the
hormones may augment the growth of
remaining tumor cells.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I am 67 and
my husband can't perform sexually
any more. However,I've still got a desire for sex and wonder if the Premarin cream I use vaginally has
something to do with this.
DEAR READER - Your continuing desire for sex is normal and not
related to the hormone cream you are
using. Men and women may continue
to experience sex urges well into their
80s. Of course, the problem for some

men is in the performance area. Premarin cream may prevent the dryness and tissue thinning that occurs in
postmenopausal women.
Many couples who share your predicament have found that non-intercourse methods of sexual expression
are quite satisfactory.
DEAR DR. GOTT - My 34-yearold daughter has been diagnosed as
having narcolepsy. What is the treatment and prognosis for someone with
this diceace?
DEAR READER - Narcolepsy, a
hereditary disorder characterized by
inapporopriate drowsiness and sleep
attacks, is now thought to be due to an
increased excitability of the rapid
eye-movement generator in the brain
- in everyday English, one of the
brain's sleep centers.
Although the condition is chronic
and can be vocationally disabling,
treatment with amphetamine medication or antidepressants is usually
effective. In addition, self-help support groups can be valuable resources
for narcolepsy patients. The prognosis is good.

_
Students at Calloway County Middle School have participated in a health
and fitness program which included a weight training session. The class was taught by Pete
O'Rourke, CCMS teacher. Tommy
Workman,former Calloway county football running back of 1981,
instructed the Otitis on the proper way
to use weights in athletic training for various sports. Naw a senior at
Murray State University and an intercollegiate body builder, Workman stressed the in
fortance of the proper use of weight training
equipment. Pictured in top photo,from left, are Mike Ruccio, Brian Eells,
Lonnie Brittian, Patrick Orr.
Shelli Leopard, Amy Haskins, Tracy Walters, Kristi Graham, Dana
Ingram, Pookie Jones and
Workman. Pictured in bottom photo, from left, are Workman, Dana
Ingram, Leslie Banks, Kristy
Starks, Kristi Graham, Dawn Sledd, She'll Leopard, Amy Haskins, Toby
Bowker, Lonnie Brittian and
setting, Brian Eells.

What is HYPOGLYCEMIA and how
is it treated? You can find out in Dr.
Gott's new Health Report on the subject. Send $1 and your name and address to P.O. Box 2597, Cincinnati, OH
45201. Be sure to ask for the Health
Report on HYPOGLYCEMIA.

Aquino says Communist Party
agrees to cease-fire negotiations

19N, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

IF THERE ARE ALREADY
700,000 ATTORNEYS
IN THIS COUNTRY,
WI-IY DO WE NEED YOU?

I PAVE A
QUESTION FOR YOU

":74".

MANILA. Philippines
AP - President Corazon Aquino announced
today that the Communist Party had
agreed to open negotiations on a cease-fire
with her government.
Mrs. Aquino told
reporters, that rebels
who have been fighting
the government for the
Past 17 years had named
a former journalist as a
negotiator, but declined
to give more details.
"I'd like to be extra
careful. I don't want
anything to upset or
derail this effort of the
government." Mrs.
Aquino said at a.news
conference marking her
first 100 days in office.

ATTORNEYS NATE
QUESflONS LIKE THAT
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Amoeba porn flicks.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
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'ZIP
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WANNA HOIST
A FEW AFTER
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BEER?
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SURE, WITH YOU!
I'M A5KING YOU
FOR A takINOW

PATE, BURP-HEAD!

YOU'VE NEVER
BEEN ON A
PATE EFORE,
_ HAVE YOU? ,
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1 Sun. speech
4 Pastime
9 Spread for
drying
12 Chinese
pagoda
13 Choir voice
14 Period of
time
15 Limb
16 Heraldry:
grafted
17 Hospital
section
18 Peter Nero's
instrument
20 Rough lava
21 O-T linkage
23 Yale man
24 Remain firm
28 Sick
30 Maligned
32 Small bottle
34 Terminate
35 Hindu
garment
36 Concession
39 Unit of
1

2

0

Inc med
roadway
4 Takes
illegally
5 Destitute of
money
6 Aware of
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10
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22

11 Father
17 Walks in
water
/9 That is abbr

20 In addition
21 Competitor
22 Skid

Europe
26 Showed

16
18

President
9 Afternoon
social
10 Transgress

24 Gift of nature
25 Mountains of
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27 Redacts
29 Tibetan priest
31 Southern
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ID

DOWN

12

21

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Latvian
currency
40 Rents
41 Sorrow
43 Nova Scotia
abbr.
44 Note of scale
45 Struck
47 Underground
excavation
50 The sweetsop
51 Hawaiian
wreath
54 High card
55 By oneself
56 Electrified
particle
57 Condensed
moisture
58 Whips
59 Inquire

30

blackbird

31
33

WI

33

34

111

3sURU
37

38

ii•UU
40

ill
41

42
111

44

UUU

46

ill
57

WI
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37 Ocean
38 loops
42 Latin

coniunction
45

Portico
46 Lambs pen

name
47 Insane
48 Frozen

ill
UMW!"

Hard-twisted
thread

water
49Not used

11111111

59

NU

52 Dawn
goddess
53 Writing fluid
55 Hebrew
month

She said she planned
to name gbvernment
negotiators within 48
hours.
On Wednesday. Mrs.
Aquino had said
reforms made during
her first 100 days in office were encouraging
the communist rebels to
give up their fight. but
her ,armed forces chief
said the rebels actually
had increased their
activity.
Mrs. Aquino said her
retirement of older
generals and encouragement of
military reform had improved the armed
forces, and that amnesty for insurgents had
freed communist rebels
to come down from the
hills wittyout
punishment.
But in a separate
speech, armed forces
chief Gen. Fidel V.
Ramos said communist
rebels had spread their
influence to about 600
more villages and stepped up their attacks
since Mrs. Aquino took
power.
The situation remains well under control. but may
deteriorate seriously if
political and economic
instability persists.
said Ramos. who along
with Defense Minister
Juan Ponce Enrile led
the February revolt that
ousted Ferdinand Marcos and put Mrs. Aquino
in power
He blamed Mr
Aquino's initial moves
for continued rebel at
tacks, saying the guer
rillas had taken advantage of the "prevailing
liberal atmosphere and
the new administration's magnanimity.•'
Ramos said more than
1.000 people had died in
rebel-linked Attacks
since Mrs. Aquino took
power, or about 11 per
_day. He said an average
of 14 a day died during
Marcos' rule.
Ramos reported a
decrease in encounters
between soldiers and
rebels, and in military
casualties, but said the
communists had extended control or .influence. _
ter-4-,1181 -—
percent of the archipelago's 41.615 from 7,019 at., the end of
1985

_
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1
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6
Help Wanted
24. Miscellaneous
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
32. Apts for Rent
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
Siberian Husicy WANTED . person to do BEST service in town 12x40 *HEELER, 2
Calloway
rEttFO
FU•RNISH
RMANCr
apts.
ED
District puppy. black & silver. 5 plumbing work
on new on mowers, trimmers BR, house type roof,
REGISTERED Pointer
Adults TESTED Simmental
Court on or before
months old. 1 1 2-2 ft. house. Call 753-8292 at and chain saws. We furnished. Excellent Renting now
bird dog puppies. For
and
Maine
only.
pets.
No
Zim-Anjou
Reward.
753-7632 night
tall
June 16. 1986, the date
service what others condition. $3500 firm.
more info. call 492-8607,
crossbred
merman
Apts.,
service
S.
age
16th
before
8a.m or after WANTED sales per- can't. Stokes Tractor Phone 527-3852 days,
leave a message please.
of hearing.
bulls.
Only
753-6609.
the
very
top
m.
10p.
sonnel for South Wes- 753-1319.
527-0921 nights.
Ann P. Wilson.
FURNISHED 3 BTE performance bulls ofVanderbilt tern Ky. & Tenn. $262
LOST
FOR a healthier, more 12x60 2 'BR in Fox duplex, 15 mi. south of fered for sale. All bulls REGISTERED Pointer
Circuit Court Clerk
duffle bag, black /gold. weekly salary plus! No beautiful
Meadows,
Extra
nice.
lawn use
Murray, near the lake. health tested and Pups, 6 weeks old.
containing 2 gloves- 2 experience necessary.
StacDust- Proven ef- Moving must sell. Call Phone 436.2594, if no guaranteed. Broadbent Gateway Matador &
Notice
pairs of spikes. Old City Will train. Must have fective.
2
759-9890
or
753-5944.
For custom
Farms. Cadiz. KY. Rex Cherokee Jake
answer 436-2231.
Park. Reward 436-2136.
own transportation For applications of Stac- 12x68, 3 BR trailer, good
MIJR-Cal apts. Nor- 42211 (Day) 235-5182 Breeding. Call 753-3599.
LOST: grey & cream appointment call Dust on your
condition.
Call 436-2559.
lawn call
thwood Dr. 1. 2 or 3 BR. (Night) 235-5170
Siamese cat, vicinity of 502-247-6577 or 502-247- Ag Brokers on IndustNow renting. Equal
16th & Main. Call 753- 6604.
4 1 . Public Sales
rial Rd. 753-4533. Re- 12x70, GAS heat, new Housing Opportunity
. 41. Public Sales
4917
WORK from home $60 ferences Available.
floor & insulation 759-4984.
Recorpeting house,
per 100 inserting en- FRESH Kentucky Lake through half of trailer.
selling old carpet, 6 Help Wanted
velopes information catfish. $1.50 lb. All new wiring. Needs NICE 2 BR duplex in
send stamp to K.S. dresses. Will deliver. some finishing work. private area Applianall in good condices furnished Call 7535 Telephone
Enterprises P 0. Box Call 436-5677.
$1,000. Call 759-1221
tion. Some just like
3343.
1501-E Bloomfield NJ LARGE. large,
between
9a.m.-4p.m.
Operators Needed
large
NOW renting 2 BR
07003.
new.
Immediately in Hardin.
At New Concord
selection of storage 1971 12x40 MOBILE apartments at Em1206 Peggy
home,
1 BR, utility bassy.
buildings in stock for
Good pay. No commisCall 753-8200
Across
Also, 1 BR
From
room
with washer & furnished
immediate delivery.
Ann Drive
9. Situation Wanted
sion. Call 437-4222
apartments
Best Offer
Post Office
Acree Portable dryer hook-up. partially
between 12 noon-6
Friday
CARPENTER wants Buildings, Mayfield, furnished, $2900. Can be at other locations. Call
8 til 4
Fri. & Sat. 8 till 7
p.m. Mon.-Fri.
753-3530.
work. Call Rick Brun- Ky. 502-247-7831.
seen 173 Riviera Court.
Flowers,
tools,
Electric
wall heaters.
1 or 2 bedroom ApartANIMAL Shelter ner 436-2922. Reasona- LARGE safe. 5'3" high after 4pirti. Mon-Fri.
birch doors & locks and
ment near downtown
garden
tiller,
worker for weekend ble rates & references.
by 38" wide by 33" deep. 1976 ATLANTIC, 14x65, Murray. Call 753-4109 or
other building material,
work
Apply Public MOTHER available for Excellent for jewelry, 3 BR, bath and half, side
many
other
toys, children & adult
Library Fri. June 6 summertime daycare money or important by side refrigerator, 762-6650. •
ONE
bedroom
furnished
or occasional babysit- papers. Call
clothes,
antiques,
fur
between 4-6.
items.
stove
and heat pump
753-5980 or
niture, much more.
BABY SITTER for inf- ting. Low rates, flexible inquire at Hortons Lock included. $5.800. Call apartment adjoining University. 1303 Chestnut.
hours
Call
Kathi
753437-4912.
ant. starting July 28,
Shop.
Water furnished, no chilAt Rates As Low As
Mon.-Fri.. 8:30-5:30, in 9277.
LAWN mower bat- 1979, 14x56 Mobile
my home. Must have TWO male students teries, 12 volt, $19.99. Home, 2 bedroom, all dren. no pets, deposit rea month!
own transportation 8r be wanting to do yard• Wallin Hardware, electric, good condition. quired. Call 753-3134.
non smoking. Re- work, painting or any Paris, TN.
Underpinning goes also. REASONABLY priced,
Bennett &
1 BR furnished apt. No
ferences required. Call handy work. Call Bryan LAWN mower, 22" cut. 17.500. Call 759-1266.
Associates
pets. Call 753-3949.
or David at 759-9002.
Sat. June 7
753-1206 or 759-1020.
4 h.p. Briggs & Stratton
305 N. 4th
Fri. June 6
TACO Johns is now WILL do yard work, engines. $179.99. Wallin 1980 14x70. 2 BR, large TAKING applications
Murray
753-7273
8:00
to 3:00
kitchen & living room, for Section 8. Rent
accepting applications. hauling & mowing. Will Hardware, Paris, TN.
1614 Parklane
Subsidized
apt.
1.
give
2
or
references.
3
Call
Rain
specially
or
insulated
Shine
&
Must be neat, hard
NEW shipment of push constructe
GLASS work, glass working 8) dependable. after 4p.m. 753-7997.
d, central BR. Apply Hilldale
Snare
drum,
mowers including the
Calloway
repair and replacement No phone calls.
Apts.,
Hardin,
Ky.
WILL mow lawns. Hard new Hi-wheel
heat
air,
&
applianall
push. See
work for cars and
clothing, useful &
Gardens
WANTED 30 overweight worker. Call after 5p.m. us before you buy. Stokes ces. Excellent home. Equal Housing
on
trucks, homes and
Opportunity.
753-4522 or 436-2132.
people serious about los- 753-5643_
decorative
Tractor, 753-1319
businesses. Repair
Diuguid Drive
SEVERAL 10' & 12' TWO bedroom
ing 10 • 29 pounds in 30
ODD
jobsbuild
decks.
storm windows. Screens
household items,
Townhouse,
furnished
mobile homes. Ideal for
days. 100 percent 14
Want
across from
to
Buy
patios;
trimming;
tree
replaced, window glass.
close to campus, lots more.
guaranteed. Call 762-4003.
concrete work. Phone lake or rental, furnished washer dryer hookup.
plate glass. insulated
WSJP
unfurnishe
or
d, AC.
436-2904.
glass, store fronts, WANTED- babysitter to
Call 753-0919.
Negotiable. 753-5209.
provide
daycare
for
1
OFFICE FURNITURE mirror and glass table
VERY nice, newly
NEW shipment of
tops. M&G Complete yr old girl in our home.
painted, 2 BR apt., 1
28.
Mobile
Homes
Mon
for
Rent
-Thurs.
Pay
shelving- 1 load compuGlass Co., Dixieland
1/2 bath, carpeted with
negotiable.
References
Center, Ph. 753-0180
ter desks, storage
12x60 MOBILE home, 2 range & refrigerator.
cabinets, desks, chairs, BR, central heat & air, 436-2755.
PAMS Cake Hut- when required. Call 759-1673
after 5:30p.m.
files,
etc. 442-4302. Cryts near University. Nice. VERY
you need a cake for any
nice, clean, furUsed Office Furniture. Deposit required.
reason call Pam's Cake WANTED immediately.
nished apt., convenient
sports
reporter
for
1016
Jefferson St., Available June 15, Call
Hut Their cakes are
to Campus. Call
always fluffy & moist weekly newspaper. WANT to buy dark fired Paducah, Ky.
7531895 after 5p.m.
753-7276.
Must
have
journalism
and iced with a butter
tobacco base. Call 492- OLD hand crank VicNICE 2 BR trailer, near
trola with lots of recream icing made from background, own & be 8566.
Murray. No pets. Call 33. Rooms for Rent
proficient
in
the
use
of
a
scratch. Their decoratWANT to buy used cords. $150 firm. Call 489 2611.
2 SLEEPING rooms,
ing is superb. Best of all 35mm camera. Send go-cart frame. Call 759-1181.
TRAILER for rent. See furnished. $65 month
resume
to
P.O.
Box
185.
their prices are great.
PLAYBOY collection
492-8376.
Kenny at Dill Electric,
plus deposit, 1610 FarSo give us a call. We Benton, Ky. 42025.
WANT to buy 3 BIT 1964 to 1985- $1200; two
mer Ave. Call between
promise you'll be glad DO you need a job & house in Murray, like new 27" 10 speed
5p.m. & 9p.m. 759-4952.
you did 759-4492 or hope for the future? You preferably brick. Call bikes- $65 each; trundle 29. Heating and Cooling
may qualify if you
437-4455 evenings.
bed with both
34. Houses for Rent
DON'T have a pED or 753-4090.
mattresses-$100; child's 6000 BTU Emerson
Quiet
Cool
air
High School diploma & 15. Articles for Sale
conditio2
BR house, in Lynn
chest, bookcase. and
are between 16 & 22
desk unit- 860; 4 Subaru ner, new in Box. Call Grove area. Deposit
759-1556.
years old. Call us SEE the new cTs Toro
and references re$30; 16 lots near
Wolff System-Sunal between 8 - 1 :30 push mowers at Stokes wheelsquired. Call 435-4195.
Ky. Lake- $1600. Phone 30. Business Rentals
Mon -Fri. JTPA 753- Tractor. 753-1319
3 BR houses on
CLEARANCE SALE
436-5574.
9378 We need mechan- STOP those high cooling
AL build- Sycamore 8z Main.
First Place-5500
Manufacturer Direct ics, maintenance & bills! Standard size PROTECT your in- COMMERCI
ing, suitable for any Lease or lease with
vestment
put
a
rubber
storm windows $21.25.
secretarial trainees.
Second
Place-$200
kind
of
business.
1-800-228-6292
option
buy.
Can
to
be
Call
bed mat in your new
EASY ASSEMBLY Mid-South Wholesale pick-up truck. Stokes seen at 621 S. 4th or call 753-4109 or 762-6650 or
Third
Place-S1
00
WORK! $714.00 per 100. Building; 342 East Tractor 753-1319.
759-1144.
436-2844.
sO lb CONCRETE Mix. Guaranteed
payment. Washington; Paris; 901
OFFICE or Store space NEW 2 BR with large
Plus
RON'S
Muffler
now
Justadd water! $2.10. No sales_ Details-send 642-2552.
Mid -South Wholesale stamped envelope: THE new TORO string has: heavy duty shocks located in Southside garage. 2 walk-in -losets.
First & Second Place Trophies
for $15.90 ea. installed; Shopping Center aspprox appliancP wes.uiet
Building; 342 East Elan- 332. 3418
En- trimmer now in stock at mufflers $26.95
550 sq ft. Immediate neighbo,
"„
- moCall after
Entry Fee-S15
inWashington,• Paris, 901- terprise, Ft. Pierce,
Fl. Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
stalled. Will change possession $275 per month 5:30p.m. :';.s-6821.
642-2552
For more Information call
33482.
While supply lasts! 5 gal your oil,
Call
753-4509
or
753-6612.
NEWLY redecorated,
filter with lube
Tom Emerson, Agent (502)444-6413
GOVERNMENT jobs. DRIVEWAY sealer $14.95. 400
small, 2 BR house, S.
N. 4th St.
$16,040- $59,230./yr. $5 95. Mid -South 753.1514.
10th St. Highest heat bill
31.
Want
Rent
to
Now hiring. Call 805-687- Wholesale Building; 342
140. $210 plus deposit.
SNAPPER mower
6000 Ext. R-8155 for East Washington;
WANT to rent 2 or 3 Call 753-0157 after 6p.m.
blades, all sizes. $6.99.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
current federal list.
bedroom house,
Wallin Hardware,
preferably right outside
EALTH care adParis, TN.
16. Home Furnishings
Murray. Single parent
ministrator
for
100
bed
Please join us
SPECIAL PRICE now on with excellent
personal care facility. BABY bed & twin size
reWheel
Horse
rear
engine
ferences. Rent a work7-8 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
Health care experience iron bed, $125 each. Call
riders, 8 hp and 11 hp. ing person
Saturday, June 7, 1986 - 10 a.m.
could live
required. LPM with 753-3125.
at home or
Overstocked. See us be- with! 759-1181.
business background 13RASS BED iKingsizei
At
the home of E.W. Riley - 817 Sha-Wa Circle in Murray, Kenfore you buy. Stokes
with our staff
preferred. Send resume complete with firm
tucky, just off College Farm Road.
Tractor 75.3-1319.
32. Apts for Rent
to
Carole
Edwards,
orthopedic mattress
at Bethesda
Mr. Riley is no longer able to stay at home and will sell some
General Manager. Fern set. Never used, still in 'TILLERS, chain drive, 1 BR apt. 1628-C Miller
Ministries
fine antiques, glass and good useable furniture.
Terrace Lodge. 1505 carton_ Cost over $1200, 5 h.p. Briggs & Stratton Ave., near University.
Stadium View Dr.. must sell. $385 cash. engines, $299.99. Wallin $120/month. No pets.
Old kitchen clock•coat rack with umbrella holder• wash stand
1155. 4th St.
Hardware. Paris, TN.
Murray. Ky. 42071.
753-3415 until 5p.m..
with
1-554-0462.
Call
rack & bevel mirror • Princess dresser with bevel mirror •
753-1622
USED lumber for sale- after 5p.m.
NEED babysitter for 10 FATHERS
753-7123.
fine old pictures & frames • needlepoint stool • nice oak rocker
Day Sale. 2x10, 21x14- 20 ft. long.
yr old boy during All
recliners, easy 2nd & Poplar. ask for 1 BR furnished apt. 8160
•fine old wood ice box • round oak table with round pedestal and
summer months. 7a:in - chairs,
oak rockers & Phillip or Bobby per month. Water &
camel claw feet•4 cane bottom chairs•find old walnut bed •old
3:30p.m . Prefer some- lamps,
cable furnished. No
on sale now. Thomas.
one with children same
high back dresser with marble top that may be walnut•old sugar
900
Savings throughout the WE have good clean 55 children or pets.
age. 759-1071.
bucket•3 fancy old arm chairs may be walnut• old stereoscope
store, through June gal. drums, $6 each. AG Coldwater Rd. 753-5980.
PAINTERS Must have 14th
and pictures • small marble top lamp tables • beautiful marble
Carraway Furni Brokers, Industrial Rd. 2 BEDROOM apt, ap2 years or 'more ex- ture,
pliances furnished, new
105 N. 3rd
753-4533
top coffee table • marble top brass fern stand • old walnut coal
perience. Steady work. 753
carpet throughout.
1502.
hod • small lamp tables • old spool cabinet made into a bedside
Call 753-0839 between
Girls only. Call 753-7707.
WHIRLPOOL
7a.m -5p.m. 753-0839.
table • maple marble top table • drum table • 2-six leg tables •
50
Bag
Lb.
2
BR
apt.
with
reMICROWAVE ovens as
2 old fern stands • old cabinet radio • old framed fan • beautiful
Fertilizer 5-10-12 frigerator, dishwasher,
low as $4 per week; 25"
stove, central air &
cherry drop leaf dining table with 6 needlepoint chairs matching
Magnavox color TV as
LEGAL NOTICE
Special
heat, water furnished.
low as $7 per week,
cherry china cabinet & buffet • Duncan Phyfe couch • other odd
A final settlement of
Price
Quiet,
nice
neighbor.
Whirlpool automatic
chairs*
Brass bed • unusual chifferobe • king size bed • Brass
accounts has been filhood. $235 per month.
washer as low as $6 per
quilt
759-4406.
rack •small brass table•brass bucket•large brass cuspidor
ed in the Calloway
A
Ton
week; Whirlpool re
ALMOST new, 2 br. Apt,
spittoon that came from Dr. Millers' office in Hazel •Brass elecDistrict Court by
frigerator as low as $8
Great for
in Westwood subdivison,
per week
tric lamps • Green, Amber, Clear Aladdin lamps • Beautiful old
Goodyear
Flossie Clark, Exwith built.in microwave,
Be Part of.. .
lawn & garden
753 0595
kerosene hanging light•Beautiful old Piano lamp•Gone With The
ecutrix. of the estate
range, refrifgerator.
SCHNEIDE
R
Wind type lamps • old wall kerosene lamp with hanger • Hand
of
Pansy
dishwasher
Clark
and
disposal.
19
Farm Equipment
NATIONAL
Washer and dryer
painted wall lamp•floor lamp•round wagon wheel hanging lamp
Grogan. Deceased
Industrial
3500
Rd.
Fit SHE'. grain bin.
hookup. low utilities.
CARRIERS!
• wicker umbrella stand •some good old quilts & patterns• king
Exceptions to this setfans & 52 ft. auger.
Lease and deposit re753-4533
size antique satin bedspread •other good old bedspreads•beautiful
tlement must be filed
$1500
1970 660 Case
NEW
quired. Call 759-1503.
Combine, extra comoval mirror • nice Oriental rugs• old money • old silver dollars
the
in
Calloway
DOMICILE BASE
bine for parts, both
• good old 32 Smith & Wesson Pistol • Old school teachers bells
in this area
District Court on or
headers. $1250 Call
largest
As
• nice couch • 2 recliners • RCA Color T.V.• Washer & Dryer •
the
truckload
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
van
before June 16, 1986,
435-4429
C•rtoet .n the US SChntheat
Frost free refrigerator •electric sewing machine •small kitchen
BARRETT Service
the date of hearing.
Gold
Silver
National can one, you a ca
2 2 . Musical
appliances• vacuum cleaner• yard furniture •luggage • hand &
roe,with the income pOlentef
Ann 1'. Wilson. Center has Monroe
Closed
Closed
heavy duty shocks for
and Qualtty of +exiles you cle.
yard tools• wrenches•step ladder•bench grinder•small gypsy
Circuit Court Clerk
PIANO Spinet used.
Yesterday 342.00 Yesterday
5.33
$8 58 200 N
sire Starting June le we will
4th St
dye pot.
Rebuilt Grand Pianos.
Opened
be establishing a new Own'
Opened
753-6001
New, used organs.
cies base of up 10 25 drivers in
Glass: Black Onyx Vases • Other nice old vases • Amber ButLEGAL NOTICE
Today
342.00 Today
5.16
this area
Conert Grand piano
ton & Daisy Cake Stand • Blue Lilly & Cattail Pieces • Old ComA final settlement of
Up
.02
Down
.17
used
Lonardo
Piano
If you Qualify you Can akpeci
NURSING HOME
pote • Moon & Stars Preserve Stand • Other Old Preserve Stands
accounts has been filCo next to Penney's,
to earn an *scene., medic
Compi,,rwros of
INSURANCE
• Milk Glass Wheat Pattern Pieces • Old Havilland Tea Service
Paris, Tenn
table weekly income inciud
ed in the Calloway
VERNON S PAWN SHOP
ing mileage pay and a goner
•Blue Jewell & Shell Pitcher •Clear Jewell & Shell Pitcher•Cut
District Court by JimNo age limit to app713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
ous fuel and sateiy bonus
24
Miscellane
ous
Glass Vinegar Cruet - other Cut Glass Pieces•Glass Knife Rest
ly. Our most commy D. Doran and
You a operate lop-notch soup
753 7113
ment and spend regular
11 H P tractor mower,
We buy Gold. Silver 4 Diamonds
• Painted Plates • Old Last Supper Plate • Round & Square
Thomas C Doran, Jr..
prehensive policy
0.ahlY h"
.
, 0
36" cut, electric start &
" a, ho"'.
We loon money on anything of value
Fostoria Cake Stand - Other Fostoria Pieces • Press Cut Glass
Co-Executors, of the
pays for Skilled, InSchneider National Carriers
lights, window air conHours: 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday
Pitcher & Other Press Cut Glass Pieces• Berry Set•Crystal Stem
health
offers
also
lite
denial
estate of Thomas C
termediate
or
ditioner.
220
volts:
and ref warners benefits as
Glasses•Carnival Glass Pieces• Amber Irish •Old Butter Molds
Doran, Deceased ExCustodial Care.
dualtherm oil heater,
well as the icingYerm employ
• Old Hen on Nest•Eagle on Nest • Old Milk Glass Pieces• Milk
used doors, windows &
With Medicare's
merit stabiley you hipsci from
ceptions to this settle•
the wedgy ,n the mclustry
storm windows Phone
Glass Punch Bowl & Cups• Franciscan Dishes•Ironstone China
new guidelines for
ment must be flied in
436-2594
In order to Quality 101 this
•Set of White China•Set of Noritake China•Set of Johnson Bros
hospital confinethe Calloway District
1"x6"x6' CEDAR fenccareen POSition You "'os, be
kids let's celebrate summer and
of England Turkey Pattern • White & Cranberry Bride Basket
Court on or before
ment.
Nursing
at least 23 years cil age with
ing $1 65 ea Mid-South
on
those "A's" with a video party. Just bring
one yew of verifiable overffie
Silver•5 Piece Tea Service (Silver)•Silver Chafing Dish •Silver
June 16, 1986, the date
Home Insurance is
Wholesale Building. 342
road infrkenfincie and a sate
East Washington.
Bowl & Tray • Silver Coasters •6 Place Setting Sterling Silver
in your report card and for each "A" you
of hearing.
more important
stab* drynng moos) Vow
•
Paris; 901-642-2552
Nickle Silver Flatware•Silver Julep Cups•Old Large Bride Doll
paw employment heaory mule
Ann P. Wilson,
than ever. For free
get
off
50'
regular
the
price
our
of
movies.
2
i
2
"
x 4 ' x 1 2'
111110 neglect a willingness to
& Bride Maid Doll still in box.
Circuit Court Clerk
Information call:
1 movie per "A" 5 "A's" along with 5
provide the utmost If ca.041,
SHEETROCK $6 25
Many other items not listed. This is an all day auction with some
Jerry McConnell
customer service and you
Mid -South Wholesale
movies rented gets you the VCR at Ya
must be able to pass,a can
of the finest pieces you will find anywhere.
Insurance
LEGAL NOTICE
Building, 342 East
price for whole weekend. Have your own
rifenf p0yt.c.I mcluding drug
Washington, Paris. 901Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
7511-411111
A final settlement of
Screen
VCR? Will substitute VCR for two extra
642-2551
For
more information & your auction needs phone (502) 435-4144
•'tree Wel dal= earrles"
accounts has been filOur eaChAlet *III be wine In
movies for the price of 1. WhNe supplies
26" SNAPPER riding
Lynn Grove, KY
ed in the Calloway
YOU, area the mete Only
lawn
mower,
good conlast. So don't forget to bring those report
Please COI eunntil hOnhat
District Court by'
dition. $250 Call after
bullAntrIts hove to Schedule
cards to
David
Balentine.
Now Buy
5p m or weekends 449an wiry.. apporntment
2704
14 karat Gold Chain
Public Administrator,
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281
1400421140141
AG Brokers has
By The Inch
of the estate of
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
010 r woe OPIPlate watt,
vegetable crop oil for 15
Howard Neal Allen,
At Dixieland Center
North $41 Flea Mkt.
a gallon Industrial Rd.
Darrell
Beane - App. Auctioneer
Deceased. Exceptions
Hwy 641 N
753.45&3
("B's"
get
25'
"My
Off
Service
Each
Movie
Rented)
Doesn't Cost - It Pays"
to this settlement
former Wiggins Surn nag
FIREWOOD $27 50 a
rho MONew Nor•Doa team
1 movie per "B").
Frl 15.1 55 Lon 1 2 30 5
must be filed in the
rick delivered. 10 ricks
$250 Call 436.2770
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification.
Lillie C. Rolfe, 702
Sycamore, Murray.
Ky 42071 Deceased.
Fay Strader, Route
07, Mayfield, KY Executrix. Robert 0.
Miller, Courthouse
13Idg., Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Hugh L. Houston,
1203 Crestwood Place,
Murray, KY 42071
Deceased. Sid Easley,
204 South Sixth Street.
Murray, KY 42071 Executor. Sid Easley. 204
South Sixth Street,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Lohman
Lee
McClure. Route #5,
Murray, KY 42071
Deceased. Wendy L.
Hunter,
302
Macedonia Street.
Mayfield, KY 42066
Administratrix. Sid
Easley, 204 South
Sixth Street, Murray,
KY 42071 Attorney.
Wenzola
Insel
Gould. 1603 Hermitage Place, Murray. KY 42071 Deceased Hugh Q. Gould,
Route #2, Hazel, KY
42049
Executor.
Stephen C. Sanders,
Main
at Seventh
Street, Murray. KY
42071 Attorney.
Joe Garnett Loafman. Route #2, Box
it-i6. Murray, KY 42071
eceaseci. Marelle W.
1.oafman, Route #2,
Box 196, Murray, KY
42071
Executrix.
Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse
Bldg..
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Arminta Cossey,
Calloway County. KY
42071
Deceased.
Harvey Ellis. 1110
F'airlane Drive. Murray. KY 42071 Personal Representative.
William
Donald
Overbey, 291 Main
Street, P.O. Box 7,
Murray. KY Attorney
William
Galon
Chapman, Route #1,
Dexter. KY 42036
1 ieceased. E.G. Chapman. Route #1, Dexter. KY 42036 Co.
Administrator. Eva
Burkeen. Route #1,
Dexter, KY 42036 Co.
Administrator
Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse
Bldg.,
Murray, KY 42071 Attorney.
Gary
R.
Haverstock, 105 North
Sixth Street, Murray,
KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk

Legal

5

Lost and Found

LOST

FOR SALE

10 PARTY
YARD SALE

4 PARTY
YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE
Multi-Party

New Group Medicare
Supplements Plans
Announced$21

WANT
TO BUY
JUNK CARS
492-8812

WEST KY-McCRACKEN CO. FAIR

DEMOLITION
DERBY
June 18, 1986
6:30 p.m.

100% Payback in each heat

Plus trophies

1000 Sun Beds

Feature Race

WE'RE
PRAYING
FOR MURRAY!

Public Auction Sale

TRUCK
DRIVERS

$4

$150

Ag Brokers

Schools Out For Summer
O.K.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

SHOWTIME

..LEDER
..
SCP

•
•••••
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CLASSIFIEDS
38. Pets-Supplies

38. Pets-Supplies

38. Pets -Supplies

siseseiseeemwommom=
8 week old Seal Poinf
Siamese kiteens
Call
759-1322

TILACK poodle puppy,
female. 12 weeks old
Call 753-0925.

REGISTERED Persian
kittens. Call 753-4856.

41

41.

41.

Public

Sales

Public

Sales

MOVING
SALE

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

1508 Tabard Dr
(Canterbury Subd)
Fri. & Sat. 8-3

Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-2
110 S. Broach

Baby items, car seat,
maternity, clothes:
children's 0-8, mens

10 speed bicycle,
lawn chairs, feather
bed, record players,

&

room

ladies.

Sewing

machine,

elec
lawnmower, dishes,
chairs, toys, misc.

MULTI FAMILY
YARD AND
CRAFT SALE
1705 Johnson
Fri. & Sat.
8 til ?
Trailer hitches, step
ladder,

stereo

speakers,
weight

tools,
bench and

size
rugs,
baseboard heaters,
clothing. No early
sales.

Lots of childrens
& adults clothes,
household items,
lawn mower, weed
eater.
Canceled in case
of rain.

lots more.

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
Sat., June 7
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Corner of
Wiswell &
Ridgewood Rd.
Household

items,

clothes & toys.
If rains will be postpon
ed until June 14

Fri. & Sat.
9 mi. east of
Murray turn right
on 1346, 2nd
house on left.

Sat. Only
7 til ?
507 Chestnut
Furniture, stereo,
rowing machine,

brass, grills & ext.
Cancel if rain

Pamper Yourself With a
REGENCY SPA
Available in a wide range
of shapes, sizes, and colors.

Childrens
toys,

household

GARAGE
SALE
End of Smith St
in Puryear, Tn
(turn at
Minit Mart)
Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Rain or Shine

Fri. & Sat.
June 6 & 7
7 a.m. until ?
707 Sycamore

clothes,

items, glassware,
typewriter, 200 yr.
old piano.

6 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE

Lots of good items, lots A,
of junk, wall decor,
small appliances, misc

2

wheel
trailer,
automobile tires &
lots of other items

FIVE
PARTY
GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

Fri., June 6
Sat., June 7
606 Broad
Street Ext.

Cherry Corner
Rd. across from
Cherry Corner
Baptist Church
Friday
8 am-5 pm
Saturday
8 am-12:00

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

Rain or Shine
Fri. 8-4 Sat. 8-2
1707 Johnson
(off Doran Rd)

Sat., June 7
8 a.m.-?
2 miles on
Hwy. 94E

Flower pots, pillows,
yarn, draperies, school
desk, toys, accessories
for home, tool box,
boat
seat,
paint,
clothes, and much,
much morel

115 South 13th Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071 502-753-3492

tr;eP4i

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
Friday 8-3
Sat. 8-12
111 N. 7th

All kinds of items.

Amvets Post 45
Dance-Two Great Bands
Friday, June 6
Double Nickle
Saturday, June 7
Crosscut
8:30 p.m.-1 a.m.

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

Baby playpen, high
chair, car seat & swing.
Old Ky & Tn school
books, hard
back
books, 8.track tapes,
records, radio, clocks,
sm appliances, lots of
glass & some antiques,
2 guns, some knives &
many other items

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

Sales

Fri. Only
9:30-6
403 N. 5th St.

Lots of baby clothes,
air cond., & misc.
items.

Go 94 East to
Happy Holiday
Boat Sale, turn
left go to silo,
turn left go 2
miles, watch for
signs.
Fri. & Sat.

Public

Miirray Ledger 8r Times

YARD SALE

Sales

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

MULTI PARTY
YARD SALE
314-316
Woodlawn
Fri. & Sat. 8-?

Public

41

In case of rain
will be held
June 14

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
38,000 Sq. Ft.
Shopping Center

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
2214 Quail
Creek Dr.

Directly adjacent to MSU campus

4 Party
Yard Sale

21 Stores-Fully Occupied

Sat. June 7th
8-4

With 2 Acres Undeveloped

641 Puryear at
Martha Underwood's trailer
Variety of items

Owner Financing
20% Down
Balance can be paid from rental income.
*20 Year Pay Low Interest 'No Points
Must sell due to poor health.

753-3018

4 3.

Real Estate

53 ACRES southwest of
town, or will sell in lots
or sections. Call 753-1349
after 6p.m.
CUTEr, 2 BR cottage.
approx. 1 acre land,
approx. 1 mile from Ky
Lake. 17.500. 436-2500.
GENUINE log cabin.
approx. 5 acres of land
new health approved
well, 20x30 steel out
building. Approx. 1 mi.
from Ky. Lake. $25.000.
436-2506.
GOVERNMENT homes
from $1
repairi.
Delinquent tax pro.
perty. Repossessions.
Call 805.687-6000 Ext.
H-8155 for current repo
list
44. Lots for

Sale

CORNER lot in Oaks
Estates. Call 753-7634
after 5p.m.
LARGE wooded lake
lot, near Hamlin Kentucky & Pinebluff area
Good view of lake. Nice
building site. Accessable. Reasonably priced.
Financing available.
Ken Shores Estates
753-7531.
LOVELY. partially
wooded lot. not far from
town. Price reduced to
$5,000. Owner wants
offer. Phone Kopperud
Realty 753-1222.
ONLY 3/4 mi from
lake. You can buy 5
wooded acres for only
$5995. With reasonable
down payment & $141
per month. Property
located on black top
road near Hamlin &
Pinebluff. Call 753-7531.
46.

Homes for

Sale

2 BR modern frame
home, utility shed &
well on 1 lot. $12.500.
Call 436-5439.
3 BR, 2 bath, on
Camelot Dr. Large
great room with
fireplace, fenced backyard. Lots of extras.
753-3119.
ATTRACTIVE two bedroom house, includes a
stove, refrigerator, airconditioner, and
drapes, two storage
buildings on one acre of
land, located north of
Murray. Asking $24.500
Call 759-4826.
FOR sale by owner. 4
BR brick, 2 baths, den,
central heat & air.
insulation. 1 acre with 2
storage buildings. Must
see to appreciate. $49
900. 759.9596.
sale by owner:
brick 3 bdr. with carport, storage bldg and
garden. Nice neighborhood on corner of Storey
Ave. & Meadow Lane.
Call 753-5901.
FOR sale by owner- 3
bedroom, den, living
room, large lot with
storage building, new
roof and gutters. Call
753-5114.

roR

47

Motorcycles

1978 HONDA Twinstar
185. very low mileage
excellent . ctindition.
many extras. Reasonable price. 753-0046.

1980 Yamaha
MX 80
Excellent Condition.

$275.00
435-4130

47.Motorcycles
1979 YAMAHA 750
Special. Call 492-8595
after 5p.m
HONDA Odessey. $300.
Call 474-8088 after 6p m.

48. Auto Services
IMPORT Auto Salvage.
New& used parts. Open
8-5. Mon.-Sat. 474-2325.

49. Used Cars
1973 DODGE Charger.
excellent body, engine
needs work. Call 4362531 after 6p.m.
1978 CHEVY 4 door;
1976 Buick 4 door: 1973
Pontiac 4 door. Best
offer. Call 753-5233 after
6p.m.
1978 VOLARE
Plymouth, good condition. 6 cylinder_ CaU
753-6210 after 4p.m.
1979 DODGE Omni.
Needs work. Call 4892605.
1981 PONTIAC Phoenix,
4 cyl., automatic, air.
tilt, excellent condition.
Can be seen at 1726
Melrose or call 753-1859
anytime.
1982 OLDS 98 Regency.
V-8 with auto overdrive.
4 door, gray, all extras.
Extra nice. $6800 or best
offer. 753-4522 or 4362132.
1986 MAZDA SE5. 20,000
miles. Must sell. $5,500.
Call 753-8898.
'78 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham, tilt, p.b..
p.s., ac.. stereo included. Nice car 7591195 or 753-8019 if no
answer.
82 MONTE Carlo. Excellent condition. Vinyl
top, AM/FM cassette,
ac, low mileage, local
car. $6500. Serious inquiries only. Call after
6p.m. 759-4017.

1980 Buick
Regal
V-6, dual exhaust,
tilt, cruise, air,
stereo, great gas
mileage,
sharp,
$2800.00. Also G.E.
Dishwasher
Call 759-1405
after 3:30
50

Used

Trucks

1963 2-TON Ford truck.
Will sell with or with out
log bunks. Call 753-6186.
1970 I N TE RNATIOIstAL
Scout 4x4. very solid
body & mechanically
sound. S1.650. 753-2708
after 4p.m.
1979 CHEVY pick-up
truck, 6 cylinder, standard, excellent condition. Best reasonable
offer. Call 753-8382.
759-1261.
1979 FORD Van F150.
p.s., p.b . air. Call
753-9400.
1984 CHEVROLET
Custom Van, low mileage, local. Call 753-8372
after
1985 4-WHEEL drive
Chevrolet Scottsdale.
Call 759-1737 or 753-0747.
'72 CHEVY Van. 6 cyl.,
3 speed. Call 436-2594.
78 CHEVY 4x4. short
wheel base, 350 c.i.,
auto, lock-outs. 8" lift.
new Gumbo mudders.
new headers 8r exhaust.
Always garaged. Never
mudded. S6,000 firm.
753-0653 after 6p.m.

INTRODUCING
The Newest and Best Car Lot
In The Purchase
We
Move'Em

Consignment
Lot

Need to Sal That Car, We'll Move It
Need to Buy That Car, Corn. Buy

Double D
43
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Estate

Downtown Murray. 4th & Poplar
or call 759-1211

KOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
.of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
& in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753 1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for vou

Real Estate Auction

NOTICE
A 10% PENALTY ON CITY OF MURRAY
AUTO STICKERS AND BUSINESS LICENSE
BECAME EFFECTIVE ON JUNE 1, 1986.
FAILURE TO PURCHASE THE REQUIRED
LICENSE COULD RESULT IN CITATION
INTO DISTRICT COURT.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK
AUTO STICKERS MUST BE PERMANENTLY AFFIXED TO THE WINDSHIELD OF
THE VEHICLE.

Sat. June the 14th at 12 Noon
Rain or Shine
Approx. 3 miles northeast of Lynn Grove, Ky.
Will be selling to settle the estate of the late
Luther Parks.
99 acres of gentle to rolling high productive farm
land, laying in 3 tracts Has 76 ac tillable land, 34 6
wheat base. 36 3 corn base with large yield
Nice 6 room frame house with bath, small base
ment. lots of mature shade trees, stock barn. tobac
co barn, tool shed and other outbuildings
Buyer pays 10% down day of sale
Balance in 30 days or on receipt of deed
Possession with deed with buyer honoring lender
agreement in effect for 1986 crop year
Buyer receives the rent payment
For detailed information and
inspection of farm call

Otto Chester's Auction Service
435-4128 or

Coleman Real Estate
and Property Management Office
753-9898
Farm sells at absolute auction
from 10 a m to noon on sale

Will be shown
day
Announcements made day of sale take
precedence over printed matter

2

50. Used

Trucks

53. Services Offered

ODD iob specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install
You
break, I fix. Call 436
2868 evenings.
PAINTING= Paper
hanging, commerical or
51.Campers
residential, Free es
1148 INTERNATIONAL timates, References 25
school bus camper. years experience,
good condition. $2400. Tremon Farris 759 1987
No calls Saturday. 4362528.
1976 MIDAS 21 ft., fully
self contained with tub
& shower, air and
awning, double axels
Extra clean garage
kept. $4,000. 489-2538.
'79 4-WHEEL drive
Jeep Cherokee. silver &
black. Sharp. $4350 Call
759-4012.
ONE owner. 1977 Chev.
Cheyenne 1/2 T pick up
with camper top. ps pb,
ac. Call 753-6557

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

52

Boats-Motors

ALUMINUM John
14
boat with trailer. 5 1.2
horse Evinrude motor.
$700. Call 753-4346 after
SPUTI•NAUTALINE
houseboat 1967. T00's.
gen., VHF, $15.000
753-4065 evenings.
GLASSPAR fishing
boat. 50 h.p. Mercury
engine & trailer. No
reasonable offer will :be
refused Phone 437-4493

Let Rex give you a
price on your septic tank & backhoe
work.

753-9224
30 yrs. experience

53. Services

Offered

TREE WORK. Com plete removal, topping,
trimming, stumps
mechanically removed.
Experienced. Larry
Wood 753-0211.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con'
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
WILL do bushhogging
and order gardens. Call
753,8590.

Irrigation Mesodermal
CAMPBELL WELL

DRILLING
McKsinssio, In
CoNsict
9013523671 or
901-352,5704
Fro. Estimates
WILL do spray
painting barns, houses,
trailers, etc. Also, brush
and roll. -Reasonable.
Call 753-7701. ,
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill ,sand.
Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753 6763.
WILL mow yards & do
house painting inside &
outside Phone 644 1498,
P.0
Box 1201, Paris,
Tn. 38242.
YARD maintenance
lawns mowed, shrubs
shaped and trimmed.
General yard clean up
and trash removal.
Gardens tilled
Adam
Larstn-474 8848.

PIANO tuning. Call Roy
Dunn 753 8976 after
5p.m.
_
ROOF 1NG, Siding,
Concrete wOrk, Ad
ditions, Painting,
General Carpentry
53. Services Offered
P .A. Molony
2 MEN want to do yard
753 8628
Free
work
Tree trimming.
Estimates.
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, mow SEWING Machine Re
yards,. light hauling & pair. All makes and
Home & In
wood for sale. Free es- models
timates. 753-0680 or 759- dustrial. Bag ctosing
machines. Also Scissor
1683.
40 yrs
ALL type masonry sharpening
work, block, brick. experience. All work
concrete, driveways, guaranteed. Kenneth
sidewalks, patios. house Barnhill, 7 5 3 2 6 7 4 ,
foundations, new Stella, Ky
chimneys or chimney STUMP REMOVAL
repair. 25 years ex- SERVICE
perience. Free es•'Mechanically removed
timates. Call Charles 10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
Barnett 753-5476.
surrounding lawn
APPLIANCE
Larry Wood 7530711
SERVICE. Kenmore
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 23 years
Metal Roofing &
experience. Parts and
Siding-Factory Direct
service. Bobby Hopper,
First Quality painted $42.00
Bob's Appliance Serper square. Galvanized
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
$32.00 per square. Full 34"
Business 753-4872, 436coverage. Puy only for what
5848 ihomei.
you get. 5 V Missal In standard lengths of $26.95 per
square.
Toll Free In Ky.
11100-633-3245.
Metal & Shingles.
Free delivery 25
56. Free Column
squaws, end up.
Aluminum & Vinyl
FREE
kittens. Call
BLUEGRASS AG
Siding.
759-4467
DISTRIBUTORS
Free estimates.
FREE kittens. Call
Handarson, Ky.
753-3481
Call 759-1600

ROOFING

APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers. re
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354.6956 or 753
5341.
DECKS, patios, foun
dations, greenhouse
additions. Custom en
ergy saver homes. Con
tracted or hourly. Solar
home builders. Tripp
Williams 753-0563
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR your roofing
needs, minor repairs or
complete roofs. 15 years
experience
For free
estimate call 759 1825.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL
Free es
timates. Days 753 6973,
nights 474 2276
GENERAL contractor
20 years experience.
Roofing & painting,
indoor & outdoor. No lob
to small. 474•8057.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops
sinks
panels, custom made
vanities. Free Est 753
9400.
INSULATION blown in
TVA ap
by Sears
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills
Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs
experience
Also,
Stumps mechanically
removed 10': ,below
surface. Call 753 0366.
L EE'S CARPET
CLEANING
For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning For a free
estimate call 753 5827
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
comrawcial
Heating
and air' condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753 7203.
MOBILE
Specialist Repair and
preventative mainten
ance_ Roofs, floors,
plumbing, wiring,
hurricane straps
759
4850
MOODY'S Mower
Repair
pickup,
' and
del•Ivery
All work
guaranteed
Call 753
5668

HOME

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
Custom trim
work. Refitrencas.
Call Will Ed Dailey
753-0W

OERRY's
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

•

STOP BY AND SEE
OUR NEW SHOW ROOM

••

•
•
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
•
•
• MURRAY, KY 42071
753-5940•
• Watch for the date of our Open House •
•••••••••••••••••••••

Hopkins Insurance Agency
LIFE
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER
INTENSIVE CARE
HEALTH
3th & Poplar
115 South 13th
Murray, Ky 42071
(502) 753 6202

Corner 1

AUCTION
*** FARM MACHINERY ***
SATURDAY. JUNE 14, 1986
10 DO A M - RAIN OR SHINE

NEAR FARMINGTON, KY
Sale Location From Farmington Ky Take
Hwy 121 South East 1 Mile To Beech Grove Rd
Proceed South To The Rickman Farm
Sons Posted"
raactOots
ti-ic 1066. Cab & Duals • Ford 5000 Diesel. Remote
Valve• Ford 3600 Diesel 744 Hours Power Steering.
Spin Out Wheels. Remote Valve • A-Farman w Cultivator. Plow •John Deere 2030 Diesel. Engine Needs
Repair•IHC 706 Diesel• Moline 445 Utility • International TD-20 Dozer • Gehl 95 Grinder Mixer • Badger
2100 Honey Wa on•iHC 9 Wheel Disc
1976 Ford F-600 w Grain Bed 8, Hoist 2 Speed Low
Miles 9.00-20 Rubber • 1982 Jeep Jto 4 wheel Drive
Pickup. 4 Speed. Lock in Lock Out Hubs•1976 Chevy
Pickup V-8 Automatic•1975 Chevy C•65 w Grain Bed
& Hoist 582S
d 9 00-20 Rubber
Ac 333 No Till 11 Row Planter•Holland 2 Row Pull Type
Tobacco Setter•Century 500 Gallon Pull Type Sprayer
• Kasten Model 20 Silage Wagon Covered Top •
Dunham 12 Cult' Packer•PAM 7 - 3 PI chisel plow •
Hahn H-300 Hi Boy Sprayer•Two-300 Gallon Pull Type
Sprayers•Ford T - 3 Pt Disc•7 - 3 Pt Blade•John
Deere 110 - 12 Wheel Disc•Helix Spiral Seed Cleaner
•Holland 1 Row Pull Type Tobacco Setter•John Deere
400 Rotary Hoe • Two-4 Wheel Farm Vdagons • 11'
Hutchinson 48 Transport Grain Auger • IHG 5418
&MI Plow •John Deere 2 Row 3 Pt Planter•2 Row 3
Pt Cultivator•Ford 3412' Plow•Ford 5 '3 Pi Rotary
Cutter•IMC 56- 4 Row Planter• MF 3%14" Plow•3 Pt
Spray Boom
Water Winch Model WW•90-M . mile irrigation Rig •
Hale Model 6FR-C413 Power Unit Irrigation Pump •
Hobart Portable Welder w 4 Cylinder Engine •
This Will Be An Opon Sale To Area Farmers
That Have Excess Equipment To Sell The
Auction Will Be Held On The Rickman Farm
Located 2 Miles South East Of Farmington. Ky
On The Beech Grove Road
CONTACT THE AUCTION COMPANY FOR DETAILS'
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!'

JAMES R. CASH
ouCTIONE.IR 8 REAL LSAT( BROKE El
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
15021 623-8466 OR 15021 623-6358
Sri INC; StICCECSFLIt SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

,
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SCB still at work Read the classifieds each day

_

„

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell met with South Korean President Chun Doo
Hwan last week in Korea to discuss opening Korean markets to American
tobacco products. As a result of their meeting. President (bun pledged to
Sen. McConnell trade actions which may result in a new $500 million market
for American tobacco products.

Long distance callers names and addresses
who need operator from Directory
assistance could be en- Assistance,"
countering delays — but
Tucker said that since
there's no problem get- divestitur
e, AT&T
ting a local or long- operators
have been
distance number from providing
.local and
Directory Assistance
long-distance services
service, South Central
for South Central Bell
Bell has pointed out.
under contract. Beginn"While the strike
ing in August, South
against AT&T is proCentral Bell will be takbably affecting longing back these functions
distance calls that rein Kentucky.
quire an operator's
assistance, callers
But Directory
should remember that Assistance has always
SCB operators are not been a South Central
on strike," Dwane Bell service, and since
Tucker, manager, said. only AT&T employees
"That means the same are on strike, it is being
excellent service on provided normally.
telephone numbers, Tucker said.

Stamps on sale

the Rentt-A-Bull
program.
After the bank approves a lease request.
Pigg and the applicant
search for the bull best
suited genetically for
the farmer's cows.

The bank operates a
Rent- A •Bull program
that leases the animals
to cattlemen seeking to'beef up their herds.
"We don't look at this
as a money-making project. It's a public service thing." says David
Pigg. the official in
charge of.the program.

When a bull is found —
some come from
Mississippi. Missouri
and Tennessee — the
farmer is charged a
yearly fee that is 121-,
percent of ,the animal's
purchase price. Based
on the average $1,188
the bank paid for each
bull, farmers are
assessed an average
yearly rental of $148.50.

The bank started with
eight bulls in 1984 and
now has spent more
than $53.000 for 45 bulls
"If I had a million
dollars, I could lease a
million dollars worth of
bulls. It's that popular."
Pigg said.
The bank has about
4.000 customers invovled in farming, and Pigg
said it gained $218.000 in
new accounts from
customers selected for

E

The bank takes care
of insurance and
veterinary costs. Pigg
said.
Last week. Evan McCord renewed his lease
on an Angus bull that he
estimates is worth about
$1,500.
McCord said he put
the bull with a herd of 38
ceows and was planning
to keep them together

vents... (Cont'd from page 6)

Saturday. June 7
Paris Landing will have
a dance with music by
Crosscut Band from
8:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
————
Breakfast for
Everyone will be at 7:30
a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
— —— —
Couples Bridge. with
Don and Barbara
Blalock as hosts will
start at 7:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
————
Jackson Purchase
Historical Society will
meet for a salad luncheon in River-side
Gourmet Room of Exedutive Inn. Paducah.
— ———
Gourmet Cabaret:
The Sunday Funnies on
Broadway will be
presented at s p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park.
For information call
759-1752.
— —— —
CCC Camp Reunion
will be at noon at first
pavilion on right in
• Murray-Calloway County Park.
— — — —
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets
— — — —
Murray -Ca I Iowa y
,Swim Team will have a
fun meet at 10 a.m. at
pool at Murray.
Calloway County Park.
A potluck luncheon will
follow.
— —— —
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
and Boards Without a
Saw at 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace- 1850:
Skywalk,at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. and West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers
at 8:30 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center: A
Fine Kettle of Fish at 2
p.m. at Empire Farm:
Tackle Those Ticks at
2:30 p.m. and Night
Visual at 8:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
'
•
— — —• —
Fourth annual Scrub

Run.sponsored by Community,Hospital
Mayfield, will begin at 9

Saturday—June 7
a.m. at Mayfield High
School.
— — — —
Sunday. June )4
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
—— — —
Gourmet Cabaret:
The Sunday Funnies on
Broadway will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park.
.For information call
759-1752.
— ———
New Liberty Missionary Baptist Church
near Gobo will have its
annual homecoming.
————
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church and
Gordon Cemetery will
have their annual
homecoming_
——— —
Berkley Family Reunion will be at noon at
Shelter House. Kenlake
State Park
— — — —
Summer Youth Program will begin today at
Murray State
1 Tniversity.
———
Chestnut General
Baptist Church will
have all-day events.
— — ——
Smith Brothers
Quartet will sing at 6:30

-!"

33

Dean Foods
Dollar Gen, Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

+ 1/e

48% unc
19 unc
59%
33/
1
4 -1
/
2
33% -Vs
.76% -1%
.73% unc
32% -%
31'/, unc

Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOOOmAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

142s/s %
63/
1
4 +'/
22% +'/
52% 4. IA
51% WIC
33/
1
2
78%
53/
1
2
73
47%
32%
82%
33%
48%

unc
+%
unc
unc
+ i/s
-%
+ i/,
•1/s
+

16% -1/11
6.31

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

Atkins' bank suit settled

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

Fears spreading

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT

BEL-AIR DECOR
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
and Butter Churning at
2 p.m. at The
Home place. 1850:
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center: LBL
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
Snake Tales at 2:30 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature
Center: Sunspace or
Greenhouse at 3 p.m. at
Empire Farm

111411666.66 110f0611 C01•01116.11001

Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Outside Latex

753-4451

2 Gal. Pail

HOLLAND DRUGS
Cards & Gifts
Add a touch of
country to your home!
Choose from our
great selection of...
•Heart Rugs
•Lamps
*Wall Plaques
'Baskets
'Lots More!
New shipment has just arrived!
- ••-Va.) •

$2395
White Only

Del-Mar Mini Blinds
& Flexalum

40% Off
Month of June
Large Selection of Colors

Unfinished Furniture
Oak Tables

$28995 $32995

1983 Buick Regal
Maroon, Power Seats, Locks, Windows, Air,"
AM/FM Cassette Stereo, 47sxx

4-111
05
litz
6wehLiet.1H,.
_

Let one of our registered
pharmacists fill your
prescriptions and receive

15% Cash Discount
We offer Good Old-Fashion Service'

109 S. 4th St.
753-1462

42-54"
Oak Chairs

$4995 $6995 $8995

New Shipment Byrd Crystal
Lamps — Pictures -- Bowls
Decanters — Glasses

•-•

°114r
14...f

CSX Corp

Rand

WASHINGTON (API stamps is based on a
— French stamps bird's eye view of the
HOPKINSV1LLE, Ky. Bank Sz Trust Co., said over an $85,000 loan that
honoring the centennial statue by Peter B. (AP — A local bank has Christian Circuit Judge was made in December
of the Statue of Liberty Kaplan, a New York Ci- agreed to an out-of- Edwin M. White signed 1980 to buy land in
for the normal 12 weeks. will be sold in New York ty photographer 'noted court
settlement in its an order of dismissal in Hopkinsville. The suit
"But he got the job City post offices. the for his high-level pic- lawsuit against
also named as defenformer the case Tuesday.
done in six weeks. That U.S. Postal Service said tures taken from state Auditor
"As far as we're con- dants Forest Hill Farms
George L.
means I'll have all those today.
skyscrapers and bridge Atkins Jr., according to cerned, it's resolved and Inc. and Atkins' wife,
calves close together.
The French stamp towers.
the bank's lawyer.
concluded," Powell Sue Page Atkins. Atkins
That will save me some will carry the same
A French engraver,
was president of Forest
said.
time and make it advan- drawing of the left pro- Claude Jumelet,
Thomas A. Powell. an
Hill Farms and his wife
The Hopkinsville bank
tageous to sell them all file of the head of the prepared the printing attorney for Planters
was secretary.
sued Atkins in March
at the same time." he Statue of Liberty as its plates for the American
said.
companion 22-cent U.S. and French stamps.
Another Madison stamp.
The U.S. stamp,
County cattleman. Riley
Both stamps will go on printed in red and blue
Reece, has taken a third sale July 4. during the on a white background,
lease on an Angus and a Liberty Weekend pro- will be available at post
second lease on a gram of special events offices nationwide on
Simmental.
honoring the statue's the next business day
"Most men die of their remedies,
NORTH
6-5-A
-Why buy when you 100th anniversary.
after the Independence
not of their diseases."
1
0
7
•
can lease one and get all
The design for the Day holiday.
— Moliere.
V 9764
the traits you want in
•K J 10 9
your calves?" he said.
+652
"Weight-wise and in
Because South saw no way to use WEST
EAST
quality. I've had a 50 to
any of dummy's values, he chose to •8 2
•4 3
75 percent improvement
play for a defensive miscue. Had he
A 82
VKQ5
over the calf crop I had
looked
a little closer and taken a •7 6 5 2
•A Q 8 4 3
before."
MOSCOW ( AP ) — main in the center of
reasonable risk, he would have 4 Q 10 9 8
4K J 3
A similar program
Soviets must overcome special attention."
found the way to score his game.
SOUTH
has been operating at
indifference and
"It is impossible that
South ruffed East's diamond
•A,K Q J 9 6 5._
the -Citizens National
bureaucracy to help even one family or one
queen with his nine and ran four
J 10 3
Bank in Russellville for
people evacuated from person should suffer
high trumps, hoping for silly dis•- -17 years. It has 34 bulls
the Chernobyl accident because of indifference,
cards. Had the opponents each
4A 7 4
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sary with a reception at
else, you'll have to find the best
dummy's 10. The trumps split, and
Chapel Hill United
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the
game is assured. Two of South's
Methodist Church near
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and instead of down two, South 12263, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
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what we mean.. with quality
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50th wedding anniverus today
sary with a reception at
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Rent-A-Bull service given
RICHMOND, Ky.
AP — When officers of
State Bank tir Trust Co.
talk about the importance the institution
places on public service,
it could be called a lot of
bull.

Stock Market
I.B.M.
Ingersoll

Industrial Average
-5.92
Previous Close
1858.32
Air Products
79 +
American Telephone.. 24% + Mg
Briggs & Stratton
39 4. IA
Chrysler
36 -1
/
4

95

per sq.

•20 Year Warran
•Fiberglass

Combination
5 Porch Swing with Frame is
lawn or porch. Hardwood slats
frame. Vanilla or wrought iron
Swing. 807 249(01)811 4831(0 I)

Frame. 807 257(0-I) 811 8201(01)

Price
perfects for
with steel
black

MSC
I11.71

3-Gallon Driveway Saalar. Covi tor
emulsion sealer protects against salt,
gas 8, oil damage
1056
5-Gallon Fieavy-Duty Fillar
& S.1r
5.11?

4113,

:1.1 •.

*•

•••\1•Nm•Ole

•
••••
11/1/4M111441•411111•
41NO•u1s•
+••••.••••....4

96.66

Reg. 138.99
Glide-A-Lawn Swing. Frame is made of
heavy 11
/
2" O.D. 16 gauge steel tubing.
All lumber is pre-drilled, all hardware
is plated. Vanilla or wrought iron black.

3 Mil 10' x 25 Clear or Black Plastic Sheeting
L."
,
Lo3 i7914H7818131.LoI2L
4 Mil 8' x 50' Clear

806 765iFF164V(0 1) 866 756•F864(0-1)

Air Conditioners
On Sale Now!

1:11

1.0.11 (1361.0.11110110

Steel Picnic Table Frame folds
for winter storage. Includes
hardware. Less lumber.
804 894 010013

% Low
Low
Price

3.33
48- x 36" Backboard & Goal.
Drop down goal
807 1841000(0 1)
Pad. 825 6001P4210 1)
•

Gilpin

4' Ornamental Wrought Iron Railing.
Smooth black finish is ideal for porch
or r001T1 divider. 103 934 42911 30)
7.97
6 Foot Section
103 918,43011 30)

White Solid Vinyl Siding saves maintenance expense. Won't peel, rot, rust,
corrode or absorb moisture; no painting
required.
Colors Available.
1060

Special Discounts On All Sun Windows
Page 2

1986 Hardware Wholesalers Inc

26" s8' Fiberglass Panels add beauty 8.
brightness Shatterproof. White or green
107 672/4001VNI 10)107 7071006(N) 10)

Weed Double Hung Window. Rough
opening: 30"Wx42"H. 1840

•
••
••
•
•II•I••
• • -••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

„

Monarch
Reg, 125.99

Kinkead

89.97

•

44.88

4'0" x 6'8" Mirrored
By-Pass Doors. Perfect image mirrors
add a spacious, open
look. Shatterproof
safety plate mirror
laminated to firm
backing. 174 965,0 i)

-i.:Lilirar
:liii.
:
'7.:::f.I:

x

.....• :
:
"
ai:

Tub Enclosure. Satin
anodized frame, safety
tempered glass panels.
Stay-clean self draining lower track. Fits
openings 59" wide x
56" high.

:Fr

Reg. 29.99
211"x69" Wood Screen
Door. 1581

-

=
-

6000595(1 18)

.
-=-•
•_

_--:
-

securilkty et safety savings
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i—"- i::::'•:-:••••=':*
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Iowa-A\
Century
Webuilt

8 foot
Reg
55 99

Reg
34.99

3

28.44

Aluminum Combination Door, 21"
x68" with safety glass. 1" thick.
Right or left hand. 1618, 1619

Better Bilt
Aluminum Screen Door, 2'8" x 68".
Adapts to right or left hinge. 1" thick
179087

:v\

\
111

Folding Stairway.
Completely assembled
163 735/221
/
2
01) 163 717((0-I

Reg
32g,99

259.97

Gnsham

30" x 6'8" Wrought Iron Security Storm
Door. Heavy gauge all welded steel frame
166 705503011.40 1) 166 714503019401)

missmin=

K88 Reg 66 49
Nautilus
Polished Brass Entry Iodise or Single
Cylinder Dead Bolt, polished brass or
stainless steel. 206 493/453130 E9814)

Attic Power Vent. 1.10d CFM
All metal cinstruction 2211

1.77

2.77

11;4" Ornamental
Pull with screws

4" Black Gate Latch Black Thumb Latch
for swinging doors
fits gates up to
N101220
3- N178616

N100057

5.77

30" White Ductless Range Hood. 2 speed
hood controls odors, smoke g grease
2739

6.157p.„
Ornamental 7" TStrap Hinge.
N165480

Universal Replacement Hardware it
Sliding I Bi-Fold Doors.
206 31&1817PPK3 pli811 101

•
• Lock
Antique
Alt7 Antique
Brass
Brass
Available
Available
Brass Handle Pull or Brass Window Lock.

.47
1" Round or Square Hardwood Knobs with
screws for /
1
4" drawer fronts PO4 lea
9210105 3001 201 I 2957801(25 300)

Ail

202 246/819606 GF%/11(50 11301
202 51139)19508 GtOdIISO 3001

The Phenix Econo is a solid
garage door with a price that
will surprise you. With all the
advantages of a higher priced
door Ask about Phenix's
limited 1 year warranty
See the Econo
today

GENIE

149.88

439.95

Shown with
Optional Grille

Trac Drive Garage Door Opener. I/2 H.P. automatic

60:611" Wood Swinging Patio Door

light delay Digital transmitter with personal
security code $10 Rebate Available. 1004/GS900

71 1/2''W x 80',...1696, 1697

34,97

with screen and lock set.

ll1:11
o

Keyless Entry
System.
103 357 KEP 1I 61

The Econo
garage door.
Budget price.

36"x80"
161577

fFlush Door. Ready to finish
Plit ITYcan be used as a table

top tool Adapts to right or left hinge.

Save 50%
Oft List
'In Stock
•Ready To Go

6-Panel Pre-Hum Steel Entrance Door
is fully insulated. Primed & prebored.
Left Of right hand opening. 1776, 1777

Add to the enjoyment and value of your home. A deck or patio con serve as
on at-home resort for rest and relaxation, a hide-away for sun lovers, a play center
for kids, an inviting area for enjoying family cookouts or entertaining guests.
Once built, your project
should odd to the value of
your property, particularly
if it is made of quality, longlasting treated lumber
which is resistant to attack
by termites and rot.
Treated lumber retains its
decay and insect resistance
for decades — with virtually no maintenance. There is
no need for periodic pointing or surface coatings.
Free
our
with
Check
Estimates
knowledgeable personnel
for the treated lumber for
your special projects.

Bring in your plan
for a FREE ESTIMATE!
You'll be amazed at
our low Cash & carry
Prices!

Linear
Foot

5 Gallon Fibered Liquid Roof Coating or Asphalt
Plastic Roof Cement. 103802, 103845
HORS

Kraft-Backed
Fiberglass
per sq. ft.
R-13

Roll
01400

4x8
34880

The greeter the "W' value. the

NORA.. AND
WORKBENCH SPACE SERVICE DOOR. MO
ALWNIEUM WINDOW,
re?' WOOD GARAGE
DOOR.PLANS INO.UDID.

•ALL SIDINGS ARE NARDOOARD LAP SIDING
OR ASPENITI—OTNER SIDINGS OPTIONAL
•ROOFING FIDIRGLASS SHINGLES.

The greet*, the "R" value. the

eater the owlet

WILL HOLD TWO CARS
WITH STORAGE AND
WORKINPICH VACS.
faCT/ON
GARAGE DOOR. SERVICE
DOOR AND WINDOW.

*COMPLETE SET OF DETAIL PLANS.
SNOWING
ALL DIMENSIONS, RAFTER
CUTS AND
MATERIAL LIST FREE WITH
PURCHASE OF
GARAGE.

2% CAR GARAGE WITH
PLENTY Of STORAGE
AND WOINCIIIP•01 spAa.
WINDOWS, 16317'-4 SECTION GARAGE DOOR.
SERVICE DOOR.

*THESE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE ANY CONCRETE. MASONRY PRODUCTS, PAINT OR
LABOR COST.
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4.69

4' x 8' x
Polar White Wall Paneling with
melamine coating is ideal for bath or kitchen

Each

4'118 Autumn Oak Paneling has simulated
woodgrain finish with cut grooves for a richer
plank look. 1402

6

.97 Each

Coorgislicilic

4" Vista Cedar or Oak Paneling has
1
4' x 8' x /
simulated woodgrain finish with cut grooves for a
richer plank look. 1-403, 1404

low prices on brand names
In Stock
Wallpaper
Over 100 Patterns
To Choose From

40%
12" x 12" Tile
Each
In Full
Canons
C
of 64
Monaco Ceiling Tile. Soft contoured
2" thick.
1
pattern. /
0103523

28

White or
Clear Prismatic or
White or
Clear Cracked Ice

2.33

Each

2' x 4' Lighting Panels for suspended
ceilings. 100 401 /111TC40 25) 100 410/PTW

*First Quality
*Current Patterns
•Prepasted
•Vinyl Coated
•Scrubbable
•Strippable

(0-25) 125 091C1C40- 251 101 099/C1W(0 25)

161197 .1 1 1 1 141 1 1 1 1
Arrow Heavy Duty Tacker shoots
a staple wherever a nail can be
driven 301 774/ 50(1 12)

Off

10" Rotary T.I.Mitre $aw. Push button broke stops bode quickly. Miters up
to 47° left or right. 304 80.3/1703(0 1)

Each
Black & Dodger 3/9 inch Variable Speed
Reversing Drill. Variable Speed Jigsaw.
or 1/4 Sheet nabbing Sender. Quality accessories to assist the home handyman
303 593(714411 5) 309 50S/75413(1 5) 310 433/74430 51

lq
15%

Off

akx

Suspended Grid Systems require no special
skills or tools to install. Ideal for any
•
do-it-yourselfer.

39.97 fl.9.

57.99
Ski) 7%- Circular Saw. re H.P., 10 amp
motor delivers 4,600 RPM. Lateral lock-off
button for left & right hand operation.
Bled* wrench storaim. Un ass/slew

▪

,

Reg 41 99

Reg 52 99

26.97

35.97m

2'0" x 6'8" Pine Full Louvered Bi-Fold Doors. Set of 2
doors fold flush to the sides
Ready to finish. Includes
hardware and track.

2'0" x 6'8" Pine Louver/
Panel Bi-Fold Doors with
hardware and track Set of
2 doors are ready to paint
or stain

163 414 730,0 h

2.97
Exterior Latex Redwood Stain protects &
restores redwood beauty. Quick drying.
Soap & water clean up. 782 3800'658751(1 41

Aluminum Sliding Window. Rough opening:
24-x24." 1601

163 478.732(0 11

HIDE

Gallon
Reg. 5.99

23.80

Master Hide
• For wallboard,
plaster, cement block,
acoustical ceiling
tiles or other interior
surfaces.
• Flat finish hides
surface blemishes.
• Dries in 20 minutes.
• Equipment cleans
quickly with water.

• • VI •

•

Paint Thinner

Reg 3 59

5.88

Dirie-Pacifrc

2.7s?
Gallon
Reg. 7.50

G4905, G4957

PARKS

Shelf Bracket with
Back-Plate can be
painted or stamed

25.97

Parks

Gallon Paint Thinner for solvent based
paints, varnishes and enamels
785 993'202311 61

4" x 4" x 96" Porch Post. Pre
servative treated or exterior or
interior use
3',1 .1 9.

:
:
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Qom a"
I " •
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207 77? TWB 60111 101
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•
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•
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Holland
Reg.
35.99

al.44

Reg 10.99

9.67

Schulte

12" x 48" Epoxy Finished Wire Shelving
for closets, utility use 702 164 11481 6,

6.47

S
Each

S Wood
Specoaltres

7" x36" Solid Pine Unfinished Shell can
be stained or painted to match your decor
707 706 TWBS 7)611 61

20 Inch. 2-Speed Fan is ruggedly constructed of heavy gauge steel and plastic
materials Features include thermally protected motor, plastic mesh grill and
stabilizing hoot. 907 044,3714 20-(0 I)

25.88

6' Wooden Seepixideer. Strong
& sturdy Dowel braced back
legs Fully rodded steps & center
bar braced back 751553/10.11

Ale
-4;

-

eso

-

_

V1 V

V 1 NI

Treated

2•99

8 Foot
Full Size

14.88

10 Foot
Section

Cedar

Genova
Brown or White Guttering with super tough
enamel finish 105692, 100544

4x11 Lattice Panel. Ideal for all ex -

Landscape Timbers

tenor uses.

161179 160008

•

Brown
Black

R & G Sioane
/
1
2" x 10' CPVC Water Pipe for
hot 8 cold water
4385

MI

26 27

m° 26.97

Req. 5.49
Vanity with 20"
.is 17" Top &
BowL Easy to assemble base

Calling Fan
Similar To Picture

Round Point Shovel has 47"
long handle. Tempered blade.
113/18580-US473(1-6)

11 Ounce Paneling Adhesive.
Use for paneling, plywood or
wallboard. 268 203/(1-24)

Anchor
Continental

4r Fluorescent Shop Light
Aluminum or Galvanized Roof
/
2"
Vent. 151
/
2" x 151
881Q0-12) 102 865A0 121

3 Piece Pan & Roller Set with
convenient ladder hooks. 10" x
15" paint tray. no ermai-12)

with Bulbs. Fully assembled.
Chain and hooks included.

White Latex Caulk for general
construction applications.

/
3
4"x 60 Yards Masking Tape
for all purpose use

519 157n3L-18(0-1)

784 814/(0-I0)

784 805/5150(1 481

ceder

Sale
ends
.
June 18

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

3toro Molars: oa. tn. 7:50 a.m. to 7:00 p.a.
Sat. $:00 ca. to 6:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.a. to 5:00 p.a.
All srlais Net Cash &

Open 7 Days A Week

Your Complete Home Building Supply Center
*Other Locations — Benton & Iiake City, KY*

NOME REGARDION POSSIIILE CHARMS 5 AVAILADIUTT OF ADVERTISED &ODDS MID IN 111/0111 pacn Because this pace so not prepared by this retail dealer but by Its wholesaler IHWIt which has warehouses at Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Orson ninon lAntima Ono and Waco Texas and because this piece PS prepared several months on advance of the actual sale period soma items may not be immedlalaly available on demand at this store due *nor to sales above ressoneble
demands or other orrunistarces beyond thN retillar's control Therefore this store will gladly issue a ranched tor any advertised Item not available on demand which win to Good ke purchase of ttse particular Hem at the adverlsecl price
when additions( ,mentories of ttu lam are recaleld Doe N unforeseen cIrcumetendes certain lents may not be avertable at all, or a subsOblIon isIS be supposted This Mors arid the MI WarehOUSOS *miaow to avoid any such chimps rationover
possnie but Invensmas they have no coribst War maablablerate and thaw proteams Each olINI 01011 Sift It3 OVRI prices The prices quoted herein are tublect to change Ow to pond* prInfIng errors or circumstances unforeseeable if the NM of
printing The rch/ V 'Unit OtkanelleS is rammed by ON natillst Early shoppers aS end Me best folschon llapular prices is this ad rotor to PIWIs suggested nodular soiling price This mom is indapendwitty owned and the actual -regular"
price may vary
Bale Items Cannot Bo lotaraod
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